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Abstract

This study explores the distinction between intended, planned strategy and unintended, emergent
strategy. With a process-relational practice perspective, I aim to unpack the tension in practice-
based strategy literature of highlighting the managers as the authors of strategy or lowering human
agency to the extent where the autonomy of actors becomes problematized. Accordingly, this
study understands strategy as a social, collective achievement and contributes to practice-based
strategy literature by showing how different modes of practices connect and with what results.

The study was conducted in a Finnish software SME providing solutions for the public
healthcare sector. The empirical material consists of extensive field observations and interviews
for one and a half years.

With the empirical analysis, I identify three modes of practices with varying degrees of
intentionality, show how the emergence of strategy in these modes of practices is beyond
management's control, and develop a theoretical conceptualization of how these practices connect.
Moreover, I illuminate how practices shape strategy in three ways: during strategic planning, the
socio-cultural background acts as an initial premise that sets the directions for strategic themes,
the practices across the organization and its context set the possibilities and boundaries for
strategic activities, and socially acquired modus operandi shapes the strategic activities and, by
extension, the organizational outcomes.

In contrast with prevailing views of strategy as pre-planned and controlled by the managers,
this study highlights the significance of socially acquired modus operandi and nexus of practices
shaping the strategic direction of the organization in intentional and unintentional actions. In the
light of this study, strategizing should include more examination of how organizational life is
upheld and reproduced and with what effects. It is only after recognizing these aspects of paying
attention to unexpected outcomes that it is possible for managers to reorganize organizational life
intentionally and, by extension, the organization's strategic direction.

Keywords: emergent, intentional, management, practice, process, strategy, unintentional





Okkonen, Hanna, Suunnittelusta odottamattomiin lopputuloksiin. Prosessi-
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Tiivistelmä

Tämä tutkimus käsittelee aiotun, suunnitellun strategian, ja kehkeytyvän, suunnittelemattoman
strategian eroa. Tarkoituksena on purkaa prosessi-relationaalisen käytäntöteorian avulla strate-
giakirjallisuudessa vallitsevaa jännitettä, joka joko korostaa liikkeenjohdon roolia strategian laa-
tijana ja hallitsijana, tai alentaa ihmisen toimijuutta siten, että liikkeenjohdon rooli strategian
muodostumisessa problematisoituu. Vastaavasti tämä tutkimus käsittää strategian sosiaalisena,
yhteisenä saavutuksena sisältäen molemmat strategian muodot, ja täydentää käytäntöperusteista
strategiakirjallisuutta näyttämällä, kuinka erilaiset käytännön muodot kytkeytyvät yhteen ja mil-
laisin lopputuloksin.

Tutkimus toteutettiin suomalaisessa ohjelmistoyrityksessä, joka toimittaa ratkaisuja julkisel-
le terveydenhuollon sektorille. Empiirinen materiaali koostuu kattavasta havainnoinnista ja haas-
tatteluista puolentoista vuoden ajalta.

Empiirisen analyysin avulla tunnistan kolme käytännön muotoa, joissa tarkoituksellisuus
vaihtelee, näytän kuinka strategia kehkeytyy näissä käytänteissä johdon kontrollin ulottumatto-
missa, sekä kehitän teoreettisen käsitteellistyksen siitä, kuinka nämä eri käytänteet kytkeytyvät.
Sen lisäksi valotan, kuinka nämä käytänteet muokkaavat strategiaa kolmella tavalla. Ensimmäi-
seksi, strategisessa suunnittelussa sosiokulttuurinen tausta toimii alustana, joka määrittelee suun-
nan strategisille teemoille. Toiseksi, jokapäiväisessä toiminnassa eri käytänteet läpi organisaati-
on asettavat mahdollisuudet ja rajat strategisille aktiviteeteille. Kolmanneksi, sosiaalistumisen
kautta hankittu toimintamalli muokkaa strategisia aktiviteetteja johtaen odottamattomiin loppu-
tuloksiin.

Toisin kuin vallitsevat näkökulmat strategiakirjallisuudessa, joiden mukaan strategia on edel-
tä määritelty ja johdon kontrolloitavissa, tämä tutkimus korostaa sosiaalistumisen kautta hankit-
tujen toimintamallien ja käytäntöryppäiden merkitystä, jotka muokkaavat strategista suuntaa aio-
tuissa ja tahattomissa toiminnoissa. Tämän tutkimuksen valossa strategisoinnin tulisikin sisältää
enemmän tarkastelua siitä, kuinka organisatorista elämää ylläpidetään ja toistetaan ja millaisin
vaikutuksin. Vasta kuin nämä hiljaiset toimintamallit ja käytäntöryppäät tunnistetaan, on mah-
dollista uudelleen organisoida ja sen seurauksena muuttaa strategista suuntaa tarkoituksellisesti
liikkeenjohdon tahdosta.

Asiasanat: aiottu, kehkeytyvä, käytäntö, liikkeenjohto, prosessi, strategia, tahaton
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Preface  

I was standing on a slush covered road, holding my bike and watching people rush 

to offices in the dark, late September morning. I was also on my way to my job 

with a title, like everyone else’s: “a manager.” The wet snow kept falling and cars 

didn’t let me across the road. On the other side of the street stood huge metal letters 

saying “Välitä” (Care). And there I was thinking “Why do I keep doing this?” A 

consultant had asked me to fill in documents with simplified descriptions following 

a predesigned form: hours of work not really reflecting anything real. I had no idea 

how my writings were being used behind the closed doors of top management. 

Perhaps my writings became part of a tale that aimed to convince financers, a tale 

crafted for a desired future with pretty numbers and fancy titles for us all. A tale 

that never told how and why we got to where we were.  

After all these years that day keeps following me, never staying too far behind. 

So when I decided to change my research topic from business models to strategy, I 

wanted to understand how strategic planning could be so detached from everyday 

life in an organization, even to this day. How could two different pictures live 

simultaneously: the frozen black and white still simplification, and the swirling, 

colourful moving picture? I wanted to grasp this difference and find those places 

outside the frame where a possibility becomes possible and where the unexpected 

materializes. This continuously shifting place leads us to moments where enough 

is enough, or where an idea prospers. Moreover, that right there, that was the 

starting point. Not a theoretical gap, but a personal agenda disguised as research 

born out of a breakdown on that road with my bike fourteen years ago.  
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Abbreviations  

etc. et cetera  

i.e. id est 

e.g. exempli gratia 

CEO chief executive officer 

CTO chief technology officer 

iOS mobile operating system created and developed by Apple 

SME small and medium-sized enterprise 
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1 Introduction  

I am sitting legs crossed in the chair without my shoes on, watching, listening, 

and writing, when one of the employees [E] passes me, then suddenly comes to 

a halt, and walks back right in front of me. I pause my writing and raise my 

head to acknowledge him. 

E: [unsure, shifting his feet, not looking me in the eyes] You know [pause] I 

have to say [then lifting his eyes directly to me, raising his voice and clearly 

stating] to be honest, the word “strategy” brings a shit taste to my mouth. I 

used to work for a stock-listed corporation and there it [strategy] always meant 

cooperation negotiations and kicking people out. Always someone from the top 

came to lay down the strategy. It is nothing more than people up there coming 

up with excuses for firing people and justifying their actions. 

I nod and tell him that I understand where he is coming from. He stands there 

for a few seconds silently and then continues toward his work desk without 

another word.  

(Abstract from field observation notes, June 15, 2017, somewhere between 

12:00 pm and 1:00 pm) 

1.1 Justification of the study 

The above-described encounter echoes the remnants of a conventional view of 

strategy, where it is seen as a predesigned plan for the anticipated future. Its main 

objective is to help avoid and overcome unforeseen obstacles in a changing 

environment with rational actions and tools (Ansoff, 1965). These studies assume 

that individual managers are agents for change, the sole authors of strategy crafting 

a winning solution in a specific context and treating strategy formation as a linear 

process (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). However, as the above quote depicts, 

organizations can end up in situations where strategic plans fail regardless of how 

careful the planning is. In other words, the conventional perspective toward strategy 

does not fully grasp the complexity of the everyday life of organizations nor the 

uncertain and ever-changing world practitioners face (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas 

& Van de Ven, 2013; Sminia, 2009).  

In strategy literature, this notion has been widely recognized, and there is a 

stream of literature that consequently questions the relevance of strategic planning 
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to organizational outcomes. It separates deliberate strategy, namely strategy 

materializing from intentional strategy actions, from emergent strategy, namely 

unintended patterns of action that can be only retrospectively defined as strategic 

(Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014; Kipping & Cailluet, 2010; 

Regnér, 2003).  

This distinction between deliberate and emergent strategy has brought up the 

notion that the actual activities in organizations have a strategic role. Specifically, 

practice-oriented strategy literature aims to understand the collective dynamics of 

strategy formation (Whittington, 1996, 2006; Johnson, Melin & Whittington, 2003; 

Jarzabkowski, Kaplan, Seidl & Whittington, 2016). Two streams of practice studies 

can be distinguished in strategy literature: strategy-as-practice and strategy-in-

practices views. Strategy-as-practice studies have adopted a management-centered 

approach in examining what managers do when partaking in strategy-related 

organizational practices (Whittington, Jarzabkowski, Mayer, Mounoud, Nahapiet 

& Rouleau, 2003; Jarzabkowski, Balogun & Seidl, 2007; Vaara & Lamberg, 2016). 

This research has been done successfully and is widely recognized in the strategy 

literature (Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Kohtamäki, Whittington, Vaara & Rabetino, 

2018; Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009). It has significantly increased our knowledge of 

micro-level social activities and practices in understanding what happens when 

people engage in strategic planning, strategy workshops, strategy meetings, and 

strategy reviews (Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Johnson, Langley, Melin & 

Whittington, 2007).  

However, recent studies have started to question whether these strategizing 

practices are relevant to organizational outcomes (Jarzabkowski, Kavas & Krull, 

2021; Kouamé & Langley, 2018; MacKay, Chia & Nair, 2021). It means 

investigating a more comprehensive range of actors and following the 

consequences of these actors’ practices through the patterns of action they construct 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2021). Strategy-in-practice studies contribute to this notion by 

capturing the ever-changing and unpredictable world that practitioners face and 

emphasize that what may turn out to be a significant consequence for the 

competitive advantage of the firm may not be an outcome of “strategic” activity as 

such, but may emerge from a pattern of practical coping with developing situations 

(Chia & Holt, 2006; Tsoukas, 2015; Rache & Chia, 2009). Consequently, the 

strategy-in-practices perspective treats strategy as patterns of action that are 

retrospectively recognized as strategic, which arise from habituated tendencies and 

internalized dispositions rather than purposeful, goal-setting initiatives (Chia & 

MacKay, 2007, p. 217). It understands strategy as immanent in all ongoing action 
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(Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia & Rasche; 2009; MacKay & Chia, 2017) while 

highlighting the emergent aspect of strategy.  

Compared to the previous strategy-as-practice studies, the strategy-in-practices 

perspective then shifts the locus of analysis from individual strategists to the 

historically and culturally transmitted fields of practice.  This is where strategy-in-

practices has made its most influential theoretical contribution by shedding light on 

how the pattern of actions that enable emergent strategy is possible (Chia & Holt, 

2006; 2009; Chia & MacKay, 2007), illustrated how local micro- and field macro-

level phenomena connect (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; MacKay et al., 2021), and how 

these local coping actions result in strategic outcomes (MacKay et al., 2021). 

Consequently, strategy-in-practices treating strategizing as a social construction 

offers alternatives to understanding how the strategic trajectory of an organization 

can shift despite intentional strategizing practices in an ever-changing world. 

However, by having solely focused on unintentional, emergent aspect of strategy 

and glossing over intentional strategizing moments from empirical analyses 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011, Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021), from a strategy-

in-practices view it remains unclear what role, if any, intentional strategizing 

practices have in the emergence of strategy, how it is related to strategic and 

organizational outcomes (Kouamé & Langley, 2018; Burgelman et al., 2018), or if 

it is only a ritual exercise with no actual strategic importance (Mintzberg, 1994; 

Mintzberg & Waters, 1985).  

Conclusively, regardless of acknowledging the two aspects of strategy, 

deliberate and emergent, existing strategy literature does not sufficiently explain 

how these two relate to each other (Burgelman et al., 2018; Mirabeau, Maguire & 

Hardy, 2018): whereas strategy-as-practice studies have emphasized rationality of 

human actions, strategy-in-practices claims that all practices are shaped by modus 

operandi (Chia & Holt, 2006). Accordingly, strategy literature overemphasizes 

either rationality of human action (Chia & Rasche, 2010) or lowers human agency 

to the extent where the autonomy of actors becomes problematized (MacKay et al., 

2020, p.27). Consequently, these practice views toward strategy circumscribe 

relational agency inherent practice theory (Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2002) from 

which they draw. 

To contribute to the strategy-in-practices literature by examining the 

mechanism of how strategy emerges through intentional strategizing practices and 

practices ex-post defined as strategic, unfold and enfold into each other, this study 

highlights three aspects inherent in this view. First, it raises the Heideggerian (1962) 

notion of three modes of being previously mentioned in strategy literature but not 
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further developed in examining the emergence of strategy (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; 

MacKay et al., 2021, Tsoukas, 2015). Secondly, it raises the Heideggerian (1962) 

notion of “seek to account for occurrentness.” This has been previously hinted at 

in previous strategy literature but not explicitly examined before. Together these 

two concepts provide a way to include intentional strategizing practices into the 

unfolding emergence of strategy. Thirdly, it highlights the notion of a nexus of 

practices inherent in practice theory (Czarniawska, 2007; Latour, 2005; Nicolini, 

2009; Schatzki, 2006), also previously mentioned in strategy literature (Chia & 

MacKay, 2007) but not further developed. It enables the examination of how the 

practices constituting an organization and its context enable and constrain strategy 

and explain how unexpected outcomes become realized in relationally entwined 

practices. Specifically, I argue that these three notions enable us to conceptualize 

intentional strategizing practices and emergent strategy under a single study to 

reveal the collective dynamics in strategy formation while accepting the ever-

changing world managers face in their daily lives. I reason that in line with this 

theorization, a real-time ethnographically oriented study at a Finnish software 

company, which provides solutions for the public healthcare sector and gains 

international growth in a business sector which is considered slow, bureaucratic, 

and challenging, leads to a new theoretical perspective, practically relevant 

knowledge, and new methodological insights toward strategy. 

1.2 Contribution and positioning of the research 

In recent decades, practice turn (Corradi, Gherardi & Verzelloni, 2010; Gherardi, 

2016; Schatzki, 2005) and processuality (Chia, 2017; Garud, Simpson & Langley, 

2015; Langley et al., 2013) have become issues of interest among organization 

scholars in general and in strategy research in particular (Burgelman et al., 2018; 

Chia & MacKay, 2007). These two perspectives are interested in similar 

phenomena:  How do organizations make strategies, and how are strategies formed?  

Conventional content strategy research has been interested in what strategy is, 

while the practice perspective has depicted strategy as something organizations do, 

and finally, the process perspective has shown how organizational strategy-making 

unfolds over time. Here I distinguish between two perspectives on processuality: a 

weak process perspective and a strong process perspective. The weak process 

perspective approaches the world as made of things in which process is seen as a 

change in things between different moments, whereas the strong process view sees 

the world in which things are reifications of processes (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; 
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Langley et al., 2013). Thus, a strong process perspective regards the world in a 

constant state of becoming (Chia & Holt, 2009; Langley & Tsoukas, 2017; Tsoukas 

& Chia, 2002; Nayak, 2008) and is well suited for understanding the fluxing and 

changing world that practitioners face in their daily lives.  Second, how the 

processual world is made livable depends on the social practices in which actors 

are embedded (Langley et al., 2013; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; van Hulst, Ybema 

& Yanow, 2015).  

Further, at the crossroads of these two views lies a stream of strategy literature 

that embraces both relational practice theory and temporality and open-endedness 

in the strong process view. Taking this stance in between, the strategy-in-practices 

view has two implications for strategy research. First, to understand actions that 

generate strategies, it is essential from a practice perspective to broaden the study 

regarding the social and historical context and flatten the distinction between the 

micro- and macro-level in strategy research (Whittington, 2006; Vaara & 

Whittington, 2012; Vaara & Lamberg, 2012). Second, the focus shifts from 

individual intention toward understanding strategy-making as non-deliberate action 

and illustrating the unintentional nature of everyday practices (Chia & Holt, 2006; 

MacKay & Chia, 2013). Traditionally this view toward practices has treated 

emergence as natural and unintentional, where strategies can arise from complexes 

of practices (Chia & MacKay, 2007). Consequently, the proponents of this view 

propose that individual actions are less outcomes of individual choices and more 

unselfconscious responses to surrounding circumstances. These responses are 

shaped by modus operandi stemming from prior premises of socio-cultural 

background (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Thus, strategies are then secondary 

stabilized effects of culturally transmitted practices (Chia & Holt, 2006; Gomez & 

Bouty, 2011), leading to tangible organizational outcomes (MacKay et al., 2021).  

However, despite these contributions on the emergence of strategy, by focusing 

on a management level as its persecutors (Balogun & Johnsson, 2005; Chia & 

MacKay, 2007), and placing inquiry solely on unintentional practices, and by 

extension to emergent strategy (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Boyty, Gomez & Chia, 

2019), the possibility that strategy emerges both from intentional and unintentional 

socialized practices engaged in by people who do not identify themselves as 

strategists remains relatively unexamined (Chia & Holt, 2006; Jarzabkowski et al., 

2021). Thus, it calls for a combination of actions where actors can either act 

intentionally or unintentionally and include people across an organization in the 

empirical examination.  
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Accordingly, this study aims to understand how strategy as a social, collective 

achievement emerges by including intentional strategizing practices in the strategy-

in-practice view. Therefore, at the heart of this study are the following research 

questions: 

How do intentional strategizing practices and unintentional actions stemming 

from socio-cultural background shape the strategic trajectory? 

Thus, there are two sub-questions: 

1. How does strategy emerge from different modes of practice? 

2. How do different modes of practice connect? 

By embracing process-relational onto-epistemology inherent in strategy-in-

practices (Bouty et al., 2019; Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia, 2014; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002) 

and by adopting Heideggerian (1962) three modes of being, namely absorbed 

coping, deliberate coping and detached coping, allows placing both intentional 

strategizing practices and emergent strategy under a single study. From this 

perspective, artificial levels of analysis fade, and strategy includes all the ongoing 

activities that reform organizations and reproduce them over time (Langley & 

Tsoukas, 2010). 

Methodologically the insights of strategy-in-practices view guides to push into 

a direction where researchers need to go beyond the talk of strategists and 

intentional, strategizing meetings to show how the organizational history and 

situation, cultural mediation, individual socialization, internalized habits, 

mannerisms, and tendencies shape the character and direction of strategic outcomes 

(Chia & Holt, 2006). This study entails adopting an ethnographically-oriented case 

study and across-organizational analysis in exploring how historically and 

culturally embedded and situated practices present in everyday life shape the 

strategic trajectory of an organization.  

Accordingly, this study contributes mainly to strategy-in-practices literature 

that treats strategy as an emergent phenomenon (Bouty et al., 2019; Chia & Holt, 

2006, 2009; MacKay et al., 2021, Samra-Fredericks, 2003) by bringing in 

intentional strategizing practices in discussion and examining how practices have 

agency in different modes of activity, but also to strategy-as-practice (Whittington, 

1996, 2006; Johnson et al., 2003; Jarzabkowski et al., 2016) and strategy process 

studies embracing both emergent and deliberate aspects of strategy (Mintzberg & 

Waters, 1985; Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014; Mirabeau et al., 2018) by examining 
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how practices constrain and enable shaping the strategic trajectory of an 

organization. 

1.3 Methodological departures 

This study was conducted in Precare (pseudonym), a Finnish software company 

that provides solutions for the public healthcare sector. The empirical part of the 

study was conducted during 2017 – 2018, at a time when Precare had survived a 

ten-year-long Death Valley phase and was on the verge of entering international 

markets. During the study, Precare managed to gain unexpected growth in a 

business segment that is considered slow and challenging due to procedures related 

to government contracts (Erridge & Greer, 2002) and various existing solutions, 

regulations, and strict standards to be followed (Murray, 2001). In examining the 

emergence of the Precare’s strategy, this study utilized an ethnographically oriented 

approach with prolonged fieldwork. As ethnographers draw close enough to 

observe the precariousness of such processes, stay long enough to see change 

occurring, enable the practices that constitute an organization to be uncovered, and 

are contextually sensitive (van Hulst et al., 2015; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Rasche 

& Chia, 2009; Vesa & Vaara, 2014), ethnography is well suited for understanding 

organizational life (van Hulst et al., 2015) and, by extension, strategy emergence 

(Rasche & Chia, 2009, p. 713). 

Where conventional research text describes a tidy organizational life from a 

distance, ethnographies focus on the messy everyday life where organizational life 

emerges through action, interaction, confusion, and coincidence (Fineman, Sims & 

Gabriel, 2005; Ybema, Yanow, Wels & Kamsteeg, 2009). Hence, ethnography is a 

thick description as a story with a beginning and an end where the theory weaves 

along with the story, for example as Steward (1996) has depicted the other America 

in A Space on the Side of the Road, or Ho’s (2009) ethnography of Wall Street and 

Röyrvik’s (2011) ethnography of economy in crisis have done. This is where this 

study deviates from traditional ethnography by following a more established 

writing style adopted in organization studies in general and strategy studies in 

particular with separate theory, methodology, and analysis parts with conclusions. 

However, despite this more conventional appearance in writing, at the heart of 

this study is an ethnographically oriented approach that follows the logic of 

induction where the researcher is “relying more on the logic of discovery and 

happenstance than the logic of verification and plan” (Van Maanen, 2010, p. 220). 
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Hence, this an attempt to put together a tidy study with traditional form results 

from long iteration between empirical investigation, analysis, and reading 

theoretical texts. Moreover, the theoretical framework presented in this study was 

not formed before the fieldwork, for example, through intensive reading. Instead, 

the moments in the field at Precare pushed the formation of the theoretical frame 

into specific directions with the aim of understanding what was observed. In other 

words, the theoretical lens used in this study was partly chosen during the fieldwork, 

not before, and was further developed during the first phase of analysis. On the 

other hand, in contradiction to traditional strategy studies, the findings part in 

Chapter 6 utilizes fieldnotes as short stories to capture the messy and often 

unplanned aspects of organizational life and, by extension, the emergence of 

strategy. Consequently, this study locates somewhere between ethnography and a 

traditional monograph. The research process is depicted in more detail in section 

5.2. 

1.4 Defining key concepts of the study 

Most of the key concepts of this research are discussed and detailed later in this 

study. In addition, most of them rely specifically on process-relational onto-

epistemology, and for this reason, understanding them here can be challenging 

without more in-depth reading of the theoretical and philosophical grounding of 

this study. 

Strategy  

In this study, strategy refers to the pattern of action, either unintentional or 

intentional, that leads to a meaningful outcome. This outcome, and the action 

leading to it, can be retrospectively labelled as strategic. Thus, strategy is not an 

entity, nor does it have a specific beginning and end. Strategy emerges through 

intentional strategizing practices taking place in detached coping (see below for the 

three Heideggerian modes of being and intentional strategizing) and unintentional 

practices taking place as either absorbed coping or deliberate coping (see below for 

the three Heideggerian modes of being and unintentional strategizing).  
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Practice 

Practices are open-ended and organized socio-material activities produced and 

upheld by agents. Practices are shaped by historically and culturally shaped 

tendencies and disposition, a modus operandi (see below for more on modus 

operandi). Practices provide a social structure that makes living in constant change 

livable and, by extension, gives the impression of stability and continuity. Practices 

can be reproduced and upheld by actors in three modes of being (see the three 

Heideggerian modes of being).  

Modus operandi  

This refers to how practices are reproduced; a socially constructed style of 

engagement. An actor’s modus operandi is acquired through socialization to a 

specific socio-historical background, where acting in particular already occurs in a 

specific way.  

Three Heideggerian modes of being 

Heideggerian modes of being relate to how humans engage with the world. There 

are three main modes of practice in this study: absorbed coping, deliberate coping, 

and detached coping. In absorbed coping and deliberate coping, human action 

depends on how the world shows itself. In absorbed coping, the action is mostly a 

non-rational adaptation to the unfolding situation. In deliberate coping, the action 

is reflective in nature while aiming to move forward. In detached coping, the actor 

aims to understand the world intentionally. Here the action is analytical with 

explicit awareness of the lifeworld.  

Intentional strategizing  

Intentional practice is where actors aim to create a strategic view or construct a 

strategic plan. Here, the process-relational world is reduced into separate entities, 

such as levels or hierarchies in order be able to analyze, plan, and reflect. This takes 

place in detached coping when actors intentionally aim to understand the world. 
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Unintentional strategizing  

Unintentional strategizing means patterns of action that can only be retrospectively 

recognized as strategic. Unintentional strategizing can take place either in absorbed 

coping or deliberate coping. In absorbed coping, the strategy emerges 

unintentionally from the uninterrupted flow of action stemming from a broader 

socially constructed cultural-historical background which can have unintended 

consequences that are retrospectively defined as strategic. In deliberate coping, 

strategy emerges unintentionally when the flow of action is interrupted by temporal 

breakdowns (see Breakdown). In order to circumvent hindrance or practical 

concerns, new patterns of action emerge, which can be retrospectively defined as 

strategic. 

Breakdown 

Breakdown marks the shift from absorbed coping to deliberate coping (temporal 

breakdown) or to detached coping (complete breakdown). It means that the ongoing, 

unreflective, absorbed coping is interrupted without the actor’s intention. In 

deliberate coping, the actor remains with the task at hand and aims to circumvent 

the disruption, and in detached coping, the actor withdraws from the task at hand 

and analytically detaches themself from the world to understand it.  

Seeking to account for occurrentness 

Seeking to account for occurrentness means an intentional shift from absorbed or 

deliberate coping to the detached coping mode of being without breakdown (see 

Breakdown). Here the actor intentionally aims to understand or interpret the world 

and can act intentionally. 

Agency 

This study adopts a relational agency in practice theory where the knowing subject 

and the known object mutually constitute one another in ongoing interaction. Here, 

human agency is necessarily exercised in the context of temporal socio-material 

practices.  
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Organization 

An organization is an interconnected nexus of practice upheld by actors in their 

ongoing action. Consequently, all social entities such as organizations, institutions, 

and even individuals are effects of socio-cultural practices. 

1.5 The structure of the study 

This study is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the strategy 

literature with an increasingly narrowing focus on the strategy-in-practices 

literature. It elaborates how unintentional, emergent strategy, and intentional 

strategizing practices have been conceptualized within existing strategy literature. 

At the end of chapter 2, subsection 2.3.3 offers a more detailed description of the 

research gap and sets the direction for the rest of the thesis.  Chapter 3 is a closer 

inspection of relational process theory and explains practices and, by extension, 

intentionality in different modes of being. After this, strategy-in-practices literature 

is revisited in chapter 4 by describing strategy in different modes of being. The 

theoretical frame of the study is presented in subchapter 4.4. Thus, chapters 3 and 

4 theoretically answer the two research sub-questions: How does strategy emerge 

from different modes of practices? How do different modes of practices connect? 

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of the methodology adopted in this 

study and the reasoning behind its choices. Also, it presents a detailed description 

of the research setting. Empirical findings are presented in chapter 6 with a 

discussion section in subchapter 6.8. Chapter 6 empirically complements and 

answers the first and second research sub-questions, and answers the main research 

question: How do intentional strategizing practices and unintentional actions 

stemming from socio-cultural background shape strategic trajectory? Finally, 

chapter 7 presents conclusions with theoretical and practical implications, the 

limitations of the study, and suggestions for further studies. 
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2 Theoretical overview 

2.1 Strategy as a content and a process 

Strategy as a concept has a long history and has been subject to scrutiny and the 

attention of scholars and authors for centuries. However, there is no agreed, clear 

definition of what strategy exactly is (Hatten & Schendel, 1975; Mintzberg & 

Lampel, 1999). In his examination of strategic management, Bracker (1980) 

explains that strategy originally meant “planning the destruction of one’s enemies 

through effective use of resources” (p.219). Since its early days, strategy has shifted 

from battlefields to the field of business. According to Johnson, Langley, Meling, 

and Whittington (2007, p.4), what started as “business policy” relied on Barnard’s 

(1938) interest in the strategy challenges managers faced. Along the way, strategy 

has gained importance in management studies providing a framework for 

developing abilities to anticipate and cope with change. It also helps develop the 

ability to deal with uncertain futures by defining a procedure for achieving goals 

(Bracker, 1980, p. 221).  

In general, it can be said that there are three streams of thought that have shaped 

strategy literature: strategy formulation, strategy as content, and strategy 

implementation. Often it is assumed that strategy formulation takes place first and 

is followed by implementation (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 2005). Strategy 

as content focuses on how different strategies relate to performance in different 

contexts. For Porter (1996, p. 64), strategy means choosing a different set of 

activities to deliver a unique mix of value. In these views, managers are often seen 

as the sole authors of strategy in their intentions of creating, choosing, and 

implementing the organizational strategy. These views share the notion that 

strategy is formed consciously and purposefully and made in advance of the 

specific decisions to which it applies; thus, the terminology “plan” is tied to strategy 

(Mintzberg, 1978).  

The strategy process perspective contains all organizational activities between 

strategy formation and implementation (Ansoff, 1980).  However, Johnson et al. 

(2003, pp. 10-13) comment that by retaining a managerial perspective and placing 

strategy under the intentional actions of managers, process studies overlook other 

actors within and beyond organizations. In other words, what happens in 

strategizing is credited either to the deliberate actions and intentions of managerial 

agents or to the causal influence of external environmental pressure (MacKay & 
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Chia, 2013). As a result, when Chakravarthy and Doz (1992) claim that “strategy 

process research has to become more normative if it is to be relevant to the general 

managers” (p. 9), there is a risk that by focusing on processual descriptions relying 

on static phases, correlation, and variance models, strategy process studies miss 

how a strategic process functions by glossing over complex process mechanisms 

(Van de Ven & Poole, 1995) and overlooking the activities constituting the process 

(Burgelman et al. 2018).  

In contrast with this perspective on strategy, Mintzberg (1978) theorizes and 

illustrates that strategy can form as an emergent process, meaning that it does not 

always stem from intentional planning actions of top management. As a result, 

scholars such as Mintzberg and Waters (1985) have questioned if strategic planning 

is strategically meaningful for the outcome, distinguishing emergent strategy from 

intentional strategy. They have shown that what practitioners “out there” 

experience does not reflect on process theories (Weick, 2002), calling forth 

perspectives that would capture the processual “real-life” somewhat better and 

including the complexity managers face in their work (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; 

Tsoukas, 2015).  

Following this distinction and acknowledging that strategy can emerge from a 

pattern of action has raised interest in practice theories in strategy research, 

specifically in strategy-as-practice and strategy-in-practices views. In the following 

subchapters, these aspects of strategy, namely intentional and emergent aspects of 

strategy and related strategy practice literature, are discussed in more detail with a 

narrowing focus on the description of the research gap at the end of this chapter. 

2.2 Intentional and emergent strategy 

Responding to the criticism mentioned above by challenging the rational, manager-

centered view of conventional strategy literature explained above, it could be said 

that it was in the classic paper of management scholar Henry Mintzberg (1978) that 

it was first concluded that strategy is twofold: organizations tend to have both 

intentional and emergent strategies. He uses the term deliberate to refer to strategies 

that are first intentionally formulated and then implemented and finally result in 

realized strategy accordingly. Emergent strategy, on the other hand, forms from the 

gradual learning process. Here, unintended strategy can lead to unintended 

outcomes due to context-dependent, non-linear, and unpredictable processes of 

strategy formation (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; MacKay & Chia, 2013). Following 

this line of thought, Mintzberg and Waters (1985) argue that it is unclear in 
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conventional strategy view if the executed strategy was the intended one and with 

what goal in mind it was formed. They take on the process perspective in aiming 

to explain how strategy forms or fails to do so. In their model, realized strategy can 

stem from either deliberate strategy or emergent strategy, but also intended strategy 

can transform into an unrealized strategy.  

Here the concept of emergent strategy is a “pattern in a stream of action” where 

strategies may emerge because of spontaneous human action rather than human 

intention. The importance of Mintzberg and Waters’ (1985) study is that it explains 

how a portion of a firm’s intended strategy does not necessarily come to fruition 

(and eventually does not result in unrealized strategy) and shows how realized 

strategy, defined as a pattern in an organization’s actions over time, is not simply 

the residual planned activity. Instead, the realized strategy also includes patterned 

action that does not derive from the intentions of top management. Accepting 

strategy also as emergent has provided a new lens through which to observe the 

ever-changing environment: “Openness to emergent strategies enables 

management to act before everything is fully understood – to respond to evolving 

reality rather than having to focus on a stable fantasy.”  (Mintzberg & Walters,1985, 

p. 271).  

Following in Mintzberg and Walter’s footsteps, theoretical and empirical 

investigations (Mintzberg, 2007; Kipping & Cailluet, 2010; Regner, 2003; 

Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014; Mirabeau, Maguire & Hardy, 2018) have contrasted 

realized strategy with initial plans using longitudinal case study methods. For 

example, Regnér (2003) illustrated how managers’ strategy creation varied in 

situations depending on whether managers’ focus was on the periphery or center of 

the firm. His study empirically revealed how strategy formed through everyday 

activities at the periphery in conflict with the center, triggering a strategic change 

(ibid. p. 79).  

Following a similar line of thought, Mirabeau and Maguire (2014) extend 

Minzberg’s (1978) model by introducing the behaviors leading to emergent and 

deliberate strategies. Induced strategic behavior, meaning intentional strategizing, 

can either lead to realized or unrealized strategy. Autonomous strategic behavior, 

on the other hand, acts as a platform for emergent strategy. It means that part of the 

realized strategy can be emergent, as unintended, but actualized. In their empirical 

examination of the process of strategy formation, Mirabeau and Maguire (2014) 

empirically explore how and with what practices middle managers and managers 

form realized strategy from autonomous strategic behavior as an emergent strategy. 

In their model, emergent strategy becomes realized and legitimate through 
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strategizing activities and manipulating strategic context for consonance, 

mobilizing broader support for impetus, altering structural context for 

embeddedness, and practices of strategy articulation. Thus, despite distinguishing 

between induced and autonomous strategic behavior, the distinction is made by 

dividing them by strategic intent: either the behavior stems from intentional 

strategizing or it doesn’t. Putting it differently, realized strategy either stems from 

intended strategizing activity or it is intentional activities of creating something else 

that unintentionally contribute to realized strategy as emergent strategy. Either way, 

the focus remains on intentional activity, labeled either strategic or non-strategic, 

where human actors are the authors of strategy, be it deliberate or emergent. 

Thus, regardless of the notion that strategy may emerge as unintended without 

deliberate intention from autonomous strategic behavior (Mirabeau & Maguire, 

2014) or at the periphery of an organization (Regnér, 2003), the previous literature 

does not explicitly explore or explain how it might be so (Chia & Holt, 2006, p. 

636; Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021). What these emergent process studies 

overlook then are the underlying mechanisms that make emergent strategies 

possible (Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021), how different modes of behavior 

are possible (Chia & Holt, 2006), and how this realized strategy connects with 

performance, for example the strategic outcome, of the organization (Jarzabkowski 

et al., 2021). 

Despite these limitations, distinguishing between emergent and deliberate 

aspects of strategy has extended our understanding of strategy from “a long-term 

conditioning process” (Pettigrew, 1987, p. 666) where the identifiable sequence of 

events is affected and changed by identifiable actions and actors over time (Van de 

Ven, 1992, p. 169; Langley et al., 2013).  Collectively these insights challenge the 

idea that strategy implementation flows top-down from policy, empirically 

illustrating how realized strategy forms either as an intentional or emergent process 

(MacKay et al., 2021; Tsoukas, 2015; Balogun & Johnson, 2005). Thus, strategy as 

an emergent process accepts that strategy can start as an intentional process, but 

countless things can disrupt and intervene (Sminia, 2009; MacKay et al., 2021).  

Consequently, these studies have changed how strategy is viewed and they 

have increased our knowledge of strategy as an emergent phenomenon, questioning 

the importance of strategic planning and implying that it is the actual goings-on 

beyond organizational hierarchies where strategy stems from, and extending 

strategy as a more complex phenomenon taking place beyond top management. 

Furthermore, the distinction between intentional and emergent strategy has brought 

up the notion that actual activities in organizations have a strategic role, demanding 
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an understanding of the collective dynamics of strategy formation (Johnson, Melin 

& Whittington, 2003; Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; Sminia & De Rond, 2012).  

Accordingly, two kinds of practice views can be distinguished in existing strategy 

literature, calling for insights to better understand the strategy formation as a social, 

collective achievement (Balogun & Johnson, 2005; Jarzabkowski, 2004; Johnson 

et al., 2003): strategy-as-practice and strategy-in-practices perspectives. The first 

places an empirical focus on the intentional action of the agent (Chia & MacKay, 

2007; Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Chia & Rasche, 2003), whereas the latter adopts 

a relational practice perspective and highlights the emergent aspect of strategies 

(MacKay et al., 2021). 

2.3 Strategy-as-practice 

In parallel development with the process view, the discussion has shifted toward an 

activity-based view of strategy, where the examination of strategy focuses on the 

actual doings that constitute the strategizing practice (Johnson et al., 2003; 

Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; Vaara & Lamberg, 2016). Researchers taking a practice 

perspective toward strategy have located into different ontological and 

epistemological grounds and different theoretical views toward practice. Scholars 

such as Pierre Bourdieu (1990), Anthony Giddens (1984), and Theodore Schatzki 

(2002) have had an impact on strategy-as-practice through developing theories of 

practice (Sandberg & Dall’Alba 2009). Despite different ontological and 

epistemological groundings, practice-based strategy studies acknowledge that 

strategy is a social accomplishment (Jarzabkowski, Balogun & Seidl, 2007; Rashe 

& Chia, 2007). Where strategy process studies depict how strategy forms as a long-

term process and focus on realized strategy as a macro development process 

(Langley et al., 2013), strategy-as-practice scholars shift the focus to micro-level 

doings of strategy actors during strategic planning (Johnson et al., 2003; 

Jarzabkowski et al.,2007). 

The more widely recognized practice-based approach to strategy has been 

variously labeled “activity-based view,” “micro-strategy,” “strategizing 

perspective,” or “strategy-as-practice” (Splitter & Seidl 2011, p. 99), of which the 

latter has evolved into an established term. This strategy-as-practice turn has 

developed partly from contemporary, descriptive strategy process studies (Chandler, 

1962) by connecting it with practice-oriented organizational studies in explaining 

macro-level social activities and practices to understand what happens when people 

engage in practices such as strategic planning, strategy workshops, strategy 
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meeting, strategy reviews, and so on (Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Whittington, 1996; 

Johnson et al., 2007). Thus, strategy-as-practice can be conceptualized as “an 

activity considered strategic to the extent that is consequential for strategic 

outcomes, directions, survival, and competitive advantage of the firm” 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2007, p.8). 

Methodologically, this entails treating practices as a central lens through which 

strategy is understood by investigating actors’ repeated doings and sayings and how 

these are shaped by structural conditions (Orlikowski, 2015). Strategizing means 

bringing people, practices, and societies equally onto the stage (Whittington, 2007, 

pp, 1577-1578). Thus, for strategy-as-practice theorists, practices are the 

substructure beneath the busy surface of events (Vaara & Whittington, 2012). 

Theoretical strategy-as-practice literature has applied, for example, activity 

theory (Jarzabkowski, 2003), social practice theory (Jarzabkowski, 2004), and 

structuration theory (Jarzabkowski, 2008). Seidl (2007) has developed a systemic-

discursive perspective on strategy as a practice by drawing from Wittgenstein, 

Lyotard, and Luhmann. Despite these different theoretical foundations, strategy-as-

practice studies have focused on three building blocks of strategy: “practitioners” 

(those who use strategy tools such as budgets and plans, and who identify with and 

shape the practice strategy), “praxis” (socially constituted flows of meaning and 

value arising from the interconnection of individuals undertaking strategic action, 

whether at the macro or micro levels), and “practices” (the cognitive, physiological, 

behavioral routines and forms, as well as material things and conditions that 

provide the resources associated with the successful accomplishment of strategic 

action and interaction) (Chia & Holt, 2006; Burgelman et al., 2018, p.517; Vaara & 

Whittington, 2012, p.287; Whittington, 2006).  

Empirically, this entails examining certain social groups (Sillince & Mueller, 

2007), lived experiences of strategists (Samra-Fredericks, 2003), sensemaking in 

strategizing (Johnson et al., 2007), discursive aspect of strategy (Knights & Morgan, 

1991; Paroutis & Heracleous, 2013; Vaara, 2010;  Mantere & Vaara,  2008; Fenton 

& Langley, 2011; Laine & Vaara, 2007; Vaara, Sorsa & Pälli, 2010; Ezzamel & 

Willmott, 2008), roles and identities in strategizing (Hardy & Thomas, 2014), 

strategic events (Jarzabkowski & Seidl, 2008) such as strategy retreats (Healey, 

Hodgkinson, Whittington & Johnson, 2015; Johnson et al. 2010), and strategic tools 

and techniques used in strategizing moments (Kaplan, 2011; Spee & Jarzabkowski, 

2011; Wright, Paroutis & Blettner, 2013). Empirical strategy-as-practice studies 

from a more processual perspective has focused on how managers practice under 

the temporality of past, present, and future (Hydle, 2015). For example, Kaplan and 
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Orlikowski (2013) create a temporal work model through grounded theory by 

adopting a practice lens to examine how interpretations of the past, present, and 

future shape strategic choices and action and explain how managers make strategy 

practice under conditions of uncertainty. The connecting themes of all these studies 

are where and how strategizing is done, who does the strategizing, what skills are 

needed for strategizing, and where these skills are acquired (Whittington, 2002, 

p.119), where the focus is what happens when people strategize. 

Most empirical strategy-as-practice studies have adopted a management-

centered approach (Jarzabkowski, 2003, 2008; Jarzabkowski & Wilson, 2002; 

Silice & Mueller, 2007; Jarzabkowski & Seidl, 2008; Spee & Jarzabkowski, 2011; 

Regner, 2003; Kaplan, 2011; Samra-Frederics, 2003) but also included the role of 

middle managers and their role in strategizing activities (Balogun & Johnson, 2004, 

2005; Mantere, 2005, 2008; Rouleau, 2005; Rouleau & Balogun, 2011).  In short, 

strategy-as-practice scholars have delved deep into the management level, giving 

rich detail of everyday practices of strategy. Thus, the focus in these strategy-as-

practice studies have remained on the deliberate aspect of strategy where the actors 

have an intention to create a strategy (Chia & MacKay, 2007; Hutzschenreuter & 

Kleindienst, 2006; Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Chia & Rasche, 2003; Mirabeau & 

Maguire, 2014) and analytical primacy is given to actors’ visible doings (Chia & 

Holt, 2006, p. 638). In other words, it has focused on how intentional strategy is 

formed in practice on the management level.  

The challenge, then, is that activities are considered “strategic” because 

participants or researchers define them as such (Jarzabkowski et al., 2021). 

Consequently, strategy scholars question the relevance of these strategizing actions 

to the formation of actual, realized strategy as this kind of approach does not then 

consider the possibility that what is intended is not necessarily consequential 

(Tsoukas, 2015). Thus, the strategy-as-practices view follows methodological 

individualism, where the explanation of strategic behavior is in terms of self-

contained agents consciously acting on their environment (Chia & MacKay, 2007). 

Consequently, taking this stance, strategy-as-practice locates in the deliberate 

continuum of strategy formation, where the focus is on actors’ intentional actions 

and motivations (Chia & Holt, 2006).  In other words, what is overlooked in 

strategy-as-practice studies is how strategy emerges unintentionally from 

socialized practices engaged in by people who do not identify themselves as 

strategists and thus are not part of officially defined strategizing activities (Chia & 

Holt, 2009). Further, regardless of considering the social embeddedness of strategy-

making and how to connect firm-level changes with broader society-level changes 
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(Whittington, 2012), strategy-as-practice researchers have focused on the context 

within the organization and thus refrained from connecting organizational strategic 

changes with the extra-organizational context (Tsoukas, 2015, p. 60). Thus, for 

example, strategy process scholars remain skeptical about the relevance of these 

micro-strategizing activities to the realized strategy (Kouamé & Langley, 2018). 

Consequently, even though Vaara and Whittington (2012) note that strategy-as-

practice “brings to light practices that have passed mainly unnoticed and 

discovering in them effects that previously were hardly imagined” (p. 298), the 

strategy-as-practice literature remains vague about what these other practices 

beyond managerial ranks or official, intentional strategizing practices are, and how 

they connect in a way that would be meaningful for the strategic outcome (Fenton 

& Langley, 2011, p.1191; MacKay et al., 2021).  

Despite its critique, it is nevertheless undisputed that strategy-as-practice has 

significantly increased our knowledge of micro-level social activities and practices 

in understanding what happens when people engage in practices such as strategic 

planning, strategy workshops, strategy meetings, strategy reviews, and so on 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Whittington, 1996; Johnson et al., 2007). The challenge 

with strategy-as-practice is then focusing on an intentional aspect of strategizing, 

because the participants define them as such risks and leave out practices that could, 

from an organizational perspective, be seen as strategic, even though they are not 

ex-ante defined as official strategy practices (Chia, 1999; Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; 

Chia & Rasche, 2010). Strategy-as-practice could then benefit from focusing on 

the emergent aspect of strategy formation (Vaara & Whittington, 2002, p. 313).  For 

strategy-as-practice research, this means widening the scope to include practices 

beyond managerial ranks and not predefined as strategic and linking them to 

organizational outcomes. The challenge is to retain sensitivity to local conditions 

and actors’ responses to them and the social embeddedness and interconnections 

across levels of analysis (Tsoukas, 2015; MacKay et al., 2021). It requires 

embracing practice philosophy in a more in-depth way, and a complete shift away 

from the core premises of methodological individualism toward relationism, where 

practices are privileged over individual entities (Schatzki, 2001). This means 

explaining the social phenomenon in a way that acknowledges the latent primacy 

of relations and practice over the individual or organization (Chia & Holt, 2006, p. 

638). 
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2.4 Strategy-in-practices 

Acknowledging the critique mentioned above, there is a stream of literature that 

aims to fill this gap by focusing on the emergent aspect of strategy with practice 

theory. It has been referred to as strategy as wayfinding (Chia & Holt, 2007, 2009; 

Chia, 2014; Boyty et al., 2019), strategy as a post-processual view (Chia & MacKay, 

2007), and most recently strategy-in-practices (MacKay et al., 2021). Regardless 

of the slight differences between these three views, they are here addressed 

collectively as strategy-in-practices in line with the most recent conceptualizing of 

MacKay et al. (2021). Collectively, strategy-in-practices aims at nothing less than 

providing explanations to three main concerns related to strategy research: first, it 

focuses on the emergent aspect of strategy formation by explaining the mechanism 

of how strategy can emerge without deliberate intention beyond the managerial 

level (Boyty & Gomez; 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Chia & 

MacKay, 2007). As Chia & Holt (2006) and Tsoukas (2015) note, here strategy-in-

practices comes close to Régner’s (2003) notion of strategy-making taking place 

either at the periphery as inductive action or in the center as deductive methods, 

which follows the distinction of emergent and deliberate strategy of Mintzberg and 

Water (1985). Strategy-in-practices resonates with autonomous behavior, which 

creates the emergent part of the realized strategy (Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014). 

Second, the strategy-in-practices perspective combines strategy-as-practice and 

strong process views (Chia & MacKay, 2007), and thirdly, it illustrates how 

different strategy modes connect to organizational outcomes (MacKay et al., 2021).  

In doing so, at the heart of this strategy-in-practices view there are series of 

insights that contrast with much of our thinking about previously discussed views 

of strategy. First, it relies in relational practice theory (Schatzki, 2001a; 2002a) and 

by extension treats strategy and organizational outcomes as historically constituted 

and socially embedded phenomena (Vaara & Lamberg, 2016). Second, it brings the 

Heideggerian notion of building and dwelling worldviews in distinguishing 

deliberate and emergent aspects of strategy, locating into process-relational onto-

epistemology (Chia & Holt, 2006; Bouty et al., 2019; Tsoukas & MacKay, 2007). 

2.4.1 Relational practice theory and strategy 

At the very core of the strategy-in-practices view is a notion, as the name indicates, 

that strategy is immanent in all ongoing action, highlighting the emergent aspect of 

strategy (Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia & MacKay, 2007; MacKay et al., 2021; Bouty 
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et al., 2019). While recognizing that strategy can emerge without deliberate 

intention, scholars subscribing to the strategy-in-practices perspective point out that 

previous strategy literature does not sufficiently explain how it might do so (Bouty 

et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021). Putting it differently, strategy-in-practices seeks 

to illuminate how the “pattern in a stream of action” (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985, p. 

257) inherent in strategy formation is possible.  

While strategy-in-practices agrees with strategy-as-practice scholars that it is 

practices that hold strategic importance in shaping the strategic trajectory of an 

organization, strategy-in-practices scholars argue that to grasp the significance of 

practices, it is necessary to go beyond what people do and say and embrace the 

relationality inherent in broader practice philosophy and theory (Chia & Holt, 2006, 

2009). It means that how we reproduce practices is tied to the socio-cultural and 

historical background into which actors are grown and conditioned without 

deliberate intention (Schatzki, 2002a). Consequently, practices are relational where 

the agency is shared among socio-cultural background, practices, and human actors 

that mutually constitute one another in ongoing action.  

Theoretically, strategy-in-practice scholars have adopted a concept of modus 

operandi (MacKay et al., 2021) or have borrowed the Bourdeusian concept of 

habitus (Bouty et al., 2019; Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Chia & Holt, 2006) in 

explaining how emergent strategies are possible. This study adopts modus operandi 

in line with existing strategy-in-practices literature (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; 

MacKay et al., 2021). Modus operandi is an internalized style of engagement that 

reflects our culturally mediated dispositions and generates a consistent consistency 

of action (Bourdieu, 1990). It affects our perception of what matters and how we 

attend to things around us (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty 

et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021). Thus, it is modus operandi that structures and 

molds new experiences in accordance with past experiences within the limits of 

these previous experiences, which then further molds how we perceive the past 

experiences (Bordieu, 1990; Schatzki, 2005). From relational practice theory, this 

modus operandi does not inhere in individual minds but is a social construction 

upheld and reproduced by actors (Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2001a). Following this 

line of thought, strategy-in-practices scholars conceptualize that strategy is already 

in socially constructed modus operandi that shapes our doings without intentional 

deliberation (Chia & Holt, 2006; Bouty et al., 2019). Thus, strategy-in-practices 

defines strategy as patterns of action that are retrospectively recognized as strategic, 

which arise from habituated tendencies and internalized dispositions rather than 

purposeful, goal-setting initiatives (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p. 217). 
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Compared to strategy-as-practice research, this is a very different stance on 

what practices are: where strategy-as-practice treats practices as construed as 

intentional activities of individuals (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p. 225), strategy-in-

practices claims that practices are not visible sayings and doings of conscious actors 

where goal orientation and causal action rule, but instead the focus is now in the 

culturally mediated modus operandi (Chia & Holt, 2006). Here the immanent 

strategy refers “to the ever-present pattern of socio-cultural tendencies that 

facilitates convergence of organizational actions such that the inadvertent 

emergence of a coherent organizational strategy is possible” (MacKay et al., 2021).  

Consequently, the strategy-in-practices view suggests that despite adopting a 

practice perspective, strategy-as-practice literature does not embrace practice 

theory’s complexities and logic of practice as social phenomena by emphasizing 

the role of the individual process of meaning construction (Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia 

& MacKay, 2007; Rasche & Chia, 2006). Compared to strategy-as-practice studies, 

strategy-in-practices then treats goal-oriented strategizing practices and strategy 

meetings as possible only due to prior knowledge schemes that provide strategists 

with an understanding of the appropriate way to perform the practice (Rasche & 

Chia, 2009), and by extension are shaped by modus operandi (MacKay et al., 2021, 

p. 16). 

Further, in explaining how plans fail and deliberate strategy fails to develop 

into realized strategy, strategy-in-practices literature relies on the so-called strong 

process perspective (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas & Van de Ven, 2013) or process 

metaphysics (MacKay et al. 2020) inherent in strategy process studies treating 

strategy formation as non-linear process. This inherent processuality of the world 

makes planned, deliberate strategies fail because unexpected outcomes such as 

serendipity and disruption are inherent in any unfolding process (Garud, Simpson, 

Langley & Tsoukas, 2015; Nayak 2008). From this kind of processual perspective, 

a world that is under constant change is inherently unlivable. What then makes 

living in continuous process livable are, in fact, practices and the patterns and 

consistency they provide (Schatzki, 2002a). Consequently, the process is the 

primary existential condition for strategy-in-practice scholars, and practices are the 

means to extract a coherent and livable world from this processual reality (MacKay 

et al., 2021). 

Compared to the previously discussed strategy-as-practice studies, in the 

strategy-in-practices view the locus of analysis shifts from observing what people 

do toward understanding historically and culturally transmitted fields of socio-

material practices that constitute these practices (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). It 
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demands a perspective that situates the agent, right from the start, in the context of 

an active engagement with the constituents with his or her surroundings (Chia & 

Holt, 2009). Thus, from a relational practice perspective “we never encounter 

practices in isolation, and to think of a specific practice we must foreground it by 

bracketing its relationships” (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2017, p. 4). As a result, “to 

understand strategy-in-practices, practices must be analysed alongly in context and 

time” (MacKay et al., 2020, p. 21, emphasis in original). 

As a result, by taking this kind of stance, strategy-in-practices moves from 

linear descriptions toward understanding strategy as ever-changing phenomena 

inherent in ongoing, ever-changing life though practices constituting our social life. 

Here past, present, and future are mutually reconfigured in a continuous process 

throughout actions and situations (Garud et al., 2015) where different modes of 

activity, and by extension, strategy, are entwined with the processual world (Chia 

& Holt, 2006; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011; Tsoukas, 2015).  

The how strategy can then emerge while accepting both unintentional activities 

and intentional strategizing is explained with Heideggerian phenomenology and 

different modes of being-in-the-world, namely building and dwelling worldviews. 

The former is tied to deliberate strategy-making, where the action is intentional and 

the latter to the emergent strategy where the action is unintentional. These aspects 

are discussed in more detail next. 

2.4.2 Deliberate and emergent aspects of strategy-in-practices 

So far, different views within strategy-in-practices discussed at the beginning of 

this chapter, namely strategy as wayfinding (Chia & Holt, 2006; Gomez et al., 

2018), strategy as post-processual (Chia & MacKay, 2007), and strategy-in-

practices (MacKay et al., 2021), all share theoretical insights of combining strong 

process and relational practice perspectives. However, they are slightly different in 

how they treat deliberate and emergent aspects of strategy. Mostly, they all rely on 

a distinction between “purposive” and “purposeful” action by drawing on 

Heideggerian (1962) building and dwelling worldviews (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; 

Chia & Rasche, 2010). In strategy-in-practices view, a building worldview refers 

to a mode of intentional activity, purposive action, inherent in the conventional 

strategy literature. In contrast, in a dwelling worldview, individual actions are less 

the outcomes of individual choices and more unintentional adaptation to 

surrounding circumstances where skills and tacit understanding guide action. In 

other words, action is here purposeful (Chia & Holt, 2006).  
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From a strategy-in-practices view, strategy literature tends to focus on 

intentional strategy taking place in the building worldview (MacKay et al., 2020; 

Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011); the building worldview requires thematic awareness 

and detachment from the ongoing life around (Heidegger, 2000/1927). Here, 

secondary stabilizations are made from an ongoing processual world, for example, 

where organizations and actors are perceived as entities with properties. Further, in 

building mode, an actor becomes aware of their activity, what they were trying to 

accomplish, the equipment they were using—they start acting intentionally 

(Dreyfus, 1991). When situations require attention, mental content arises, 

consisting of beliefs, desires, and propositional attitudes (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 

2011, p. 344), all characteristics of intentional activity that is usually termed as 

strategizing (Tsoukas, 2015). This is the very basis for understanding strategy as 

intentional. This kind of thematic reasoning and abstracting associated with 

strategizing is useful as strategy-as-practice scholars have shown, but focusing 

solely on intentional action misses taking into account the other daily practices 

constituting an organization’s life, which Régner (2003) refers to as inductive 

strategy-making beyond a strategizing episode. In addition, scholars of strategy-in-

practices point out that most daily practices do not occur in building mode but 

dwelling mode. Besides strategizing episodes, it is often a failure that shifts being 

to building mode. Chia and Holt (2006) point out “it is a failure and not success in 

the daily performing of a function that alerts our consciousness and attention and 

causes us to stand back and survey our circumstances.” (p. 624). 

Thus, strategy-in-practices scholars view that it is interruptions when 

deliberate activity takes place. Following this line of thought, Sandberg & Tsoukas 

(2011) conceptualize that for practitioners, these breakdowns can be, for example, 

thwarted expectations, deviations, and boundary-crossing, or awareness of 

differences. In thwarted expectations, practice is disrupted because unintended 

consequences or new realizations arise, or standards of excellence are not met. 

Deviations can occur when a new discourse is introduced, or new actions appear. 

Awareness of differences can be, for example, when practitioners become aware of 

different practices. These other practices can be practices within the organization, 

practices in other organizations, or new practices (ibid).  

As these breakdowns are not a constant state but more exceptions in daily life, 

strategy-in-practice scholars insist that most of the strategy stems from a dwelling 

worldview (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Gomez & Bouty 2011; Bouty et al., 2019). 

In dwelling mode, there are no prior mental representations or intentional actions 

(Chia & Holt, 2009) where activity is unconscious and non-reflective; the 
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embodied knowledge builds in the already lived history and experiences (Schatzki, 

2002a; Gherardi, 2016). In this dwelling mode, activity is not intentional with a 

clear end in mind, but rather routine-like where “what people, at almost any 

moment, are in the first place doing is whatever at that moment makes sense to 

them to do.” (Schatzki, 2002a, p. 76) 

Putting it differently, already lived experience helps us navigate our everyday 

doings and interact with others without explicitly paying attention to our actions. 

Here the inherent background and context are the platform for actions to respond 

to the situation at hand (Nicolini, 2009; Orlikowski, 2012). MacKay et al. (2021) 

emphasize that our visible doings are manifestations of, and arising from, modus 

operandi, thus creating the underlying patterned consistency of actions resulting 

from the propagations of social-cultural practices that are brought about by 

culturally and historically shaped tendencies and dispositions acquired through 

social practices internalized by the actors.  

In other words, in the dwelling worldview, it is the socially acquired modus 

operandi stemming from a broader socio-cultural background that enables us to act 

in a routine-like manner without consciously paying attention in a specific context 

congruent with past actions and experiences (Chia & Holt, 2006, p. 365, 645; Chia 

& Rasche, 2010). Thus, modus operandi shapes practices, and it is the 

unconsciously acquired practices that generate the possibilities for activity and, by 

extension, for strategy, and not so much individual consciousness and intentionality 

(Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009). Further, Chia & MacKay (2007) argue that hidden 

unconscious social forces shape and direct human intentions and actions to the 

extent that the idea of deliberate choices becomes problematized. Following this 

line of thought, MacKay et al. (2020) claim that strategy actors are “never fully 

autonomous in their strategic deliberations and hence the choices they make” (p. 

27). This includes both intentional and unintentional action, diminishing the 

autonomy of actors in the emergence of strategy. By doing so, the strategy-in-

practices view moves a step further in an emergent direction by proposing that 

strategy not only emerges because of spontaneous human action, but that strategy 

is immanent in everyday action (Chia & Holt, 2006, p. 636; Bouty et al., 2019, p. 

19). Thus, the difference between strategy-as-practice, which was discussed in the 

previous subchapter, and strategy-in-practices is then that the latter moves from 

portraying strategy-making as an intentional act of agents toward understanding it 

as already inherent in all activity without deliberate intention (Chia & Holt, 2006, 

2009; MacKay et al., 2020). Accordingly, the unconsciously acquired practice 
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generates the possibilities for activity and, by extension, for strategy and not so 

much individual consciousness and intentionality (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009). 

Despite these theoretical insights toward emergent strategy, empirical studies 

explicitly examining how strategy emergence is possible remain scarce (Bouty et 

al., 2019). Few empirical studies examine how modus operandi is present in 

practical coping (Chia & MacKay, 2013; Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; 

MacKay et al., 2021). For example, Gomez and Bouty (2011) analyze the local 

emergence of new practices behind the new status of vegetables in the field of 

French haute cuisine by using Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. Following one 

restaurant over time and their actions shaped by habitus illustrates how local micro-

adaptive action connects with field-level macro phenomena, such as using 

vegetables in French haute cuisine. It explains how practice is grounded in 

individual experience influenced by the field, while helping to structure that field 

by non-deliberately creating new practices.  

In their study, MacKay et al. (2021) present the layout differently by 

empirically illustrating how a multitude of coping actions taken at the coalface of 

an organization transforms into organizational modus operandi that provides the 

basis for strategizing. They depict how modus operandi orients actors in their 

engagements with the external world, thus shaping how strategies emerge and with 

what outcome. In their paper, authors use Ikea and Alibaba versus eBay as 

empirical examples in explaining how modus operandi orients actors in their 

engagements with the world they are immersed in, as, by extension, form strategies. 

For example, for Ikea, the socio-cultural sensibilities of Småland, Sweden, are 

adopted by Ikea where these socio-cultural practices mutually reinforce and 

congeal to produce a modus operandi that enabled the emergence of a coherent 

strategy, leading to success. In Alibaba’s and eBay’s cases, they illustrate how 

different socio-cultural practices—eBay’s auctioning and trader ratings versus 

Alibaba’s freemium, haggling model stemming from China’s street-trading 

culture—enabled the contrasting of how strategy emerges and impacts 

organizational outcomes, namely Alibaba’s success and eBay’s decision to 

withdraw from the Chinese market.  

Following this kind of logic of modus operandi shaping the strategic outcome, 

Gomez et al. (2019) also illuminate how strategic coherence emerges non-

deliberately through modus operandi, to which they refer with the Bourdeusian 

concept of habitus. Their empirical study examines how haute cuisine habitus 

shapes the practical coping of high-end three-star Michelin restaurants when facing 

organizational concerns. In their model, modus operandi shapes purposive actions 
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intertwined with each other, creating unexpected outcomes that further intertwine, 

producing more unexpected outcomes. Their study reveals that unintentional 

activities and unexpected outcomes have parallel dynamics through synergistic 

interviewing that can have a positive outcome.  

Focusing on unexpected outcomes, MacKay and Chia (2013) show in a more 

in-depth way how competitive advantage may emerge from the stream of practical 

coping activities after they have been retrospectively made sense of by strategy 

practitioners. MacKay and Chia’s (2013) study shows how competitive advantage 

may emerge as a process where neither organizational agents nor environmental 

actors produce forces that control strategic change but instead propose strategy 

formation as an unowned process that managers have no control over. Taking this 

kind of stance illuminates the role of unintended consequences as they evolve in an 

open-ended, ongoing process; every choice made can come back in the unfolding 

of events in the future. As a result, present actions can either be of competitive 

advantage or disadvantage as processual life unfolds. As a result, the rejected 

decision may become of major significance in the future.  

Collectively, these studies highlight three issues. First, theoretically, strategy-

in-practices has illuminated how process and practice studies can be brought under 

a single study and has explained how strategies can emerge without deliberate 

intention and how they connect to strategic outcomes (MacKay et al., 2020; Bouty 

et al., 2018). Thus, the strategy-in-practices view contributes to emergent strategy 

(Mintzberg & Walters, 1985, p. 271), where modus operandi makes it possible for 

patterns of action to emerge. As a result, strategy-in-practices offers a way to 

conceptualize strategizing in a way that would capture the processual nature of 

practitioners‘ daily life at the coalface of the uncertain and hectic lives they are 

immersed in (Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia & Rasche; MacKay & Chia; Tsoukas, 2010). 

It does this by raising the point that practices are not simply “what people do,” but 

that doing is always influenced by the practitioners’ socio-culturally acquired 

modus operandi (Bourdieu, 2005). Consequently, strategy-making is a collective, 

culturally shaped accomplishment (MacKay et al., 2021; Tsoukas, 2010). This is 

where strategy-in-practices has made its most influential theoretical contribution 

by shedding light on how culturally and historically acquired tendencies and 

dispositions shape our non-deliberate activity and the mechanism of how the 

pattern of actions emerges from this practical coping (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; 

Chia & MacKay, 2007). Consequently, it has enabled us to conceptualize and 

illustrate how daily activities and organizational outcomes connect (Gomez & 

Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021).  
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Secondly, due to the processual and relational nature of practices, these actions 

may either prove strategically advantageous or disadvantageous, depending on the 

inherent directionality of the situations the actor finds themself in (Chia & MacKay, 

2013). Hence what may turn out to be a significant consequence for the competitive 

advantage of the organization may not be an outcome of “strategic” activity as such 

but may emerge from a pattern of actions practically coping with the developing 

situation (Chia & Holt, 2006; Tsoukas, 2009; Rache & Chia, 2009), but is only 

retrospectively defined to be deliberate (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Tsoukas, 2010; 

MacKay et al., 2021) and results in realized strategy. Further, strategy-in-practices 

scholars have shown how interruption is part of any process where actions have 

unintended consequences, thus connecting activities to strategic outcomes (Gomez 

& Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021).  

These insights have two main implications for strategy literature; empirically, 

the insights of strategy-in-practices then guide us to push in a direction where 

researchers need to go beyond the talk of strategists and intentional, strategic 

meeting to show how socio-cultural mediations and dispositions give rise to and 

lead to unique strategic outcomes (MacKay et al., 2021). Methodologically, it 

means focusing on culturally mediated modus operandi in explaining practices 

(Chia & MacKay, 2017, p. 224; Bouty et al., 2019), and prioritizing relationships 

and action (Chia & Holt, 2006, p. 638). Thus, when Bouty et al. (2019) “show that 

strategy partly emerges from the synergistic interweaving of coping actions and 

their unintended consequences” (p. 41, emphasis added) and when strategy-in-

practices scholars claim that “strategy subsists on each and every mundane and 

seemingly isolated act we perform” (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p. 235) and “focus 

should be on practice complexes” (ibid., p.233) strategy-in-practices studies tell 

only one part of the story by focusing only on emergent aspects and glossing over 

intentional strategizing moments in their empirical analysis (Tsoukas, 2015). For 

example, by relying on retrospective documents on past events, MacKay et al. 

(2021) miss everyday life and possible moments of intentional strategizing in 

building mode. As a result, they do not explain how practices shape these possible 

strategizing moments. Consequently, Tsoukas (2015) warns against pushing too 

much in the direction where strategy is treated as emergent by definition. It could 

then risk missing strategic agency taking place in a tangled entwinement of 

organizational practices, whether predefined as strategic or not (Vaara & 

Whittington, 2012).  

Further, as strategy-in-practices treats the shift from dwelling worldview to 

building worldview through a malfunction or a breakdown (Chia & Holt, 2006; 
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Sanberg & Tsoukas, 2011), it does not leave room for strategizing taking place 

without a breakdown where the action is nevertheless intentional. As a result, it 

remains unclear what role intentional strategizing as a social practice then has in 

the emergence of strategy, how practices shape intentional strategizing, and how 

these building and dwelling worldviews connect without breakdown. 

2.4.3 Toward relating intentional and unintentional aspects of 

strategy 

Regardless of acknowledging the two aspects of strategy, intentional strategizing, 

and unintentional emergent strategy, it remains unclear how these relate to each 

other and with what effects (Burgelman et al., 2018; Mirabeau et al., 2018). In an 

attempt to overcome this gap, strategy scholars have called for more insights into 

how processes and practices connect in strategy formation and result in tangible 

organizational outcomes (e.g., Burgelman et al., 2018; MackKay et al., 2020; 

Jarzabkowski et al., 2016a; Vaara & Lamberg, 2016; Vaara & Whittington, 2012). 

Previous studies have shown that strategy-in-practices has potential in this 

endeavor, as it combines process and practice perspectives and highlights 

relationality in practice theory (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Rasche & Chia, 2009; 

MacKay et al., 2021). It has significantly increased our understanding of strategy 

as open-ended and continuous, emergent phenomena and illustrates how a single 

study can conceptualize practices and processes, and by extension intentional and 

unintentional aspects of strategy.  

However, whereas strategy-as-practice studies focus on intentional actions of 

self-motivating conscious actors, strategy-in-practices relies on socially 

constructed practices and modus operandi in explaining human action to the extend 

where actors are never fully autonomous in their strategic deliberations (Chia & 

MacKay, 2007; MacKay et al., 2021). Consequently, strategy-as-practice scholars 

highlight human agency as reflexive and rational, whereas strategy-in-practices 

refers human agency as close to cultural agents. Thus, there is little room for 

relationality inherent in practice theory which encourages human agents to be 

treated as carriers of routinized bodily movements, know-how, of ways of 

interpreting (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 259), but also being free to make choices 

(Bourdieu, 1990). Further, empirically strategy-in-practices literature tends to have 

focused on the emergent aspect of strategy (Gomez & Bouty, 2011) or glossed over 

intentional strategizing moments (Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al, 2020).  
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Consequently, few theoretical conceptualizations remain, namely breakdowns 

(Chia & Holt, 2006; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011) and unexpected outcomes (Chia 

& MacKay, 2007), with little empirical illustrations on how intentional strategizing 

moments and unintentional practices beyond the management room relate to 

shaping the strategic trajectory of an organization from a relational practice theory 

perspective. Accordingly, combining intentional and unintentional modes of 

activity with a process perspective enables the development of a more profound 

understanding of strategic agency taking place in a tangled entwinement of 

organizational practices as the strategic trajectory of the organization unfolds 

(Vaara & Whittington, 2012; see also Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia & Rasche, 2010). 

Strategy-in-practices could then benefit from including intentional strategizing in 

its empirical focus. In order to further develop a conceptualization of how to fill 

this research gap, there is a need to investigate more deeply into the theories and 

insights constituting the strategy-in-practices view in examining how these two 

modes of strategy, intentional and unintentional, relate. To understand this, the next 

chapter discusses how the strong process view and practice theory inherent in 

strategy-in-practices literature connect. 
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3 Practice philosophy and theory 

Kneelin’ looking through the paper though he doesn’t know to read, ooh yeah 

Oh, prayin’, now to something that never showed him anything 

Oh, feelin’, understands the weather or that winters on its way 

Oh, ceilings, few and far between all the legal halls of shame 

 

 Even Flow. Pearl Jam 

According to Schatzki (2001a, 2006), the term “practice” aims to describe the 

integral phenomena of society. Here the practice world is a meaningful and 

purposive whole where agents are immersed and which specifies a specific way of 

being and acting (Spinosa, Flores & Dreyfus, 1997, pp. 17–20). Researchers 

adapting the practice perspective in the field of organization studies in general and 

strategy-as-practice in particular have located into different ontological and 

epistemological grounds and utilized different theoretical views. Scholars such as 

Pierre Bourdieu (1977), Anthony Giddens (1984), Theodore Schatzki (2002), and 

George Herbert Mead (1925) have had an impact on organizational literature 

through developing theories of practice. Generally, a common notion is that authors 

following practice orientation suggest that social phenomena such as order, 

knowledge, institutions, identity, power, and discriminations transpire through 

practice (Nicolini, 2012). In organization studies, practice theory has given 

epistemology for studying daily working life and knowledge supporting them 

(Corradi et al., 2010).  

Due to the diversity of concepts in the practice literature, there is no unified 

practice theory, but there are similarities between different views. First, most 

practice theories share the notion that social life is an ongoing production and 

emerges through people’s actions (Feldman & Orlikowski 2010). Second, practice 

theories agree that practices have elements that form the practice. These elements 

do not assemble in stable and linear unity, but instead, practices are open-ended and 

constantly evolving (Sandberg & Dall’Alba, 2009). Thirdly, a relational 

epistemology is the core of the conversation of all practice theories (Gherardi, 

2016). Here, the practice lens deviates from other traditional sociological 

approaches, which approach social phenomena from an individualist or societal 

view (Schatzki, 2009). The former views society and socio-economic institutions 
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as a total effect of complex individuals, and the latter views them as coherent 

entities resulting from higher-level structures of society (Gherardi, 2016). Instead, 

practice theory understands agents as carriers of routinized, over-subjective 

complexes of bodily movements, of forms of interpreting, knowing how and 

wanting, and of the use of things (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 259) where human agency is 

exercised in the context of socio-material practices (Chia & Holt, 2006; Simpson, 

2009). 

3.1 Elements of practice 

Most practice theories accept that practices are organized bodily activities within 

material arrangements carried out by skillful agents (Corradi et al., 2010; 

Orlikowski, 2007; Schatzki, 2005). In other words, activities are embodied doings 

and sayings and include material tools. For Schatzki (2001a, p. 3), practices are 

organized around shared general understanding guided by practical understanding 

and rules. Being a part of social life and growing into practices, we learn the ropes 

of everyday life among the society we are born into. Thus, practice theory explains 

what people as social beings do, what should be done, how things are done, what 

is deemed acceptable behavior, or even acceptable feelings and emotions (Schatzki, 

2005). 

We do not deliberately think about or challenge most practices, but instead we 

are embedded into the life around us in a way that requires no careful consideration. 

We are immersed in ongoing life in a way that allows us to go on by understanding 

subtle cues without thinking about them (Schatzki, 2005; Bourdieu, 1990; Dreyfus, 

1991). Taking as an example the lyrics of the above-quoted Pearl Jam song Even 

Flow, the song’s main character is immersed in his surrounding life. Due to changes 

in the weather, he understands that the season is changing without deliberately 

analyzing it, only feeling a change. Further, he looks at a paper and prays because 

that is the “right” thing to do, even though he can be interpreted as illiterate 

(“though he doesn’t know to read”). Here praying as a practice gains meaning as 

being embedded into a context with a historical and cultural background. By doing 

so, the song character belongs to a specific society by reproducing a practice of 

praying in a specific cultural context. Lastly, the emotion of shame expressed in the 

song stems from a culturally accepted way of doing, and when one breaks the norms 

or does not act accordingly, there are socially constructed consequences, such as 

legal institutes, that can take him away. These can be, for example, a prison or a 

mental institute that can often be considered “shameful” places, or at least rarely, 
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they are places in which one can be proud of ending up in. According to this kind 

of view toward practices, a human agent experiences one’s situation in terms and 

acceptable emotions that have already been socially constructed in that specific 

context (Dreyfus, 1991).  

Schatzki (2005; 2006) treats practices consisting of activities and further 

divides them into tasks and projects with a teleoaffective structure, a practical 

understanding, a skill, or a capacity that makes the activity possible. Teleoaffective 

structure is a range of normativized and hierarchically ordered ends, projects, and 

tasks, allied to varying degrees with normativized emotions and even moods 

(Schatzki, 2002a, p. 80). Practice always has an end that members (of that practice) 

pursue, a project that they should carry out for the sake of these ends (ibid.). An 

end is not a stop but a goal or a purpose. Further, teleoaffective structure is not a 

property of actors but instead belongs to practice, but in a way that is not stable and 

only upheld by actors in their ongoing activity. Teleoaffective structure stems from 

general understandings, which refers to common knowledge about what is proper 

or the nature of the work (Schatzki, 2006, p. 1864). This general understanding 

makes it possible to comprehend actions due to previous understanding. Together 

these doings and sayings within material arrangements linked in their teleoaffective 

structure form practices, which further form an organization. Schatzki (2001b) 

points out that teleoaffective structure is not a linear set order where actions follow 

each other; instead, there is always room and possibility for improvisations and 

adaptation.  

Practices are not isolated but instead part of a larger field of practices, occurring 

within it or seen as aspects or components of it. Practices can overlap, crisscross, 

and interweave, thereby forming entwined phenomena, a nexus of practices 

(Schatzki, 2002a). These configurations have also been referred to as knots, 

networks, assemblages, textures, and bundles (Czarniawska, 2007; Gherardi, 2016; 

Latour, 2005; Nicolini, 2009; Shove, Pantzar & Watson, 2012). Different practices 

are joined by their happening simultaneously in the same place or being bound 

together through harmonious or conflicting relations, thus extending the world into 

one gigantic, intricate, and evolving mesh of practices (Schatzki, 2002a, p. 155). 

Because of this complex entwinement of practices, different activities within the 

same practice can have different ends, and members of the same practice may not 

be aware of each other’s ends, as in what they try accomplishing while performing 

a practice. For example, a salesperson driving toward a closed deal with a tight 

schedule might not necessarily be aware of the product developer goals to build a 

scalable solution which takes time, while they both aim to have a successful 
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business but with very different means, creating conflicting relations among a 

nexus of practices. Thus, practices can conflict and constrain each other (ibid. 156). 

Human actors are then carriers of a bundle of practices: a teacher, a researcher, a 

wife, a daughter, a mother, and so forth. Depending on each situation, human actors 

then act accordingly and draw from specific practices. Here practice theory relates 

to identity, but as it is not in this study’s focus, identity is ruled out for further 

examination. However, it is worth noting that for scholars subscribing to the 

practice perspective, individual identity is reconstrued as epiphenomena of social 

practices (Chia & Holt, 2006). Heidegger sees it thus: 

Dasein [human being] is what, in its social activity, it interprets itself to be […] 

It makes no sense to ask whether we are essentially rational animals, creatures 

of God, organisms with build-in needs, sexual beings, or complex computers. 

Human beings can interpret themselves in any of these ways and many more, 

and they can, in varying degrees, become any of these things, but to be human 

is not to be essentially any of them. A human being is essentially self-

interpreting. […] they begin to exist as they are socialized into the 

understanding of what it is to be human being that is already contained in 

social practices (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 23) 

Thus, it only makes it possible to understand us as something, as to have an identity 

as an academic, a teacher, a manager, and so forth, as a member of a particular 

practice. However, practice is not identity as identity stems from the practice.  

Despite them having a teleoaffective structure, practices such as teaching can 

differ depending on background (Dreyfus, 1991) or what Schatzki (2006) refers to 

as context. Practices are not subordinate to only human agency, but activities stem 

from a background where actions take place, and without this background, they 

lose meaning (Dreyfus 1991). As Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011) explain, “to be 

involved in a practice is to be immersed in a context, in which things, people, 

actions, and options already matter in specific ways” (p. 341). The background is 

not only a field of business but a more multifaceted concept than an entity among 

other entities. As Dreyfus (1985) notes “what makes up the background is not 

beliefs, either explicit or implicit, but habits and customs, embodied in the sort of 

subtle skills which we exhibit in our everyday interactions with things and people” 

(p. 232).  

The background, namely a historical socio-cultural background, gives meaning 

to our actions, and the background can vary endlessly. Consequently, the 

background can enable and constrain what occurs in them (MacKay et al., 2021); 
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in other words, it can determinate (Schatzki, 2002a). Thus, being socialized to this 

specific background shapes how we do things and gives a specific modus operandi 

(Schatzki, 2005; Bourdieu, 1990). However, it is important to mention that practice 

theory does not refer to mindless ordering, where the agent has no agency. On the 

contrary, as practices are open-ended, they are not fixed or stable. Bourdieu (1990) 

refers to Edmund Leich (1962, p. 133) in explaining that “in all viable systems, 

there must be an area where the individual is free to make choices so as to 

manipulate the system to his advantage” (p. 53). For Bourdieu (1990), this system 

is habitus, a specific modus operandi. As Bourdieu continues “without violence, art 

or argument, it [habitus] tends to exclude all the ‘extravagances‘ (‘not for the likes 

of us‘), that is, all the behaviours that would be negatively sanctioned because they 

are incompatible with the objective conditions” (p. 56). 

Consequently, contrasted with modern social theory and social philosophy, 

practice theory moves from treating human agency as highly reflexive and formally 

rational or duty-obeying, unconscious, cultural agents to carriers of routinized, 

over-subjective complexes of bodily movements, of forms of interpreting, knowing 

how and wanting and of the usage of things (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 259). As a result, 

the routinized practices provide a social structure that makes a living in constant 

change livable (Bourdieu, 1990; MacKay et al., 2021) and, by extension, give an 

impression of stability and continuity but where there is room for choices, 

adaptation (Schatzki, 2001a), and even manipulation (Bourdieu, 1990). 

Like any other social phenomena, organizations also hold these same principles 

of social practices: by becoming a member of an organization, one learns the ins 

and outs of daily life by being immersed in a subtle way of experiencing them, and 

there are articulated and silent codes of behaving. Consequently, an organization is 

a nexus of practices consisting of these interrelated practices transpiring amid 

interconnected material orders (Schatzki, 2002a; 2005; 2006). As a result, all social 

entities such as organizations, institutions, and even individuals are effects of socio-

cultural practices (Bourdieu, 2005). Thus, from a practice perspective, there are no 

micro and macro levels, hierarchies, or organizational boundaries, but instead 

unfolding and interlocking socially constructed nexus of practices embedded in 

their surroundings, maintained and upheld by individuals through their actions. 

Thus, it can be said that the practice lens then treats micro and macro entities as 

secondary stabilized instantiations of nexus of practices (Schatzki, 2002a) where 

individual agency or structure are no longer accorded ontological primacy (Chia & 

McKay 2007; Chia & Rasche, 2010; Chia & Holt, 2006). Consequently, from a 

practice perspective, relationships and activity are in methodological focus instead 
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of separate entities such as individuals and organizations, where analytical focus 

shifts from intentional actors toward understanding agency as mutually constituted 

among practices and actors (Orlikowski, 2007). That said, practice theory does not 

take intentionality out of the equation but suggests that acting brings the world into 

existence for us, and therefore requires us to conceptualize intentionality in relation 

to the world and how it shows itself (Dreyfus, 1991). Thus, Reckwitz (2002) notes 

that what we find original in practice theory can be already found in Heidegger’s 

work. 

3.2 Three Heideggerian modes of being and intentionality in 

practices 

Heidegger (1962) conceptualizes that how the world shows itself is tied to the 

nature of our activity at that moment: How we as human beings come to know the 

world around us is tied to how the world shows itself to us as we lead our lives 

(Dreyfus, 1991, p. 59; Dreyfus, 1995). In other words, we as human beings are not 

outside the world we try to understand but we are in this world and it is in this 

immersion we can understand the world (Aspers, 2010). Thus, for Heidegger there 

are several modes of engagement with the world, ranging from immersion when 

the world shows itself through availableness, to detachment, where the world 

shows itself through occurrentness (Dreyfus, 1991; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). 

Occurrentness is tied to the building worldview (in which knowledge is prior to 

knowing), and availableness is tied to the dwelling worldview (in which knowledge 

emerges from practices) (Gherardi, 2016, p. 2). According to Heidegger, both 

modes are tied to our previous experiences in our lives, and they manifest through 

our practices (Dreyfus, 1991). These two modes are key concepts in existing 

strategy-in-practices literature, explaining how strategy can emerge as an 

unintended process, emphasizing dwelling mode (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; Gomez 

& Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021).  

However, as Chia and Holt (2006; 2009) also emphasize, for Heidegger, being 

is not this or that, but being is graded. This leaves room for more than just the 

building mode and dwelling mode addressed in previous strategy literature, namely 

moving to understanding intentionality through absorbed coping, deliberate coping, 

and detached coping, instead of only through building and dwelling worldviews. 

These three aspects of being have been theoretically discussed but not further 

empirically developed in existing strategy literature (Tsoukas, 2015; Sandberg & 
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Tsoukas, 2011), but have been utilized in organizational sensemaking research 

(Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2020). 

3.2.1 Availableness and absorbed coping 

For Heidegger (1986), availableness mode in awareness implies unintentional 

action.  In availableness, everything works as we unconsciously expect it to: the 

door opens, the Word application has the same settings as usual. As we act, 

everything in our surrounding world works as we expect it to work. In other words, 

the world shows itself as available and ready-to-hand to what we are doing, and 

there are no obstacles in our way (Aspers & Kohl, 2013; Dreyfus, 1995). Thus, in 

availableness, the world shows itself to us in a sense as invisible: The equipment 

we use is transparent as it tends to disappear, not having any characteristics at all 

when we as living beings are totally immersed in our surroundings, not paying 

attention to anything we do (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 64). Consequently, Heidegger 

introduces a new kind of intentionality, which is that of a mind with content directed 

towards objects, and a new kind of entity encountered which is not a determinate, 

isolable substance (which are transparent and thus cannot be directed at). Heidegger 

(1962) links this availableness to a mode of engagement called dwelling, which is 

the basis for strategy-in-practices literature (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; Gomez & 

Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019). There are no prior mental representations or 

deliberate action (Chia & Holt, 2009) where activity is unconscious and non-

reflective, where the embodied knowledge is built in the already lived history and 

experiences. From this perspective “we are the practices, they set up… space of 

possibilities (which) is not something that we have a relation to but, something 

embodied in us” (Dreyfus, 1991, pp.  27 - 28). 

Heidegger refers to this mode of being as “absorbed coping” (Dreyfus, 1991, 

p. 72; Dreyfus 1995), but in strategy-in-practices literature it is often referred to as 

“practical coping.” For the sake of clarity, this study adopts the term “absorbed 

coping” in line with Heideggerian terminology. In absorbed coping, already lived 

experience helps us navigate our everyday doings and to interact with others. Here 

our understanding of lifeworld is primary.  As an example, Heidegger uses a skilful 

carpenter. The carpenter is hitting a nail with a hammer and is practical in their task. 

Here, the carpenter does not consciously think to “strike the nail with the hammer” 

at a specific angle and force to succeed in the task (Koschmann, Kuutti, & 

Hickmann, 1998). For the skillful carpenter, the lifeworld is ready-to-hand; in other 

words, it is available, and the carpenter does not deliberately pay attention to what 
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they are doing. Everything unfolds as expected at that moment. The understanding 

of the world in this absorbed coping is primary without conscious thought. Here 

the carpenter does not reflect on the properties and features of the hammer, which 

makes the hammer a hammer in that specific activity (Koschmann et al., 1998). In 

other words, the hammer is transparent (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 64). In absorbed coping, 

the unfolding hurly-burly of the processual lifeworld in which the carpenter is 

immersed is available in their task at hand, and activity can be unintentional 

(Dreyfus, 1991; Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009). In this dwelling mode, social beings are 

equipped with a purposiveness of action, rather than as a purposefulness goal-

oriented individual engaging in world affairs (Chia & Holt, 2006; Dreyfus, 1991; 

Ratcliffe, 2012). The activity is oriented toward the end of the practice it is part of, 

which defines what the activity is (Schatzki, 2001). The activity spontaneously 

creates a response to emerging circumstances to gain a certain end that one is not 

intentionally thinking of. Thus, the unconsciously acquired practice generates the 

possibilities for activity, not so much individual consciousness and intentionality 

(Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009). What makes acting unintentionally then possible are 

practices with a teleoaffective structure and socio-cultural background with a 

socially acquired modus operandi where the knowledge is prior to action (Bourdieu, 

1990; Schatzki, 2005; Gherardi, 2016). 

3.2.2 Unavailableness and deliberate coping 

The process-relational onto-epistemology implies that serendipity and disruption 

are inherent in any unfolding process (Garud et al., 2015; Nayak, 2008). Heidegger 

views these interruptions or failures as means of revealing the nature of the world 

around us (Koschmann et al., 1998). In these interruptions, or breakdowns as often 

associated with Heidegger’s work, absorbed coping without conscious awareness 

is interrupted and we are no longer immersed in our doing (Dreyfus, 1991). For 

Heidegger, breakdowns are not entities, but instead graded where these modes of 

breakdowns progressively bring out the actor as a thoughtful subject and a way of 

being isolated, determinate substances. It is then the degree of a breakdown that 

determines the mode of activity and therefore reveals purposes toward a task at 

hand (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 71; Dreyfus & Spinosa, 2003). 

According to Dreyfus (1991), there can be three different kinds of breakdowns: 

malfunction, temporary breakdown, or complete breakdown. During a malfunction, 

the task at hand and the world moves from ready-to-hand to un-ready-to-hand. 

During these breakdowns the world does not show itself through availableness 
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anymore, but instead through unavailableness. Continuing from Heideggers’ 

example of the carpenter, during a malfunction the carpenter notices that the 

hammer is too heavy, thus it becomes conspicuous for the task (Koschmann et al., 

1998), and it is no longer transparent. Further, due to the relational entwinement 

that constitutes the world, the hammer being too heavy is not a property of the 

hammer, but a characteristic of the hammer in that specific situation and action 

(Dreyfus, 1991, p. 77). In this situation, the carpenter might take another hammer 

and continue with the task at hand. Heidegger did not, however, consider this 

malfunction to be a true form of breakdown (Koschmann et al., 1998) but it 

provides a preview of temporary and complete breakdown (Dreyfus, 1991).   

When the hammer’s head falls off or a missing hammer cannot be found, the 

task at hand is interrupted. Here the carpenter’s action moves from being immersed 

in ongoing practical coping to explicit awareness of their action and deliberate 

action (Yanow & Tsoukas, 2009; Tsoukas, 2015) to remove the disturbance of their 

ongoing activity (Dreyfus, 1991). The breakdown can be temporary as the carpenter, 

however, is still aiming towards the task at hand, as they are repairing the hammer 

in order to build something (ibid). Dreyfus (1991) describes that in this temporal 

breakdown mode of understanding, the surrounding world is interpretive. Here we 

become aware of boundaries between ourselves and our equipment and call for 

symbols and representation that help us to retrospectively comprehend what has 

happened. Thus, a temporary breakdown is marked by a moment of reflection 

(Schatzki, 2002, p. 76) and intentional action begins. In temporary breakdown the 

relational whole of socio-material practice is momentarily brought into view 

(Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011, p. 344).  During a temporal breakdown in deliberate 

coping, the actor remains with the practice at hand, but aims to circumvent the 

hindrance. Now the actor pays explicit attention to what they are doing and tries to 

understand the underlying causal properties (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 79). In deliberate 

coping the actor reinterprets what has already taken place but is still in the practice, 

aiming for certain ends. Thus, it is still the practice we are reproducing that shapes 

our responses to the situation, thus we are not fully autonomous in our actions. 

3.2.3 Occurrentness and detached coping 

When the carpenter cannot fix the hammer, Heidegger (1986) explains that we 

encounter “a complete breakdown” where the world is no longer ready-to-hand or 

un-ready-to-hand, but instead presence-at-hand. In Heidegger’s words the world 

then shows itself through occurrentness, during which a theoretical reflection 
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begins (Dreyfus, 1991). Here the practice we are performing “breaks” and activity 

shifts from dwelling mode to building mode (Dreyfus, 1991). Here we are detached 

from our immersion with the world and understand that something exists but is not 

in use (Aspers & Kohl, 2013). During occurrentness, the seamless action with our 

surrounding environment transforms into a relationship ruled by language, symbols, 

rules, and procedures (Holt & Chia, 2009; Chia & Rasche, 2015). 

In temporal breakdown, the entwinement of our socio-material world becomes 

visible, but in complete breakdown, actors detach themselves from this 

entanglement, and they develop thematic awareness (Yanow & Tsoukas, 2009). 

Following the example of the carpenter, to resume working, the carpenter must 

attend to the missing hammer and develop a plan to resolve its absence. In other 

words, the practice of building something moves to a practice of creating a plan. 

Here the carpenter moves from involved thematic deliberation to theoretical 

detachment (Dreyfus, 1995, pp. 79–81) where the subject-object polarity emerges 

through reflective distancing: the agent is no longer immersed with the task at hand 

but instead detaches out of it, trying to solve the problem by dividing the task into 

properties (Dreyfus 1995, pp. 60–89; Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Rasche & Chia, 

2009; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). The carpenter can form a hypothesis of why the 

hammer does not function, they might consider if another tool could be used as a 

hammer, thus creating a hammer from something else, for example a stick. They 

might even question building something in the first place. It is here in detached 

coping when intentionality rises and reflective, analytic thinking begins (Dreyfus, 

1991). 

Consequently, detached reflection taking place in occurrentness does not come 

ready-made but involves work (Tsoukas, 2015). In detached coping, we try to 

understand the world intentionally, with an effort, as we try to reach what it is when 

the world shows ourselves in availableness. However, for Heidegger’s terms, even 

the closest inspection (Hinsehen), no matter what the thing under inspection looks 

like, cannot reveal availableness (Dreyfus, 1991). For example, we can seek to 

encounter nature as nature in occurrentness in a theoretical manner, but it always 

leaves out what nature is like in availableness, the nature of nature which lives and 

struggles for survival. For Heidegger, in occurrentness ”we do in fact make sense 

of things, so … our understanding of them as existing independently of that 

understanding” (Carman, 2003, p. 136).  

Thus, in occurrentness, the object does not truly exist independently of the 

actor, but it seems to be independent when the actor becomes aware of the object. 

Also, Dreyfus (1991) notes that Heidegger’s being-in-the-world suggests that we 
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cannot make availableness intelligible based on some combination of occurrent 

elements, but we can seek to account for occurrentness by showing that the 

occurrent is revealed by selectively leaving out the situational aspects of the 

unavailable.  

Putting it differently, in detached mode, we can never reach availableness, but 

we can intentionally aim to understand it. Further, being-in-the-world cannot be 

fully intelligible as we cannot account for everything without being immersed in 

the lifeworld. We cannot reach availableness in occurrentness, but we can bracket 

certain elements of what we are trying to understand intentionally. It means 

distancing ourselves from the surrounding world and selecting certain elements, 

and categorizing them. In other words, I interpret here that we can both try to 

understand availableness during occurrentness stemming from a complete 

breakdown, but also when we intentionally seek to reach occurrentness. As such, 

occurrentness takes place during a breakdown and when we take a detached attitude 

towards the world. As Dreyfus explains “although he concentrates on the special 

case of breakdown, Heidegger’s basic point should be that mental content arises 

whenever the situation requires deliberate attention” (1991, p. 70, emphasis added). 

This is contrary to previous strategy-in-practices literature, which implies that 

failure alerts actors to detached coping (Chia & Holt, 2006). Here I accentuate that 

Heidegger’s notion of seeking to account for occurrentness is beneficial for strategy 

literature as it explains how strategizing as intentional activity can take place 

without actual breakdown of any sort. 

 It is worth mentioning, even though not discussed further in strategy literature, 

that Heidegger presented one more mode of being referred to as “pure 

occurrentness” (Dreyfus, 1995). In pure occurrentness it is possible to make 

abstractions and develop concepts independently (Tsoukas, 2015). The actor seeks 

pure facts and sense data, and thus, the object is “de-worlded” and re-integrated 

into the world of theory (Dreyfus, 2000, p. 317). This mode, however, concerns 

theorists more than practitioners (Tsoukas, 2015) and is discussed more in chapter 

5, Methodology.  

To conclude, adopting the Heideggerian being-in-the-world toward practices 

enables us to understand how we can act unintentionally where activity is non-

reflective and routine-like in absorbed coping, but also how we can include 

reflection in deliberate coping, and eventually allow actors to intentionally 

understand the lifeworld, make choices, adapt, create new and even abort the 

activity in detached coping. By extension, it offers a way to combine unintentional 

strategy emergence with intentional strategizing practices. 
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4 Strategy and intentionality: Revisiting 
strategy-in-practices 

The purpose of this chapter is to revisit the strategy-in-practices literature in the 

light of relational practice theory and Heideggerian being-in-the-world. The 

strategy-in-practices view has demonstrated that different modes of being and a 

concept of modus operandi offers a theoretical conceptualization of how the 

emergence of a consistent pattern of action occurs in practice (Chia & Holt, 2006, 

2009; Chia & MacKay, 2013; Bouty et al., 2019; Tsoukas, 2015). Taking a stance 

toward the three modes of being presented by Heidegger, namely absorbed, 

deliberate and detached coping, brings up two main issues from the strategy-in-

practices literature. First, it shows how previous empirical examinations aiming to 

focus on absorbed coping (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019) have partly 

focused on deliberate coping instead. Secondly, it illuminates how intentional 

activity, and by extension intentional strategizing practices, can be included in the 

emergence of strategy. Subchapter 4.1 discusses absorbed and deliberate coping 

and how we can conceptualize strategy in it and what it means for strategy research. 

Subchapter 4.2 discusses intentionality in strategy emergence, followed by the 

study’s theoretical framework in subchapter 4.3. 

4.1 Strategy emergence in absorbed and deliberate coping 

Whereas strategy-in-practices argues that strategy emerges from absorbed coping 

(to which strategy-in-practices refers to practical coping) (Chia & Holt, 2006; 

MacKay et al., 2021), from a Heideggerian perspective, strategy emergence can be 

understood to occur unintentionally both in absorbed coping and in deliberate 

coping. In absorbed coping, the world shows itself as available; our actions are 

spontaneously responding to a situation at hand (Dreyfus, 1991). Here the actor 

does not pay explicit attention to what they are doing, but the action is oriented 

towards certain ends that determine what the activity is (Schatzki, 2003). What 

makes an actor act without having a purpose in mind (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p.  

235; Schatzki, 2003) is knowledge prior to action, stemming from previous 

experiences in a specific background (Gherardi, 2016; Dreyfus, 1991; Schatzki, 

2005). Also, this background and prior socialization in this background shape how 

the actor reproduces the practices, giving a modus operandi (Bourdieu, 1990; 

MacKay et al., 2021). Consequently, in absorbed coping a strategy emerges from 

the uninterrupted flow of activity as a pattern of action (Chia & Holt, 2006). Here 
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strategy stems from modus operandi, which inadvertently transforms into a pattern 

of action (Chia & Holt, 2006; MacKay et al., 2021). These patterns of action can 

then have unexpected outcomes that can be labeled as retrospectively strategic 

(Chia & MacKay, 2013). This is where strategy-in-practices has made its main 

contribution by shedding light on how culturally and historically acquired 

tendencies and dispositions shape our unintentional activity, and the mechanism of 

how the pattern of actions emerges from this absorbed coping (Chia & Holt, 2006; 

2009; Chia & MacKay, 2007).  

However, absorbed coping is not the only mode of being where strategy can 

emerge as unintentional. As Heidegger (1962) points out, the world does not always 

show itself in availableness, but it is marked with interruptions. During temporal 

breakdowns, absorbed coping shifts to deliberate coping where the actor adapts to 

the situation in the face of disturbance. In deliberate coping, both inherited 

background and explicit awareness are brought to attention during a breakdown to 

circumvent the problem (Dreyfus, 1991). In deliberate coping, the actor can change 

a pattern of action in the face of hindrance while remaining in the practice they are 

reproducing. Thus, strategy emergence in deliberate coping manifests in the form 

of new practices (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011) (for example, replacing a broken 

hammer with a nail gun). Here the action is reflective; to move forward, the actor 

looks back and aims to understand what has happened to remain with the practice 

they are reproducing. In this kind of moment, Tsoukas (2015, p. 68) explains, 

strategy-making is articulating or interpreting what the actor has already been doing 

in absorbed coping. These new practices then can have unexpected outcomes that 

are retrospectively labelled as strategic (Chia & Holt, 2006) (for example, using the 

nail gun instead of the hammer speeds up the process of building a house). However, 

“strategic” is a retrospectively or externally brought notion. The actor themself is 

not explicitly aware of strategy emerging in that moment of temporal breakdown. 

As such, strategy-making in deliberate coping is retrospective sensemaking of what 

has already occurred to refine or change a pattern of action (Tsoukas, 2015, p. 72).  

Conceptualizing absorbed and deliberate coping in this way, in their paper, 

Bouty et al. (2019) do not illustrate absorbed coping as their aim, but instead 

illuminate how modus operandi actually shapes deliberate coping. Bouty et al. 

(2019) examine how local strategy emerges unintentionally as a consistent stream 

of action from the interweaving of local coping actions taken in situ and their 

unintended consequences. The authors set out to examine how modus operandi 

shapes the everyday practices and actions in a restaurant in the field of haute cuisine 

and with what effects. They adopt the notion of strategy as wayfinding from Chia 
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and Holt (2006, 2009) and explain that absorbed coping is explained to be 

purposive when actors draw on what is directly available from within the specific 

set of circumstances in which they find themself, in order to deal effectively with 

the predicaments and obstacles they immediately face. With this kind of 

conceptualizing of absorbed coping, the authors then continue to identify small 

purposive actions and incremental changes made at the restaurant to fix problems 

or to deal with some immediate challenges (Bouty et al. 2019. p. 22, emphasis 

added). However, from a Heideggerian being-in-the-world perspective, from which 

Bouty et al. (2019) then draw, the world does not show itself in availableness 

anymore as it would be absorbed coping. Instead, in order to make changes 

explained in the empirical paper of Bouty et al. (2019), such as reducing the 

numbers of employees and dining seats, or changing the menu and interior design 

of the restaurant in the face of different immediate, organizational concerns, 

theoretically the Heideggerian view hints toward deliberate coping where strategy-

making interprets what has already been done while practitioners try to coherently 

find their way around by articulating or reinterpreting what they do.  

Further, in their empirical analysis Bouty et al. (2019) introduce how the 

restaurant changes the product portfolio, which hints in the direction of detached 

coping where the changes in the portfolio would require intentional work. Here, 

thinking is reflective as it would be in deliberate coping, but actors also highlight 

organizational properties such as strengths and weaknesses and opportunities 

present in detached coping (Dreyfus, 1991, p. 79).  

Following this line of thought, for strategy research examining the 

unintentional aspect of the emergence of strategy, it would mean focusing on the 

pattern of action without immediate practical concerns in absorbed coping and 

scrutinizing how new patterns of action and new practices emerge in deliberate 

coping and with what effects. Thus, empirically, the latter is what strategy-in-

practices studies actually illuminate; how modus operandi shapes deliberate coping 

and, by extension, the emergence of strategy. 

4.2 Intentional strategizing in detached coping 

In previous strategy-in-practices literature, the shift from absorbed coping to 

detached coping is conceptualized as transpiring through breakdown where a 

failure alerts us to reflective distancing (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; MacKay et al., 

2021). This is reasonable in that Heidegger uses breakdown as an example in 

explaining how the world shows itself in different modes of being (Dreyfus, 1991). 
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However, relying on the notion of breakdown misses the possibility that this shift 

from one mode to another can take place without external interruption. Thus, it does 

not explain how strategizing takes place without an interruption or as an intentional 

practice of its own, as strategy-as-practice scholars have mainly focused on 

(Johnson et al., 2003; Jarzabkowski et al., 2017; Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; 

Jarzabkowski and Seidl, 2008; Vaara, 2010; Kaplan, 2011). 

Here, Heidegger (1962) presents a useful concept of “seeking to account for 

ocurrentness.” The argument here is that with the concept of seeking to account for 

occurrentness it is possible to try and understand what it is to be during 

availableness through detached coping, where thematic awareness requires 

stepping back from immediate practical concerns and reflecting on the task at hand 

in a detached manner (Dreyfus, 1991; Tsoukas, 2015; see also Czarniawska, 2014). 

Thus, contrary to previous strategy-in-practice literature, it is not only a breakdown 

through which detached coping transpires but whenever there is a need for it. Here, 

the shift from absorbed or deliberate coping to detached coping does not necessarily 

require a breakdown but an intention to do so (Dreyfus, 1991). Consequently, it 

circumvents strategy’s troublesome intentional/unintentional distinction as it leaves 

room for both forms.   

Unlike absorbed coping and deliberate coping, thematic awareness in detached 

coping requires work and draws from relevant socio-material practices (Dreyfus, 

1991). In thematic awareness, the process-relational lifeworld is under scrutiny 

through secondary stabilizations, which makes planning possible. This means that 

the world as a mesh of nexus of practices (Schatzki, 2002a) is now reduced into 

micro and macro levels, organization and context, units, tools with specific 

purposes and features, resources, levels, tasks, and so forth in order to understand 

the lifeworld (Dreyfus, 1991). Putting it differently, in detached coping, the 

constant movement and relational whole of lifeworld is frozen and cut into separate 

pieces or entities to enable actors to analyze and make sense of it. Therefore, in 

detached coping through intentional work, there can be levels and hierarchies 

(Heidegger, 1986), even though relational practice theory as such neglects the idea 

of levels and prioritizes the world consisting of nexus of practices (Schatzki, 2002a). 

Thus, in detached coping, the knowledge emerges from the practice (Gherardi, 

2015). Here, strategy is determined as intentional strategizing practice, but it is not 

thought to be strategic per se without connecting it to strategic outcomes 

(Jarzabkowski et al., 2021). Therefore, intentional strategizing is not necessarily 

strategic as such, even though the intention is toward creating a strategic coherence.  
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With this line of thought, when MacKay et al. (2020) set out to explain how 

process and practice relate to one another in strategy-making and with what kind 

of organizational outcomes, they aim to illustrate through documentary, 

retrospective empirical material how “strategizing activities are themselves 

dependent upon prior practice-shaped, socio-cultural modus operandi; strategy 

actors are never fully autonomous in their strategic deliberations and hence the 

choices they make” (p. 3). The purpose of these empirical examples is also to “show 

how local practical coping actions and socio-cultural legacies inadvertently shape 

the emergence of a coherent strategy even in the absence of deliberate strategic 

planning” (ibid., p. 4). There is then one key notion regarding this kind of approach 

toward strategy emergence from Heideggerian being-in-the-world and practice 

theory. Relying on retrospective documents on past events is in contradiction with 

the authors’ claim to study strategy emergent from process-relational onto-

epistemology inherent in the processual practice view presented in this study; 

practice should be analyzed alongly in context and time (MacKay et al., 2021, p. 

14, emphasis in original). Thus, relying on documentary data, it is difficult to claim 

that the intentional strategizing activities are shaped by modus operandi as this 

misses the possible moments where actors can actually choose differently. Recall 

Bourdieu’s (1990) notion that without argument or even violence, modus operandi 

tends to exclude aspects that are not in line with its trajectory. Consequently, the 

authors miss actual everyday life and possible moments of explicit awareness 

inherent in the detached mode of activity. 

Conclusively, strategy practices studies in general and strategy-in-practices 

literature in particular could benefit from adopting a Heideggerian perspective with 

three modes of being applied to examining the emergence of strategy. It combines 

intentional and unintentional aspects of strategizing by connecting them either 

through breakdowns or when actors seek to account for occurrentness, while still 

considering that historical and socio-cultural background can shape the strategic 

outcomes without the actors’ explicit intentions (Dreyfus, 1991; MacKay et al., 

2020; Schatzki, 2005; Tsoukas, 2010). 
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4.3 Toward a theoretical frame 

In this final theoretical subchapter, I bring together all the previous discussions 

under a single theoretical framework. As the previous strategy-in-practices 

literature in previous chapters has clearly shown, strategy can emerge 

unintentionally where strategy is a retrospective label given either by practitioners 

or a researcher, or it can be treated as intentional strategizing, as practice. In the 

following I explain how these two come together from a being-in-the-world 

perspective, as Heidegger suggests (Dreyfus, 1991). 

Fig. 1. Theoretical frame, strategy-in-practices 
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As relational practice theory indicates, practice can be part of several practices, but 

they only constitute an organization if they have meaning in that organization 

(Schatzki, 2002). Figure 1 is a simplified illustration of one practice constituting an 

organization. It is worth noting that for explanatory reasons, different modes of 

being, practices, and the flow of action are separated as secondary stabilizations, 

which is the case when theorizing in pure-occurrentness mode (Dreyfus, 1991; see 

also chapter 5.2.4 Textwork and sensework).  

In Figure 1, practice A is shaped by modus operandi, which is acquired through 

socialization in a specific historical and cultural background. Practice A is mutually 

constituted with a nexus of practices B, C, and D. When the world shows itself in 

availableness, it is possible to act in absorbed coping. In availableness, we dwell 

immersed in our doing in a way in which there are no mental representations. 

Absorbed coping precedes subject-object distinction where the actor does not 

intentionally give meaning to their activities, which are less the outcomes of 

individual choices and more non-deliberate responses to surrounding 

circumstances (Chia & Holt, 2009; Chia & Tsoukas, 2013). Here, the actor is 

immersed with the lifeworld around them; thus, the world is invisible (Dreyfus, 

1991). 

For this reason, in Figure 1 the lines around the absorbed coping are light grey 

and dotted to illustrate this seamlessness. During absorbed coping, there are no 

perceived boundaries, nor are there any distinctions between the actor or the tools 

they might be using. The nexus of practices that mutually constitute practice A and 

the organization are in the background but not visible during absorbed coping. 

What then makes this action possible in absorbed coping is prior knowledge and 

modus operandi, which stems from the cultural and historical background, and thus 

is tied to the context in which this practice takes place (Dreyfus, 1991; Chia & Holt, 

2006, 2009; Rasche & Chia, 2009). Here strategy emerges unintentionally where 

emergent strategy is a retrospective framing by the actors or by a researcher where 

they recognize these patterns of action as strategic (Chia & Holt, 2006). 

During a temporal breakdown, the world does not show itself in availableness 

but instead in unavailableness. It means that ongoing, seamless action is disturbed 

somehow; for example, new realizations come about, or excellence is not met 

(Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Here the actor remains within the practice with its 

ends to meet and tasks to do. However, the nexus of practices that mutually 

constitute practice A can become partly visible as explicit awareness rises as the 

lifeworld reveals the meaningful parts in that particular action. The 

interconnectedness of practices becomes noticeable (Nicolini, 2009). Thus, 
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practices A, B, C, and D in Figure 1 become more pronounced. In the figure, this 

is illustrated as a thicker dotted line that implicates those parts of the world 

becoming revealed during temporal breakdown. The unfolding situation allows for 

improvisations, making it possible for new patterns of actions and practices to 

emerge (Tsoukas, 2015, p. 71; Bouty et al., 2019) with new interpretations of past 

events (Weick, 1995, p.  78). In a similar vein as in absorbed coping, during 

deliberate coping strategy also emerges as unintentional, where new practices or 

patterns of action emerge to get back to the task at hand, where the actor is now 

looking back to overcome the temporal breakdown.   

In the face of complete breakdown, the world shows itself occurrentness where 

the action is marked with thematic awareness. This happens especially when our 

environment suddenly acts against what we are used to. Breakdowns can also be 

unintended consequences from previous choices made (Tsoukas & Chia, 2013), 

which in a way “circle” back in the processual world through relational 

entwinement of nexus practices. During detached coping, the actor aims to 

understand and interpret the lifeworld but cannot reveal what it is to be and what 

the world is when it shows itself during availableness. In detached coping, subject-

object polarity emerges through reflective distancing: the agent is no longer 

immersed in the task at hand but instead detaches out of it, trying to solve the 

problem by dividing the task into properties (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Rasche & 

Chia, 2009). Here, the actor aims to understand the properties of the nexus of 

practices by making a clear distinction between practices A, B, C, and D, 

scrutinizing them by features and properties, and making plans. Thus, the activity 

is no longer practice A but shifts to something else. The ongoing process-relational 

world is now distinguished into separate entities, illustrated in Figure 1 as the line 

drawing the boundary between the lifeworld and the practices constituting practice 

A transform from a dotted line into a black, fixed-line.  

Based on the reasoning in the previous subchapter, I propose that this detached 

coping can also occur as an orchestrated mode of detached coping where the 

occurrentness does not stem from breakdown per se but when the actors seek to 

account for occurrentness. Here the nexus of practices constituting the action is 

brought under inspection. For example, when top managers aim to create a plan, 

they detach themselves from the lifeworld and aim to understand its properties; 

divisions with tasks, organizational hierarchies, and jobs to be done, which then 

interrelate and make up strategic intent (Tsoukas, 2015). In this detached coping 

mode, strategizing is intentional strategy work. Here, actors analyze properties, and 

craft a plan where the intention is to create strategic coherence with desires and 
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beliefs (ibid). In the figure, the practices that constitute this action in detached mode 

are explicitly brought to light and under inspection, thus separating them from the 

processual lifeworld to understand it.  

All activity adapts to surroundings and always further constitutes surrounding, 

making it an open-ended process (Tsoukas & Chia, 2013; Chia & MacKay, 2007). 

Further, these actions all have the potential to be of strategic importance for the 

outcome through unexpected outcomes (Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay and Chia, 

2013; MacKay et al., 2021), but unintended consequences which only have 

meaning through practices that enable and constrain actors in their interpretations 

of the world (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 245). Treating practices as process-relational 

suggests that every activity can shift the strategic trajectory of an organization. 

During a breakdown or detached coping, these practices can be termed as 

strategic—in retrospect. A breakdown can be from “outside” an organization, but 

the label of “outside” can only become one during retrospective analyzing, whereas, 

from a practice perspective, there are no levels or boundaries.  

Consequently, the theoretical framework proposed here not only offers a way 

to treat strategy emergence as continuous movement where different modes of 

strategy can be brought under a single study, but it shifts from analyzing strategic 

practices separately from their historical and cultural context toward a more 

comprehensive view understanding intentional strategizing as an activity beyond a 

specific group of people. For this, understanding the complexity of the emergence 

of strategy calls for focusing on a wide range of actors and practices across the 

organization (Regnér, 2003). 
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5 Methodology 

Ethnography soldiers on not because its findings, facts, methods, truths, and 

genres remain the same but because, even in the midst of change, some 

audience continues to look to it for the close study and account of what an 

identifiable group of people, more or less stuck in historical and situational 

circumstances they did not entirely create, are up to. How did they live? What 

did they do? How do they get by? Van Maanen (2011, p. 226). 

5.1 Process-relational onto-epistemology 

Most organization studies place ontological primacy on stable entities such as 

organizations and individuals (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). Here the commitment is 

placed upon substantialist metaphysics, where reality is perceived to be pre-ordered, 

atomistic, and stable (MacKay et al., 2021, p. 13). Each entity in this world is 

considered to be unchanging, with certain features and attributes that then have 

different effects on each other (ibid.). For human action, and by extension, 

organizations and strategy, a substantialist worldview means treating entities 

separately from each other and describing methodological individualism in 

explaining social phenomenon (Chia & MacKay, 2007). Methodological 

individualism stems from atomistic social ontology, which highlights individual, 

rational actions. Consequently, it treats organizations and individuals as self-

contained agents acting against other entities or the world “outside.” Here, practices 

and processes are interpreted as stemming from the activity of autonomous actors 

(Tsoukas & Chia, 2002), where actors acquire knowledge through intentional 

action from “out there,” overlooking how unexpected, unintended, and emergent 

manifest (Ingold, 2000, p. 4; MacKay et al., 2021).  

The turn from modern to postmodern analysis in organization studies has 

shifted how processes are viewed. Whereas the modern view treats the process as 

“entities in process,” postmodernism moves toward “assemblages of organizing,” 

which constitutes interlocking action in a constant entwinement and motion (Chia, 

1995). Accordingly, postmodern thinking subscribes to a “strong process” 

worldview (Langley et al., 2013). Where the substance worldview approaches the 

world as made of things in which process is seen as a change in things between 

different moments, a so-called strong process view sees the world in which things 

are reifications of processes where the world is in a constant state of becoming 

(Chia & Holt, 2009; Langley and Tsoukas, 2017). A substance worldview is 
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problematic from a postmodern perspective as it does not consider human action’s 

collective and relational aspects (Aspers & Kohl, 2013).  As a result, the 

postmodern perspective moves toward understanding the world, not as discrete 

elements, but instead, an “open field” containing the uncommitted potentiality for 

change (Chia, 1999, p. 92; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Langley 

& Tsoukas, 2010, MacKay & Chia, 2013, see also Langley et al., 2013).  

Scholars subscribing to a strong process view rely on the work of scholars such 

as Alfred North Whitehead (1929) and Henri Bergson (1946). At the heart of the 

strong process view is the assumption that the world is a “process, and that process 

is the becoming of actual entities” (Whitehead, 1929, p. 26). Here the environment 

is never complete, and inherent in every process is disruption, serendipity, and 

unexpectedness (Garud et al., 2015; Nayak, 2008). From a strong process 

perspective, the future is not a discrete entity, but history and past are always 

immanent in the present, manifesting through the current moment, and it implies 

that each situation or state always carries the events of its past with it (Chia, 1999, 

p. 222).  As such, all events are never to be repeated, unique, grounded in the past, 

and still projected toward a not-yet-knowable future where the past both limits and 

enables the possibilities for future potential (ibid.). From this perspective, 

organizations are inherently dynamic (Hernes, 2014), where this unfinished 

environment is forged through acts of living beings (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009). 

Here the process is the primary existential condition, and practices are the means 

to extract a coherent and livable world from this processual reality (Bourdieu, 1990; 

Dreyfus, 1991). In other words, in the processual world where everything is 

constantly changing, the practices make a living in the process livable by giving 

social structure and a sense of stability (Schatzki, 2005).  

Adopting this kind of view means that ontology and epistemology cannot be 

separate as ontology, as in what it is to be, and epistemology, as in how to know 

about the world and of what it is to be, mutually constitute one another due to 

relational entwinement (Aspers & Kohl, 2013). Ingold (2000) explains that in order 

for the world to exist, it takes meaning in relation to us and thus exists and 

undergoes development with us. Thus, it is only through being and acting that the 

knowledge of the world emerges (Gherardi, 2015).   

Following this line of thought means treating actions, relationships, and 

processes as primary and more real than social entities such as individuals and 

organizations (Chia, 1995). Tsoukas and Sandberg (2011, p. 344) explain that this 

kind of process-relational onto-epistemology is the primary mode of existence and 

is based on entwinement. It does not imply discrete entities acting upon each other 
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or affecting one another, but that they mutually constitute one another. Cooper 

(2005) conceptualizes that individuals and the processual environment are 

entangled with one another through these acts of relating. Chia (1999) describes 

this entwinement as a “rhizomic” existence with the logic of otherness where  

terms cannot stand alone in and of their own right, they need otherness, 

something they refer to: the very platform on which things, identities and 

situations emerge is predicated upon the suppression and backgrounding of the 

other that has given rise to it (p.  219). 

Hence, being entwined with the world makes it possible for something to be at all, 

to be intelligible as something (Dreyfus, 2003, p. 2). As such, the debate is no 

longer on subjective or objective ontology but moves to a relational view where no 

actor can exist or act independently from each other (Hernes, 2008). Thus, there is 

no objective world “out there,” nor does the mind construct a subjective reality on 

its terms, but instead insists that they are inseparable (Nayak, 2008) where we can 

only understand a phenomenon when it is part of another phenomenon (Dreyfus, 

1991). Consequently, process-relational onto-epistemology moves the focus from 

explaining know-what toward know-how (Langley et al., 2013), making it well 

suited for understanding an uncertain and constantly changing world, grasping the 

messy, hectic, and situatedness reality practitioners face, and how strategy emerges 

as a collective achievement. 

5.2 Ethnographically oriented approach 

By following the logic of process-relational onto-epistemology described above, 

and this study’s aim to illuminate the social, collective dynamics of strategy 

emergence through action, interaction, and coincidence, methodologically 

ethnography is a promising approach. Ethnography originates from anthropology 

and sociology and has gained importance as a methodology alongside the growth 

of organization process research (Czarniawska, 2012; Langley et al., 2013) and 

strategy-as-practice studies in particular (Jarzabkowski, Bednarek & Cabantous, 

2015; Jarzabkowski, Bednarek & Lê, 2014; Vesa & Vaara, 2014).  

Ethnography consists of four features. First is fieldwork (van Maanen 2010; 

Bate, 1997; Watson 2012; Czarniawska; 2007; van Hultz et al., 2015), second is 

deskwork (Yanow 2000) that has also been referred to as headwork (Van Maanen 

2010), and sensework (van Hulst et al., 2015), and third is textwork (Yanow 2000; 

Van Maanen 2010; Watson 2012), of which the latter is the most prominent feature 
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of ethnographies with long and richly detailed descriptions. In addition, Wilkinson 

(2014) complements fieldwork with fourth, preparatory legwork. In this study, 

these phases are defined as preparatory legwork, fieldwork, sensework, and 

textwork accordingly.  

The empirical data for this study is referred to as empirical material, as the aim 

is to illuminate experiences and perceptions gained from the field (Yanow, Ybema 

& van Hulst, 2012). Contrary to traditional ethnographies, the aim here was not to 

focus solely on the cultural aspects of the organization and write a unified story of 

the encounters in the field. Instead, the ethnographic approach was used to grasp 

the phenomena that were under scrutiny; the emergence of strategy. As such, 

ethnography here is not used traditionally but is instead referred to as an 

“ethnographically oriented approach” as done similarly in organization studies 

(Griesbach & Grand, 2013). Thus, this study primarily differs from traditional 

ethnographies on the writing part and reporting the study. These two aspects will 

be discussed in more detail in the next subchapters, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. 

5.2.1 Preparatory legwork 

Preparatory legwork included selecting a suitable case company and designing the 

study. Due to the deep engagement in the field, it was chosen to study activities 

within a single organization, like many other strategy scholars have done, such as 

Samra-Frederics (2003), Kaplan and Orlikowski (2013), Gomez and Bouty (2011), 

Bouty et al. (2019), and Chia and MacKay (2013) in the context of strategy research 

that takes process-relational onto-epistemological views on board. As the aim of 

the study was to understand strategy emergence without preset definitions of where 

strategy emerges, it placed three demands on the case company: gaining broad 

access as possible, a size that would enable one researcher to access all organization 

premises, and pre-understanding of the business due to the limited time frame 

allocated to the field. There were two possible choices; both were small companies 

and thus would have made it possible for one research to follow its daily life. The 

organizations were a gaming company and Precare (pseudonym), a Finnish 

software company providing solutions for the public healthcare sector. After 

considering both choices, Precare was selected for two reasons. First, I knew the 

CEO and CTO of Precare personally, which gave me a reasonable access to the 

organization. The CEO and CTO are my friends, and we have known each other 

for over ten years.  
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The CEO and CTO have a mentality of helping friends out, but at the same 

time, they share an awareness of not mixing friendships and work too closely. In 

other words, work is work, and there we can have different opinions without 

affecting our friendship. We made it clear that I entered the company premises as a 

researcher. They did not meddle with my work, and I kept out of their decision-

making. I had no desire to influence or change their organization, and they had no 

intention of shaping the outcome of the study. They were curious about what this 

study might tell them, and I, as a researcher, used them for the aims of this study. 

As the direction of the study only formed during and after the fieldwork, it would 

have been difficult to intentionally shape the direction of the study because the CEO 

and CTO, and even me as a researcher, did not know what the study exactly focused 

on at the beginning of the study, except the broad definition of “emergence of 

strategy and practice theory.”  

Gaining in-depth insights into strategy practices and following the case 

company’s daily life in situ requires the company to reveal sensitive information, 

which is challenging to achieve in practice (Burgelman et al., 2018). Access 

requires trust, and, in this case, that trust had already been partly established. 

Secondly, as I had previous work experience in the software business between my 

master’s studies and PhD studies, it was easier to understand Precare’s context than 

the gaming industry with all its particulars. During a lunch meeting (on June 27, 

2016), when discussing the execution of the study at Precare, the CEO told me to 

“feel free to dig into whatever you need.” This open attitude gave me the confidence 

that Precare would be suitable for executing the empirical part. Further, when the 

CEO vouches for the researcher as trustworthy, it reassures the other employees 

that the researcher is not there to bring about harm or trouble. It is not necessarily 

comfortable having a stranger following you around during your workday with a 

recorder.  

It is noteworthy to explicitly express that there was no compensation made in 

either direction, not from Precare to the researcher or from the researcher to Precare. 

Thus, there were no monetary compensations, consulting services, or anything 

similar, aside from partaking in food and refreshments for free when the occasion 

offered itself during fieldwork.  

After the case company was selected, I started to draft the design of the study, 

which I expected to change as the study advanced. This made the fieldwork 

unpredictable and filled with uncertainty, which is often the case in 

ethnographically oriented approaches (Van Maanen, 2011). The stream of literature 

that accepts strategy as emergent phenomena and understands strategy emergence 
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to take place without deliberation (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009) guided the fieldwork 

to set the groundings for understanding strategy. Thus, there was a pre-theorization 

that strategy could emerge from absorbed coping, and anything could be later 

determined as strategic.  

At the beginning of the study, the research questions I pursued were mainly 

descriptive, restricted to issues related to the organization’s way of doing things in 

absorbed coping, and if this had any strategic significance. Thus, in the beginning, 

the focus was not on strategy as a plan, nor was it in the way this plan was created, 

but moreover how socially constructed practices enabled different outcomes. This 

included the assumption that strategic planning was not necessarily of strategic 

importance. This is also what recent strategy practice research encourages research 

to do; to study strategy without predefined theorizations of what is strategically 

significant for the organizational outcome (Jarzabkowski, 2021). With these 

directions, I decided to first undertake an intensive fieldwork period that would 

give me insights into Precare’s history, current situation, context, and how the 

company operated. I then let the study take the directions it was going to take 

without a predefined plan. The design of the study consisted of using different 

techniques familiar in ethnographic endeavors, such as different degree participant 

observation (Bate, 1997; Van Maanen, 2010; Watson, 2012), conversing including 

talking to people, and different degrees of interviewing (Bate 1997; Van Maanen 

2010; Watson 2012; Ybema, Yanow, Wels, & Kamsteeg, 2009). These were 

complemented with a documentary investigation (Bate, 1997; Ybema et al., 2009).  

The tools I included in the fieldwork were a recorder, camera, laptop, and notepad 

for documenting observations and interviews, an external hard drive for storing the 

observation and interview material, and books and articles for reflecting on the 

observations with theoretical and methodological insights.      

5.2.2 Entering the field: Case and context 

Before the actual field started, I wrote an email on February 20, 2017 to Precare 

employees introducing myself, describing the research, and explaining what it 

meant to have a researcher on their premises. Primary informants before, during, 

and after the fieldwork were the CEO and CTO of Precare.  

The actual fieldwork started on a snowy Monday on March 22, 2017 with a 

drive across the city to Precare’s headquarters. The city is located on the Gulf of 

Bothnia and presents itself with values such as education, research, and innovation, 

but not so long ago, it was referred to as “Detroit of Finland” in internet memes and 
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local newspaper discussion forums. These memes referred to the fall of mobile 

phone manufacturer Nokia’s handheld device business and its effect on companies 

that depended on it, raising the unemployment rates in the ICT sector in the area. 

While the public healthcare and social service sector grew between 2013 and 2015, 

unemployment in the ICT sector has increased in the same period. In 2015 the 

unemployment rate was 17%, up to 10% before the Nokia incident. Suddenly there 

were over 4000 ICT experts without a job. The city did not stand idle but instead 

joined forces with different organizations to get back on its feet. The city’s 

university opened entrepreneurial centers where entrepreneurial-minded people 

could contact each other, Nokia supported their former employees with the Bridge 

program, and different organizations put on events and facilities for people to 

innovate new ideas. With Finnish “sisu”[1] the city sought ways to create something 

new, and even crazy-sounding events were born, such as Polar Bear Pitching, where 

entrepreneurs can convince financers of their business idea while standing in a hole 

cut through the ice in the frozen Baltic Sea in the middle of the coldest March. 

The expertise now accessible on the employment market contacted different 

stakeholders and encouraged companies to seek members of a competent 

workforce to fill their vacancies. Also, work was carried out to inspire and support 

new start-up companies. After Nokia’s handheld device business collapsed, around 

300–400 start-ups arose in the area, making the ICT industry more diversified. One 

of the rising industry segments was digital health. The healthcare reform in Finland 

is tied to an eHealth boom, and a large proportion of the population is closing in on 

retirement age. Conclusively, there was a need for solutions to cut down on costs 

but maintain the level of healthcare services, leading to a search for technological 

solutions. Further, government-founded Business Finland projects such as the 

Internet of Things and eHealth spurred research and product development in these 

fields. 

Precare’s history is also tied to the difficult times the city faced and the rise of 

eHealth. The company’s history goes back to the early 2000s when Cure’s 

(pseudonym) CEO was interested in wireless health solutions and launched Precare 

as a spinoff from Cure. The informants explain that Precare had a different name in 

the early days with its five founding members, and they were involved in some 

general operations like setting up wireless local area networks. Soon they noticed 

a need for a solution for healthcare professionals and started developing related 

processes. The first version was ready in 2008, and in 2010 Precare moved to its 

 
1 Sisu refers to Finnish national character of not giving up, stoic determination, bravery and resilience. 
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current office premises. Shortly after the foundation of Precare at the beginning of 

2000, an EU-funded project focusing on wireless solutions in healthcare was 

launched, in which the company participated. Informants suggest that around the 

middle of 2000, Precare hired a few employees to run the operations, but it was 

described as a “long shot” and people were “not sure what to focus on.” In 2011 a 

long pilot case developed into the very first business customer case in the domestic 

market. In 2012 one of the primary informants, Precare’s CEO, started working for 

the company, first as a sales manager and then as the CEO. During this time at 

Precare, income was scarce, and Precare struggled to get its business on solid 

ground with a good customer base. Thus, at the time of the study, Precare had 

recently got through what the informants describe as “Death Valley for 10 years.”  

In addition to the challenges placed on the ICT sector in general in the area, 

Precare’s long struggle can be partly explained by the combination of operating in 

the context of public healthcare and being a software solution provider. First, in 

general, doing business in the public sector is perceived to be slow to access due to 

procedures related to government contracts, which require a repertoire of policies 

to ensure the procurement process is conducted in an unbiased manner (Erridge & 

Greer, 2002). This formality can be seen as difficult and complex (Bryntze, 1996). 

Further, public healthcare includes various existing solutions, regulations, and strict 

standards to be followed. Consequently, public procurement and contracts can be 

seen as lacking innovativeness and are thus perceived as a risk for the providing 

company (Murray, 2011).  

Secondly, Precare is a software company. In the software business, the product 

itself is often intangible, making the product’s fixed costs high but variable costs 

low. In the Precare case, however, regardless of the product being intangible, it is 

used in a device, making it tangible for the end-user. Therefore, the software is 

usually sold as a “solution” even though it is sometimes referred to as a “product.” 

The challenge is that the software solution needs to be compatible with the 

customer’s device fleet and other existing systems, with its challenges in public 

healthcare. For example, in Finland, healthcare is decentralized and divided into 

three main categories: public healthcare financed and organized by municipalities, 

private healthcare, and occupational healthcare. Most of the healthcare facilities in 

Finland are owned by the government, but the number of private or jointly owned 

hospitals is increasing (Finland health system review [FHSR], 2019). Further, in 

the 2000s, there was considerable investment in information and communication 

technology (ICT) to improve data collection and coordination of healthcare (FHSR, 

2019, p. xxi). Due to the decentralization of public healthcare, municipalities on 
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the whole make investment decisions. Consequently, ICT systems and devices have 

low interoperability among healthcare providers (FHSR, 2019).  

The informants explained that for Precare, this system incompatibility issue 

meant an egg-chicken situation where they always needed a technical solution 

provider to access the public healthcare customer. In some cases, the public 

healthcare regions would already have a specific solution in use provided by a 

particular technical solution provider, but in many cases, the public healthcare 

region was about to change the solution or be open to the idea of changing it. For 

Precare this meant negotiations and cooperation with these major, global 

technology solution providers in the international market. It was not the only 

challenge for Precare being a minor player from Finland without international 

customer references. 

The challenge was that the technical solution provider would require Precare 

to have a potential, interested public healthcare customer before the technical 

system provider became interested in signing a contract of cooperation. On the 

other hand, public healthcare customers wanted to have the technical system 

provider on board before signing the contract. Regardless of the difficulties related 

to the public sector, there are also benefits. First, the contracts are long, providing 

stability and volume (Purchase, Goh & Dooley, 2009). Also, the government is 

unlikely to end up in bankruptcy (Williams & Smellie, 1985), especially public 

healthcare required for society’s functioning. For Precare, this meant contracts that 

lasted for approximately five years with a steady income, but on the other hand, the 

growth they aimed for was tied to long processes heavy with bureaucracy, lengthy 

decision-making, and burdensome procedures.  

As Precare was the market leader in the domestic market at the beginning of 

2017, its strategic issues mostly all concerned growth. These strategic issues were 

accessing new markets through internationalization, accessing new business areas 

such as the private sector, developing new features and new products, increasing 

the number of employees, and increasing turnover. Due to the abovementioned 

reasons, internationalization was not perceived as easy. In addition to gaining 

access to the international public healthcare sector, Precare would also have to 

bring a technical system provider in for customer cases. Precare had initiated 

internationalization prior to 2017 by meeting potential international customers and 

technical system providers at exhibitions. By 2017 Precare’s customer references 

from domestic public healthcare regions were finally noticeable, and they got to 

meet a global technical system provider for the first time seriously in 2016. 
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Conclusively, at the beginning of the study, Precare was in a new situation 

where their business was on a solid foundation, but there were few opportunities to 

grow in the domestic market. It meant looking toward international markets, which 

was perceived as challenging, if not impossible, in the setting that Precare was 

looking at. In the face of these difficulties related to public healthcare, the 

informants stated that even consultants were sceptical about Precare’s chances of 

success in entering public healthcare in international markets, telling them it was 

“impossible” and that they should “run along back to Finland.” This was the 

prevalent situation when I entered to observe how Precare’s journey would unfold.  

In the morning of the first day of observation, I was greeted by an eight-story-

high building with dark windows looking out. The building was originally 

constructed in the 1980s and offered 11 000 square feet of space. What used to 

represent the prosperous days of a company operating in the traditional industry of 

raw materials with more than 200 employees, the building had been abandoned by 

the company back in early 2000. It now had a new purpose as home to several small 

companies, Precare being one of them. When I arrived, the CEO came to the 

downstairs lobby to meet me. He permitted the lobby secretaries to give me a key 

card with the same access as other Precare employees. We took the elevator to an 

upper floor, and throughout the building, the interior design from the 1980s 

remained mainly unchanged. A wood panel ceiling together with wall-to-wall 

carpeting gave the corridors a quiet and soft appearance. The floor had two rows of 

small offices on both sides of the corridor. The elevators, restrooms, and locker 

rooms resided in the middle of the corridor. Next door to Precare’s office space was 

a large meeting room with a table surrounded by enough chairs to occupy 30 people, 

with a plastic flower decoration on top of it. On the first day, the CEO stopped and 

wondered what kind of meetings that old desk might have held. He stated that the 

meeting room’s setting was to “intimidate” and that today, that table was too 

pompous and even ridiculous. The building, with its separate, multi-sized office 

rooms and the vast meeting table, highlighted the 80s’ emphasis on title and 

hierarchies. 

Precare’s actual office space was very different. Carved out this 80s appearance 

with its separate office rooms was a space where walls have been removed to form 

an open office area with white, electronic work desks separated with folding 

screens. The work desks looked alike, except for different screensavers or personal 

items and photos sitting on the desks and windowsills. Instead of having private, 

individual offices, the way of doing things here was openness and sharing where 

everyone could see everything. There was no indication to an outsider of who sat 
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where and if the desks held any hierarchical ranks. The only exception was the 

customer support team, as they had their own office next to the open office. The 

customer support team took so many phone calls that it was considered more 

comfortable both for the customer support team and other employees if they were 

separated so that the phone calls would not disturb the open office workspace. At 

the other end of the open office was a meeting table for nine people with a speaker 

and a monitor. It all reflected Precare’s flat organization structure where there were 

no “supervisors” or “bosses” with “subordinates,” but instead, they all referred to 

each other as “colleagues” with an equal measure of importance in Precare’s 

existence.  

Next to the open office was a multipurpose room with no door, housing servers 

and two coffee machines. The actual open office area had two doors on the opposite 

sides of the area, and I came to realize that most of the time, the doors were wide 

open except during important meetings, which included sensitive customer 

information or other issues that are not allowed to be overheard by people mingling 

around in the corridors. People from other companies residing on the same building 

level could pop in for a chat other than when those meetings were taking place.  

During the first day, next to the meeting table, the employees greeted me with 

a coffee cup with my name on it and provided me with a desk and chair at the 

opposite end of the open office, next to the customer support team’s room. I set my 

laptop, camera, recorder, notepads, books, and the external hard drive there and set 

out to greet Precare’s employees. I introduced myself once more and discussed the 

study as the staff members sat around me. After the introduction, they had a chance 

to ask questions about the study and me. Everyone seemed polite but reserved. 

After the thirty-minute introduction session, they dissipated back to work, and I set 

out to carry out my fieldwork. 

5.2.3 Fieldwork 

At the beginning of the fieldwork, I aimed to familiarize myself with Precare’s 

history, its existing situation, and daily life with its ways of working and routines. 

In addition to observations, I often had open interviews with the CEO that were 

used to develop a timeline and history for Precare and to gain a deeper 

understanding of the company and its operations. These interviews were 

unstructured, free-flowing storytelling from the CEO’s part, while I let the 

interviews take their own path and let the CEO raise the topics he felt were of 

importance at the time.  
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Due to my previous work experiences, I was already partly native to the setting 

and had insights of the lived experiences (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007). Thus, I was 

executing an inquiry from the inside, which requires immersion local situations and 

generating contextually embedded knowledge (ibid.) That said, the aim of the study 

was not, however, to become, for example, one of the software developers. Further, 

choosing this kind participant observation and executing software developers’ or 

managers’ work in the field would effectively prevent the observation and 

reflecting required in occurrentness (Dreyfus, 1991). Therefore, practicing the 

actual software business work in Precare would prevent this distancing from the 

practitioner’s lifeworld. As Czarniawska (2013) puts it: 

Observers are able to see options—and to distinguish among them. But actors 

can see options only in the moment of reflection, of observing, of not acting. 

One must step back in order to observe—even observe oneself at a different 

time—and, paradoxically, for researchers this backward step means forward—

into the field. (p. 5) 

Conclusively, I was partly native to the setting, but refrained doing participant 

observations in it’s etymological sense as I kept distance from the daily practices 

by not practicing them myself.  

The observation days often started in the morning between 08:30 and 09:00 

when Precare employees arrived at the office. The observation days ended between 

14:30 and 16:00. On quiet days I described the daily life: when people entered work; 

how the first one to enter made coffee with a stained, old-looking Moccamaster 

with precise and mutually agreed action, calculating the certain amount of coffee 

and water mix; what meetings took place, and who participated in them. I also listed 

the topics that were discussed or the stories they told, either from their own lives 

or what had happened during work trips to customer premises, what was discussed 

during lunch, and so forth. Even though I was given my own work desk at the other 

end of the open office, I rarely sat there but chose to occupy myself on a sofa or a 

chair next to the meeting table at the opposite end from my designated work desk. 

I often sat there as I observed and listened to what people were talking about. Some 

days were tranquil when people were immersed in their tasks, and no one was 

talking much. During these days, I read strategy literature articles.  

On other days the open office was full of life, people were moving around, and 

meetings were held simultaneously at both ends of the open office and in the 

customer support office, where visitors came and went. I was informed about and 

sought out meetings and different situations, such as corridor discussions, and ad 
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hoc problem-solving. It was impossible to observe everything simultaneously, so I 

often chose to follow meetings over everything else as they held a lot of information 

that did not come up during daily life when people were working on their tasks. I 

followed employee development discussion, job interviews, status update meetings 

where Precare’s current situation was analyzed; R&D daily, weekly and sprint 

meetings; strategy planning meetings; and customer and partner meetings. The 

meetings depicted how the participants built a coherent picture of the current 

situation, how they perceived future and past actions, how Precare’s members 

interacted with people outside their organization, how problems were solved, and 

on what grounds. In other words, different meetings revealed what was significant 

for Precare’s members.  

In addition to following different meetings, I also followed situations that 

somehow disrupted the often-quiet open office; unexpected news, visitors coming 

over, and ad hoc corridor discussions. There was also storytelling and chit-chat 

around the meeting table, relaxed conversation every week on Beer Fridays, and 

problem-solving at someone’s desk. I also accompanied Precare’s members to 

lunch every day and joined their lunch conversations. Once I had the board of 

directors sitting down to lunch with me.  

As I was preliminary set to observe absorbed coping, it was necessary to follow 

organizational life so that it would not interrupt or influence it too much. My 

previous work experience within the software industry in the same geographical 

area between my master’s studies and my PhD proved useful. First, it gave me a 

preunderstanding of the software business in general, how their product 

development operated and why, and everyone’s role. Secondly, as one of the 

organization members explained, it was easier for them to discuss with me as they 

felt they did not need to explain things in detail. As a result, discussions during 

observations and interviews flowed freely at their own pace and with their own 

words without unnecessary meddling on the researcher’s part. In other words, it 

gave space for absorbed coping at Precare without disturbing it with too much 

questioning. Without the previous experience, I would not have gotten anywhere 

near understanding the issues being investigated in the timeframe I spent in the 

field.  

Most of the observations were then documented in fieldnotes. I also tried to 

record the encounters, but I soon realized that the recorder changed the way people 

talked and even suppressed the discussion in the worst cases. Thus, I primarily 

relied on writing fieldnotes of the observations. The field notes were typed up using 

Word on a MacBook Pro. Even though I didn’t always get the encounters and 
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stories right word to word, I often typed keywords or phrases of the encounters, 

and then during quieter moments in the day, I returned to them and complemented 

the notes with what I remembered and reflected on what was observed.  

Thus, fieldnotes were more than just an aid to remembering what took place as 

they also revealed my experience and thoughts as a researcher, the atmosphere of 

the room, and other aspects that are not possible to access with interview data 

(Jarzabkowski & K Lê, 2014; Van Maanen, 2011). Fieldnotes and recordings were 

uploaded to an external hard drive at the end of each observation day. As the 

fieldwork proceeded, the focus of the study started to shift and change. Sensework, 

as in interpreting and analyzing during fieldwork, relied more on the logic of 

discovery and happenstance than the logic of verification and plan (Van Maanen 

2011, p. 220). 

Whereas in the beginning I aimed to grasp Precare’s situation, history, and what 

practices constituted its daily life, the observations then started to focus on more 

profound aspects of practices in terms of how Precare’s members reproduced their 

daily practices. Also, despite not including strategy meetings in the focus of the 

study initially, I soon realized that the official, documented strategy was essential 

to Precare’s management and board of directors. I was unsure how to connect 

strategy planning with the absorbed coping I was initially studying and what that 

meant. I then revisited the study’s analytic question to understand how intentional 

strategy planning related to the emergence of strategy. It also meant changing the 

study’s design, as I then started re-recording meetings, when possible, by placing 

the recorder near the meeting table as discreetly as possible.  

Even though fieldnotes were sometimes descriptive, they also held my 

reflection as a researcher. Among the often messy, free-flowing reflections, signs 

of change in the focus in the field were depicted. The first focus-shifting moment 

was March 24, 2017 after almost a month in the field: 

Strategy is something present, I hear it here and there, but I cannot quite grasp 

it. It needs to be there somehow since people are working very hard. It is all 

about being in tune with others, navigating through. Through what? So, what 

role does official strategy then play? It [strategy] is a deeper current.  

This deeper current, for lack of a better word, was something I started to focus on. 

In my mind a had a picture of a river where the visible actions were in the surface, 

but the deeper current guiding the river itself was hidden and just assumed to be 

there.  After a while, I noticed that in the stories Precare members told, about how 

they depicted themselves and contrasted their way of doing things with others’ was 
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accompanied with the phrase “Good guy.” There seemed to be a collective 

understanding of what this “Good guy” was, but it was never explicitly explained. 

This “Good guy” then became the focus of understanding of what the deeper 

current was. It meant focusing on stories about others, how Precare’s members told 

they felt in different situations, how they acted together and how they reacted to 

disruptions. In my mind, these disruptions were then rocks or obstacles in the river, 

and how Precare’s members acted during these moments revealed something of this 

deeper current.  

Another bothersome moment while observing could be described as a “parallel 

universe” in the field notes. Everyone was working at their work desks, but they 

seemed to be somewhere else in their discussion. The field notes describe this as 

“they are all here, but they are constantly somewhere else, too. Where do they go? 

Whom do they talk to?” (March 24, 2017). 

It meant that the organizational members were physically present yet in their 

minds they were somewhere else, imagining, thinking, and talking in other places 

and situations simultaneously. For example, when developing a new feature for the 

solution, the product developers imagined the end-user at the hospital, imagining 

their life and how they would reproduce the practice Precare’s solution was 

mutually constituting, and how the third-party software would fit their idea, what 

directions the third party was developing and so forth. This moment shifted to 

highlight the relationality inherent in practices and how nexus of practices mutually 

constitute one another. As such, the Precare members were not separate from their 

surroundings but instead embedded in the whirling world around them. This 

moment shifted to look beyond the organization and expanded the focus on the 

context in which Precare was embedded, bringing in the particulars of the public 

healthcare sector.  

In addition to interviews and observation materials, I also relied on 

documented material consisting of blog texts, meeting memos, and meeting 

information from 370 meetings, including date, time, participants, topic, and 

agreed-on issues. Documents included meeting memos from idea development 

days called “Idea Mill sessions” from 2015 to 2017. These Idea Mill sessions’ 

meeting memos were then helpful in understanding when and why some features 

were accepted and some were rejected. Two topics were followed during the 

observation time: new product ideas “Follow up,” and “Photo.” 

Towards the end part of the study, I wanted to interview Precare members other 

than the CEO. Of the 11 employees a total of five employees. were interviewed 

from each part of the organization: one person from marketing, one founder, one 
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person from customer support team, one person from R&D, and the CEO who was 

also responsible for sales. One of the interviewed employees was a woman and four 

were men.  

Naturally, I only interviewed willing employees, and even after the time spent 

in the field, some of the employees still felt a little reserved toward the study and 

did not want to participate in interviews. This is the trade-off ethnographers often 

face; gaining rich empirical material one moment, and relying on convenience 

samples of what is available at another (Fine & Schulman, 2009). However, I 

managed to record all employees’ ad hoc discussions during observations and talk 

with those who did not participate in the interviews almost daily during lunch 

breaks. The interviews were unstructured, and the aim was to let the interviewees 

guide the interview in the direction they felt comfortable. I first questioned how 

they had ended up working for Precare and what their background was. As I was 

after the “Deeper current”, context and strategizing, I tried to get insights into how 

they saw Precare and their role in it, how they felt about their work, and what was 

meaningful to them. The discussions then meandered in different directions, some 

willing to talk more, some waiting for direct questions. The interviews were 

recorded, and the audio was once more uploaded to the laptop and external hard 

drive.  

Along with the fieldwork, the focus shifted from describing the absorbed 

coping and seeking strategic outcomes to include a phrase “Good guy” reflecting 

the “Deeper current”, context, strategy planning, and different outcomes to the 

focus. As I felt enough encounters were describing what a Good guy was and that 

I had clear picture of Precare’s strategy plans, I finished the intensive fieldwork at 

the end of June 2017, although I did execute an additional observation day on 

November 24, 2017 and participant observation on December 15, 2017 during a 

Precare Christmas party to which I was invited.  

Despite leaving the actual premises, I followed Precare’s journey from afar as 

I often met the CTO of Precare outside work, and he kept me updated if something 

happened. In this way I was updated through informal channels when a new 

customer deal materialized, when new employees were hired, or about unexpected 

occurrences, for example. When these occurrences took place, I called the CEO 

and asked for an official interview about what had happened. Because these 

interviews were done right after the unexpected occurrences, there was no present 

rationalization that often comes after time has passed, as in trying to make sense of 

past events with rationalization and explanations. Instead, it was storytelling trying 
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to make those rationalizations, describing the uncertainties and unexpectedness, 

and pondering why things had happened in the first place.  

After the final unexpected occurrent took place, namely the global contract that 

Precare had at the end of the study, it signaled that there was enough empirical 

material that would enable me to paint the relational entwinement of absorbed 

coping, temporal breakdowns, strategic planning, and strategic outcomes. I left the 

field for good in November 2018.  

At the end of the fieldwork, I had empirical material consisting of 

approximately 260 hours of observations, 13 hours of recordings in various 

situations, such as ad hoc corridor discussion, R&D problem-solving, various 

meetings, six-and-a-half hours of interview material, and various documentary 

material. Appendix 1 presents the material gathered during fieldwork in detail.  

5.2.4 Textwork and sensework 

After the intensive fieldwork period between February 2017 and July 2017, all 

recorded material was transcribed. I also started transforming fieldnotes and other 

material into a storyline to depict what happened and to describe the fieldwork with 

thick descriptions. While recognizing my close relationship with the key informants, 

I aimed to exclude my opinions from the descriptions and document things as they 

occurred.   

After the early storyline was written, all transcribed material was uploaded into 

the research software NVivo for coding. Coding means combining passages that 

reflected an idea from empirical material under the same concept to see how these 

created a new meaning or understanding. I focused on the phrase “Good guy,” 

strategy and other meetings, unexpected occurrences, and mapped practices that 

constituted one another. Initially, in NVivo, there were 180 nodes from transcript 

material allocated to 21 cases. It helped to categorize all the things that could be 

found from the material.  

While drafting the storyline, I initially focused more on the first strategy 

meeting I observed and made it a starting point. I started to code with NVivo what 

the board of directors had determined as strategic themes and how managers 

perceived them. Due to the vast empirical material, the focus narrowed to follow 

four strategic themes related to growth: internationalization, as in entering new 

markets, entering new segments and business areas,  developing new products and 

features, and increasing the number of employees. These themes were then 

categorized into more specific strategic activities managers thought would 
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contribute to these themes. The premises for these strategic themes were Precare’s 

situation as a market leader in the domestic market and the public healthcare sector. 

They stemmed from Precare’s history and context and set the direction that 

Precare’s strategy could take.   

At the beginning of strategizing in detached coping, the world was depicted 

through four strategic activities that managers perceived to constitute into the 

strategic themes: entering Nordic country 1 (from here on NC1), entering the 

private healthcare sector, gaining a local contract in NC1 with a technical system 

provider C, hiring a new salesperson for NC1, hiring new R&D employees, and  

developing Apple operating system (iOS) support for end devices With these 

strategic activities, the managers aimed to make the situation livable. Here the 

managers’ work was labeled “strategizing” as its own practice.  

When managers discussed each strategic activity, they aimed to understand 

them through the different practices they perceived to constitute each activity. In 

the managers’ talk, these topics were not labeled as themes, premises, practices, 

and activities. Instead, this labeling was a conceptualization on the researcher’s part 

during the analysis phase. The topics labeled as practices were: domestic public 

purchasing practices with regulations, including specific tasks and steps, banking 

practices (as in how bank services are reproduced), R&D recruitment practices in 

the area, Precare’s employment practice, R&D subcontracting practices, NC1’s 

public purchasing practices, government economic development practice, iOS 

development practice, mobile operating system B development practice, 

commercial employment practices, and gaming company practices. The managers 

also contrasted the hiring of new employees within the context of the employment 

situation in the domestic market. Table 2 below summarizes these themes, strategic 

activities, premises, and practices found and conceptualized in the empirical 

material.     
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Table 2.  Strategic themes, activities, and practices. 

ID Label  Type 

1 Internationalization Strategic theme 

2 Entering new segments and business areas Strategic theme 

3 Developing new products and features Strategic theme 

4 Increasing the number of employees Strategic theme 

5 Hiring new salesperson for NC1 Strategic activity 

6 Hiring new R&D employees Strategic activity 

7 Develop iOS Strategic activity 

8 Entering NC1 Strategic activity 

9 Entering private healthcare sector Strategic activity 

10 Local contract with technical system provider C Strategic activity 

10 Domestic public purchasing practices Practice 

11 Banking practices Practice 

12 Precare’s employment practices Practice 

13 R&D subcontracting practices Practice 

14 NC1 public purchasing practices Practice 

15 Government economic development practices Practice 

16 Mobile operating system A development practice  Practice 

17 Mobile operating system B development practice  Practice 

18 Domestic public healthcare purchasing practices Practice 

19 Private healthcare practices Practice 

20 Commercial employment practices Practice 

21 Gaming company practices Practice 

22 Public healthcare sector Premises 

23 Market leader in domestic market Premises 

25 Employment situation  Premises 

These strategic themes, strategic activities, and practices, and premises the context 

related to them, were then manually listed in Excel. Each type was given a node ID 

number from 1 to 25. I then manually tracked which nodes, meaning premises, 

themes, strategic activities, and practices were connected to each other, creating 
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edges between these nodes. I then made CVS files of the nodes and edges, uploaded 

them to, and ran them through the network analysis software, Gephi. Gephi is 

visualization software written in Java. It can be used to reveal the underlying 

structures of associations between objects or as a creation of social data connectors 

to map networks. It can be used to see how well a node is connected, which is used 

in sociology and network analysis. It does not analyze how different nodes are 

connected, but this data as nodes and edges has to be prepared for Gephi, either 

from ready data files or created manually. Preliminary Gephi was used in this study 

to illustrate how different topics during strategizing were connected. It aimed to 

illustrate the concept of the nexus of practices that arose during the fieldwork. 

Using Gephi then led to illustrating the relationality of nexus practices and how 

they mutually constituted one another in a specific context. In Gephi, the analysis 

of how different nodes were connected was done by running the Force Atlas feature. 

This groups certain edges, or lines, in between and thus connects premises, themes, 

practices, and activities, showing which are more densely connected and how far 

they are from one another. The further apart they are, the less relevant they are to 

each other. The more densely connected nodes were the topics the managers 

discussed the most. The visualization with Gephi then aids in understanding why 

some strategic activities were perceived as challenging, as they were mutually 

constituted by several practices within and beyond Precare's organizational 

boundaries. Thus, Gephi illustrated in practice how relational practice theory 

flattens the micro and macro distinction (Schatzki, 2001) and how strategizing is 

tied to a nexus of practices. Interestingly, Gephi's visualization revealed how the 

rejected strategic activities in the strategizing meeting were not perceived to be 

mutually connected to other practices. Figure 2 illustrates the relational whole of 

premises, strategic themes, strategic activities, and practices during the strategizing 

meeting as a Gephi visualization.  
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Fig. 2. Premises, strategic themes, strategic activities, and practices constituting 

strategic activities. 

In Figure 2, the premises—namely Precare being the market leader in the domestic 

market, the context of public healthcare, and the employment situation in the area—

are depicted in grey. Strategic themes—namely internationalization, entering new 

segments and business areas, developing new products and features, and increasing 

the number of employees—are depicted in yellow. These themes, together with 

practices depicted in green, mutually constitute strategic activities depicted in pink. 
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These strategic activities are entering NC1, developing iOS, hiring a new 

salesperson for NC1, hiring new employees for the R&D team, and entering the 

private healthcare sector, which stem from strategic themes set by prior premises. 

These aspects illustrated in Gephi can be missed when following transcribed 

recordings or discussions, and they are difficult to depict in writing. 

This strategizing moment was the beginning of the story: what was perceived 

as strategic, how the future possibilities were seen, and what decisions were made. 

Everything deviating from this view was then perceived to be unexpected. 

I then used NVivo to code topics and encounters that were related to these 

strategic activities and separated them into past, present, and future. It helped to 

follow what happened to these strategic activities. However, going through the 

documentary material such as previous years’ Idea Mill meeting memos and listing 

the unexpected occurrences documented in the field, the analysis revealed a 

complex, non-linear process. Here, the neglected past was unexpectedly merged 

into the present and transformed into a desired future, making Precare’s story 

animate nature. Therefore, I stopped using NVivo in favor of A3 paper and drew 

mind maps and figures depicting what took place at Precare, namely what happened 

to these strategic activities and what unexpected occurrences took place.  

I now had the starting point, strategic themes, premises for these themes, 

strategic activities and practices constituting them, a figure of what happened to 

these strategic activities, and unexpected occurrences. After that, I set out to search 

for passages that referred to Good guy that shaped Precare members’ absorbed 

coping. Through theoretical reading, I relied on the concept of modus operandi 

from existing strategy-in-practices literature to conceptualize Good guy. As parts 

of the modus operandi can be brought forward during encounters and breakdowns 

(Heidegger, 1986; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011), modus operandi could not be 

explicitly asked in interviews, even though I did try that by asking about company 

values, but it did not fully grasp the “deeper current” of what shaped the absorbed 

coping that I aimed to capture. Instead, absorbed could be pursued during daily 

encounters, as in how practitioners talked to each other and how they talked about 

others, and in deliberate coping when the absorbed coping was somehow disrupted, 

how they become aware of people and situations and how these mattered to them 

(Chia & Holt, 2006; Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011).  

I then set out to investigate where this Good guy could be traced in the 

fieldnotes: during conflicts or interruption of daily life in absorbed coping, 

storytelling where Precare members discussed themselves, or where they 
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contracted themselves with others, and passages that would somehow reflect their 

way of doing while in absorbed coping.  

Further, documented material from Precare’s social media, such as blog texts 

and Twitter tweets, was analyzed as it revealed what Precare wanted to highlight 

from their company and what they perceived as meaningful for others to see. This 

also included job advertisements and posts from their activities, such as recreation 

day activities and donating Christmas presents to children’s wards at local hospitals.  

Extending reading of Heidegger’s work theorized that the shift from absorbed 

coping to deliberate coping took place through temporal breakdown, in addition to 

complete breakdown presented in strategy-in-practices literature. Thus, the modus 

operandi shaping absorbed coping could not be fully revealed, even during pure 

occurrentness while doing research (Dreyfus, 1991), but parts of it could be pursued 

during temporal breakdowns as they reveal what actors pay attention to and how 

they act (Tsoukas & MacKay, 2010). In other words, it was during these temporal 

breakdowns that parts of absorbed coping and extension availableness became 

visible. Also, unexpected occurrences were conceptualized as temporal 

breakdowns, while encounters that signaled reflective and future-oriented planning 

were marked as complete breakdowns. These temporal breakdowns then marked 

the beginning of deliberate coping, while complete breakdowns marked the 

beginning of detached coping.  

As the process unfolded, I started to give more attention to the organizational 

relationships depicting the strategic view, Good guy, and unexpected occurrences. 

It meant an iteration between empirical material and strategy literature. Whereas 

the previous strategy-in-practices introduced concepts of absorbed coping, 

detached coping, and a complete breakdown, bringing in Heidegger’s three modes 

of being, namely adding deliberate coping and temporal breakdown, helped 

conceptualize strategy planning separate from other and unexpected occurrences 

that did not include reflective work with propositions and planning. Together with 

modus operandi, these then started to form the theoretical framework presented in 

the previous chapter to conceptualize how these different aspects of strategy 

emergence could be conceptualized under a single study. After the initial theoretical 

frame was drafted, it was then used to analyze the empirical material once more. It 

meant reading the transcribed material and fieldnotes and marking passages anew 

with theoretical conceptualizations, moving passages under new concepts, and 

rearranging the connections between detached coping as portraying the strategic 

view, absorbed coping, which was shaped by modus operandi, and deliberate 

coping taking place through temporal breakdowns when unexpected occurrences 
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took place. After this, I started to reanalyze the relationships between these different 

modes of practices in explaining the mechanisms of how Precare’s strategic 

trajectory shifted.  

Conclusively, the social construction of strategy as presented in theory was not 

pre-labeled and pre-theorized, but it was brought to the field of theory with the 

researcher’s self-conscious awareness through interpreting the events, settings, and 

actors (Ybema et al., 2009, p. 9). By being familiar with the setting, I utilized a 

reflexive awareness, where I articulated tacit knowledge and reframed it as 

theoretical knowledge (Brannick & Coghlan, 2007, p. 60). This experience of “de-

worlding” of lived experiences from its live world and reintegrating it into a world 

of theory is what Heidegger calls pure occurrentness (Dreyfus, 2000, p. 317). 

Nevertheless, pure occurrentness does not reveal more of the phenomena than 

occurrentness and detached coping, only the conceptualizations and theorizations. 

In other words, it was not possible to reach what availableness was for the 

organizational members while they were practicing their actual work, making it 

only possible to grasp moments that awoke interest and then explain them 

theoretically. Consequently, sensework during fieldwork here meant there was 

more involved than just the headwork of theory-informed interpretation and 

distanced analysis (van Hulst et al., 2017, p. 227), allowing an induction-like 

process in which theoretical frameworks emerge only after considerable thought 

(Van Maanen, 1988).  

Ultimately, the actual textwork, as in preparing the research report, started. As 

a result, this study deviates from traditional ethnography in terms of textwork the 

most. Instead of providing a complete detailed narrative of the encounters while 

tying them to theory as the story unfolds, the structure of this study follows a more 

traditional form of a monograph with separate theory parts and a findings part, 

instead of weaving them together as a unified storyline. In this study, thick 

descriptions from the encounters in the field are used in the findings part to 

illuminate how strategy emerges through socially constructed practices. As 

MacKay et al. (2021) point out, understanding strategy emergence requires an in-

depth understanding of the context and adapting ways of writing that illuminate the 

deeper aspects of practices. In that sense, this work resonates with traditional 

ethnography’s aim of developing an underlying understanding logic of strategy 

while providing theoretical interpretation (Langley et al., 2013). Figure 3 below 

summarizes the research process of this study. 
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Fig. 3. The research process. 
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6 Findings 

It doesn’t matter a fucking thing if someone knows about our strategy. They 

don’t have the people we do, and it’s the people that matter. It’s really all about 

the right people. 

(CEO of Precare, on June 27, 2016 at around 11:15 during a lunch meeting 

when discussing the possibility of executing the fieldwork within their company) 

In this chapter, the findings of the study are presented. The chapter begins with a 

summary of Precare’s strategic trajectory during the study. After that the chapter 

discusses about strategizing as detached coping, providing a starting point for 

Precare’s emergence of strategy. Namely, it discusses how the managers perceived 

Precare’s strategic direction and decided upon strategic activities. Then, the chapter 

moves on to depict Precare members’ absorbed coping and their way of doing with 

short stories of the daily encounters. It focuses on background and modus operandi 

shaping absorbed coping by illuminating what a Good guy was to Precare members 

and how it shaped their actions in absorbed coping. This provides a means to 

understand how deliberate coping shaped the strategic activities and the later 

unexpected outcomes. Based on these, the unexpected outcomes in relation to each 

strategic activity are discussed, followed by an epilogue to Precare’s story. Lastly, 

a summary of the findings is presented and the chapter concludes with a discussion 

of the findings. 

6.1 Summary of Precare’s strategic trajectory 

Precare had four main strategic themes the managers defined at the beginning of 

2017. These were internationalization, entering new segments and business areas, 

developing new products and services, and increasing the number of employees. 

Precare’s internationalization was initiated prior to 2017 by meeting potential 

international customers and technical system providers at exhibitions, for example. 

By 2017 Precare’s customer references from domestic public healthcare regions 

were noticeable, and Precare got to meet a global technical system provider for the 

first time seriously in 2016. As previously noted, accessing a new healthcare region 

requires integration with a technical system provider. Also, the technical system 

provider requires Precare to have a potential customer before signing a contract. At 

the beginning of 2017, Precare had started negotiations with global Technical 

system provider C and Nordic Country 1 (NC1) customer A. In 2017 Precare, 
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Technical system provider C and NC1 customer A started collaboration on a pilot 

case. The initial negotiations with the global Technical system provider C 

concerned a local contract in NC1, but ended up as a global contract, thus opening 

up unexpected internationalization prospects for Precare.  

Secondly, in 2017, Precare was interested in seeking other business areas 

beyond the public healthcare sector. These plans were rejected during a strategizing 

meeting later in 2017. However, regarding developing new products and services, 

at the end of 2018 Precare had an unexpected opportunity to enter a new business 

area with a new product, called Follow up. This was an unplanned product idea 

introduced to Precare by global Technical system provider C and its product 

development partner in 2018 after the contract was agreed between technical 

system provider C and Precare. At the end of 2018, that product offered a way for 

Precare to enter the previously rejected private healthcare sector. Another feature 

that was introduced several times, but was always rejected, was Photo. Photo came 

to light for the first time before 2017 and again in 2017, when it was buried as it 

was considered too difficult to execute. However, in 2018 it became one of the 

features Precare started to develop.  

At the beginning of the study, Precare had 13 employees in total, of whom 11 

were their own, and two subcontractors. One subcontractor was an entrepreneur 

working for themself, and the other was hired through a subcontracting firm.  One 

of the key tasks for 2017 was to hire two or three new employees. However, due to 

high demand in the market for software developers across the whole country, the 

task was perceived to be challenging. By the fall of 2018, Precare had grown from 

13 employees to 21, of whom two were outsourced, one from the same company 

as earlier and the same entrepreneur. Further, one of the key members and one of 

the founders informed in Q1 of 2017 that he had decided to leave the company. 

Unexpectedly, in 2018 he was involved in developing Follow up.  

After following these strategic themes for one-and-a-half years, things started 

to unfold rapidly in a sector perceived as slow and challenging (Bryntse, 1996; 

Erridge and Greer, 2002) and considered to require patience from investors and 

owners (CEO, interview). At the end of 2018, Precare’s turnover had grown from 

one million euro with loans to 3.2 million with no loans, and they not only had a 

local contract with a Global technical system provider C in NC1 but also a global 

contract, a customer in NC1, negotiations on the way with Nordic country 2 (NC2), 

two new products, of which Photo was rejected several times, and Follow up was 

an unexpected opportunity. Table 3 summarizes the Precare situation prior to, 

during, and at the end of the study, and how the strategic trajectory shifted. 
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Table 3. Precare’s situation prior to, during, and at the end the study. 

Strategic themes  Prior to 2017 Beginning of 2017  During 2017  2018  

Domestic market Death Valley for 10 

years 

Losing important 

public procurement 

contracts 2010 

Winning first public 

procurement contract 

2012 

Winning a public 

procurement contract 

covering 20% of 

domestic market 

Market leader in 

domestic market 

New domestic 

public healthcare 

customers 

Expanding product 

portfolio to existing 

customers 

Gaining new 

domestic customers 

Internationalization 2012–2016 several 

meetings with 

potential international 

customers 

Negotiations on 

entering NC1 

NC1: Pilot case with 

customer A 

NC1: contract with 

customer A, 

pilot case with 

customer B, 

negotiations with 

NC2 

 Several meetings 

with global technical 

system providers 

Negotiations with 

global technical 

system provider C 

for local contract in 

NC 1 

Global technical 

system provider C 

joins the pilot case 

in NC1 with 

customer A 

Global contract with 

technical system 

provider C with 

different pricing 

model from initial 

negotiations for 

Precare’s benefit 

Entering new 

segments and 

business areas 

Decision to focus on 

public sector, early 

2000 

Decision to look for 

new business 

opportunities 

outside public 

sector 

Decision to reject 

entering new 

business area  

Opportunity to enter 

private healthcare 

sector with a new 

product Follow up 

Developing new 

products and 

services 

Product idea “Photo 

rejected” 

Decision to seek 

possibilities for 

product Photo 

Photo rejected Developing Photo 

Developing new 

product Follow up 

Increasing number 

of employees 

Founding members 

key personnel 

One of the founding 

members’ decision 

to leave the 

company 

Founding member 

informs he is 

reluctant to leave 

Founder stays and 

works on the 

product Follow up 

 3–10 employees 11 employees         

2 subcontractors 

Decision to hire 2 or 

3 employees 

21 employees 

2 subcontractors 

Turnover Around €1 million €1.6 million €1.9 million €3.2 million  
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To conclude, Precare’s strategy emergence was not only dependent on managers’ 

work and their plans. Instead, practices constituting Precare and its context both set 

the opportunities and boundaries for Precare’s managers strategizing to define the 

strategic themes and activities in detached coping. Secondly, immediate concerns 

as temporal breakdowns shaped these strategic activities. Thirdly, absorbed coping 

and Precare’s collective modus operandi shaped the strategic trajectory overall. 

These three aspects of the emergence of Precare’s strategy are discussed in the 

following subchapters in more depth. 

6.2 Premises and practices shape strategic direction in detached 

coping 

Precare’s managers’ strategizing started from a need to create a coherent view of 

the direction Precare was taking. Here, intentional strategizing work resonated with 

the conventional view toward strategy where managers prepare a plan to avoid and 

overcome unforeseen obstacles (Minzberg & Waters, 1985). At the beginning of 

2017, Precare was facing uncertainties, of which the managers wanted to have a 

clear understanding:  

I am for the first time in this kind of situation where the company is growing, 

and there is the window open so we can, in a way, become king of the hill. I 

don’t know the correct answers. (CEO, interview) 

To make this uncertain situation livable, the managers at Precare relied on the 

practice of strategizing. As a part of Precare’s strategy work, they had an event 

called Strategy Day which Precare held approximately twice a year. These strategy 

days aimed to share a coherent picture of Precare’s situation for all organizational 

members: 

[During these strategy days] it’s more like, the CEO talks about the company’s 

situation. We look at the numbers and like where we are at with different 

customer cases, where we are at, and where we are going. And we bring 

everyone onto the same map. (Employee interview) 

This “looking where we are going” is what takes place when people in detached 

coping aim to understand the world around them (Dreyfus, 1991) and create order 

and stability from constant change (Chia et al., 2021). Here the strategy is a plan 

that requires implementing with specific action. It also reflected one member’s 

view from the board of directors, who explained that:  
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Many companies fail to implement strategy because they don’t have a clear 

view of the steps and work them through, or they see strategy as too complex 

or too complicated. (Fieldnotes from impromptu lunch with the board of 

directors, June 16, 2017) 

It was for this reason that Strategy Day was initiated. Before Strategy Day, the CEO, 

CTO, and COO of Precare sat down and held their strategizing meeting on May 11, 

2017. They aimed to understand each other’s opinions and agree on a shared view 

that they would present during the Strategy Day. As such, this strategizing in 

detached coping stemmed from an ambiguous situation, a breakdown, where the 

managers needed to create a view of how to proceed in an unclear and uncertain 

situation. Thus, to operate in a complex and ever-changing world collectively, it is 

necessary to have a sense of order, stability, and predictability (Chia, 1999) which 

strategizing practice provided. 

Here the managers in detached coping separated the lifeworld into discrete 

entities such as strategic activities, tasks, and organizations with distinct properties. 

Following this logic of seeing and treating reality made of discrete entities then 

assumes that the managers are, in fact, the authors of strategy, as they can act 

against, influence, or adapt to these discrete elements. However, despite the 

impression that the managers would create the strategic view, taking a closer look 

at the strategizing moment in detached coping depicted in the Gephi figure (Figure 

2) revealed that the managers were looking at something that was emerging and 

taking shape, instead of deliberately crafting and creating it themselves. Thus, even 

in detached coping, the managers were not fully autonomous in constructing a 

coherent view, but instead strategizing was shaped by prior premises, and practices. 

These premises gave the frames for strategic themes Precare could aim for. These 

themes and a nexus of practices mutually constituted the strategic activities 

managers decided upon and, by extension, shaped the strategic trajectory of Precare 

in detached coping. Thus, with detached coping taking place when the world shows 

itself in occurrentness, the premises, strategic activities, practices, and managers in 

their decision-making did not truly exist independently of each other, but only 

seemed to be independent. These aspects of strategizing are discussed next. 

6.2.1 Premises set the directions for strategic themes and activities 

The strategic themes that provided the frames for the possible directions Precare’s 

strategy could take in the managers’ meeting on May 11, 2017 depended upon 
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premises created by prior actions Precare had taken. These premises were tied to 

Precare’s current situation and its context. Being the market leader in the domestic 

market and operating in the public healthcare sector meant that for Precare, there 

were no new customers in their current market. Also, long purchasing processes 

with long contracts meant that gaining new public healthcare customers would take 

several years; thus, accessing new public healthcare regions would not happen in a 

year or even two. It meant that the options for revenue were developing new 

products, services, or features for existing customers, and gaining new customers 

meant looking for new markets:  

We have had that situation every year where we must make new sales. The 

challenge this year was that the number of new sales we need to make this year 

[…] well, there weren’t any sure cases at all. We have pretty much closed those 

deals, but we have not gained even one euro for some budget goals. 

Nevertheless, we have done quite well at reaching our sales goals. However, 

we have talked internally, and to board members, that this year (2017), it is not 

that important to gain revenue but instead to have our first success beyond 

domestic markets. (CEO interview) 

Moreover, one of the main issues is the current relationships with our existing 

customers with whom we already have a more established business. However, 

the main point is to sell more and come up with something additional to sell. 

(CEO, discussion)    

For Precare, entering international markets in the public healthcare sector did not 

depend only upon the customer, but it also meant gaining access to international 

technical solution providers as well: 

Usually, the technical solution provider does not want to proceed [with 

negotiations] before the customer [public healthcare organization]. Then the 

customer is not interested before they have seen a ready solution, and there is 

no ready solution before we have done everything with the technical system 

provider. (Employee interview) 

Thus, internationalization meant negotiating with two different organizations: the 

public healthcare region and the technical solution provider. Further, this strategic 

theme of internationalization meant hiring new human resources: 
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There are many hirings coming up, so it’s the most important thing to succeed 

in these employments. That should be highlighted in these strategic issues. 

(CEO, interview) 

Being a market leader in domestic markets and the context of the public healthcare 

sector created the premises for Precare’s strategy, namely the possible directions 

Precare could take. This strategic direction came in the form of strategic themes of 

internationalization, entering a new business segment, developing new products, 

and increasing the number of employees. In other words, these strategic themes 

bounded by preset premises then set up the possibilities and boundaries for strategic 

activities Precare could take. These strategic activities were defined as entering 

NC1, entering the private healthcare sector, gaining a local contract in NC1 with 

technical system provider C, hiring a new salesperson for NC1, hiring new R&D 

employees, and developing Apple operating system (iOS) support for end devices.  

From these activities, entering NC1 was tied to the strategic theme of 

internationalization. Further, entering the private healthcare sector was tied to the 

strategic theme of entering the new business segment, and hiring new sales staff 

and hiring new R&D staff was tied to the theme of increasing the number of 

employees. Developing iOS support was tied to the theme of developing new 

products. The managers did not then decide to have these strategic activities relying 

solely on their independent decision-making, but instead, the decisions were shaped 

by already existing premises to which managers had been part of building 

themselves and now had to adapt.  

After deciding on Precare’s strategic themes, the managers started to fashion 

out a surrogate, stable world from the ever-changing reality, namely the “big picture” 

they were aiming to present during the Strategy Day. Before the actual strategizing 

meeting, one of the managers (M3) had written a document explaining their views 

regarding strategic activities and a justification for their views. Strategizing was a 

practice itself; strategizing was seen as essential to gain a shared understanding 

with board members regarding future direction, involving decision-making and 

agreeing upon a future goal. It reflected in the managers’ discussion: 

M3: Have you read my epos [document about their views regarding strategic 

themes]? 

M1: Yes. Yes, I have read it.  

M3: About those strategy day stuff.  
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M1: Right, I guess we share similar views – 

M2: I have not read it.  

M1: Well, there’s – 

M3: Go ahead and read it before the Strategy Day. It’s just things from my 

perspective. 

[…] 

M1: And what we need to try (-) [0:36:57] when the Strategy Day comes, when 

we talk about this, we need to prepare some kind of introduction so that they 

[other Precare employees and the board of directors] can form a clear picture 

about, about what kind of entity this starts to become like.  

Precare’s managers stated they needed to start crafting a clear picture for everyone, 

thus making a livable whole from the new, uncertain situation. During this 

strategizing meeting, the thinking was reflective, but managers also discussed 

immediate practical concerns, highlighting organizational properties such as 

strengths and weaknesses and opportunities present in detached coping (Dreyfus, 

1991: 79). This strategizing included creating an introduction or a justification for 

the strategic direction the managers aimed to create. The starting point for 

strategizing was expressed as being beyond the manager’s control (“what kind of 

entity this starts to become like”). Thus, the situation was perceived to emerge 

independently without the managers drafting it; in other words, as becoming (Chia 

& Holt, 2006, 2009) and inherently unlivable with the constant change (Chia et al., 

2021).   

To make the situation livable, the managers aimed to interpret the situation by 

selectively leaving out the situational aspects of the unavailable. This means that in 

detached coping, it is impossible to understand the lifeworld’s wholeness; thus, it 

requires always leaving something out. Here this selectivity took place through 

strategic activities: What was focused and looked upon, and thus revealed from the 

lifeworld, depended on which strategic activity the managers were focusing on. 

Hence, in detached coping, the relational whole and inherent background become 

partly noticeable through practices, which in absorbed coping during availableness 

is invisible and ready-to-hand (Dreyfus, 1991).  

Practices then shaped this strategizing in detached coping in two ways. First, 

how managers interpreted the lifeworld around them, and by extension, selectively 

revealed parts of it depended on the strategic activities. Depending on which 
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strategic activity the managers focused on revealed different aspects of the 

lifeworld. Secondly, these strategic activities were not isolated entities but were 

mutually constituted by strategic themes and nexus of practices within and beyond 

Precare. It was then the practices that set up the possibilities and boundaries for 

these activities. Accordingly, during detached coping, the agency was not placed 

solely on human actors but mutually shared among managers and the practices 

constituting their action.  

Thus, focusing on strategizing empirically from a practice perspective 

illustrates how context as preset premises, activities, and nexus of practices 

mutually constitute one another (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Here, premises can 

determine what happens (Schatzki, 2002) in detached coping, as in enabling and 

constraining.  

The Gephi analysis Figure 2 reveals nodes that are more densely connected 

than the rest of the nexus of practices, themes, and activities. This density stems 

from managers’ talk and how they perceived these strategic activities related to 

strategic themes and the nexus of practices. The figure suggests that the more 

connected a strategic activity is observed to be, the more uncertain and beyond 

control the managers perceive it to be.  Several practices mutually constitute 

densely related activities, and thus, the lifeworld reveals different aspects when 

looked upon through different practices. On the other hand, the less connected 

strategic activity is, the less important or more difficult managers perceive it. 

Therefore, Figure 2 reveals the messy, ambiguous, and relational nature of 

Precare’s situation, which managers aimed to reduce into key decisions in detached 

coping where the distinction between micro and macro levels are diminished with 

relational practice perspective (Schatzki, 2001a). Thus, in the detached coping, the 

agency is not placed on managers and their intentional, rational decision-making, 

but instead, the agency is relationally shared among managers and their prior 

knowledge, situational premises, strategic activities stemming from them, and 

practices mutually constituting them. In the following subchapters, each strategic 

activity, decision-making regarding them, and shared agency among the nexus of 

practices are discussed with empirical examples. 

6.2.2 Practices shape decision-making: Hiring new employees for 

the R&D team 

The most densely connected strategic activity managers perceived was hiring new 

employees for the R&D team, and it was the strategic activity the managers 
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discussed the most. Hiring new employees for the R&D team was directly related 

to the strategic theme “increasing the number of employees,” but also indirectly to 

other strategic themes as well, mostly “developing iOS,” which was further related 

to strategic activities of “entering NC1” and gaining “local contract with technical 

system provider C.”   

Hiring new employees for the R&D team was tied to the pressure from NC1 

customer A to develop support for iOS and thus acquire the necessary expertise for 

it for Precare. Also, Precare’s solution required expertise in the practice of 

developing mobile operating system A. This strategic activity was considered 

strategically important and beyond managers’ control due to being relationally 

constituted by other strategic activities and practices further constituting them.  

One reason why managers perceived this strategic activity to be uncontrollable was 

the employment situation in the area. This became a new premise for the strategic 

theme of increasing the number of employees. Also, it shifted how the lifeworld 

was understood, transforming other business sectors as competitors when Precare, 

banks, and gaming companies were not competing for the same customers, or even 

operating in the same business areas:  

M1: There was just a big story in a magazine on Friday, like there was 

discussion in government too – 

M3: The whole country 

M1: Yes, it’s a huge problem in the whole country, developers and programmers. 

So, like, we are not the only ones with that challenge. 

M1: All the best [developers] are there, in the gaming companies  

M3: There are a lot of good guys and then –  

M1: They make a lot of money […]  

M2: They pay for the developers too [meaning they pay significant sums].  

[…] 

M3: And then there are all these banks, recruiting all the time.  

This new premise for strategy then shifted to how the strategic activity of hiring 

new employees for the R&D team was understood as challenging. As it was an 

employees’ market, the costs of hiring a coder were perceived as high. Thus, the 
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whole strategic activity of hiring a new employee for the R&D team was questioned 

in the light of keeping the costs low and reaching the revenue goals: 

M2: I am just thinking pragmatically here when I say out loud that we made 

revenue last year about 400 thousand [euros]. We know we can’t reach that 

this year, but we could reach even the same to make a clearly positive result. 

And contrasted with that, if our sales don’t go as forecasted, and it looks like it 

won’t go as we have forecasted, then we should keep the costs low as well. But 

[…] 

M: But we can’t grow without that recruitment. 

M2: Well, that’s true, we can’t. 

Also, the strategic activity of hiring new employees for the R&D team was 

entwined with the strategic activity of entering NC1, and entering NC1 required 

developing iOS: 

M2: That [iOS) would be one of those [strategic activities]. 

 M1: In the long run, I think iOS would be beneficial if we want to cooperate 

with Technical system provider C, then we need to have iOS support. So there’s 

that. If we want to sell to other regions as well, we need to have that. 

M2: And there could be like other demands we are not aware of yet.  

[…] 

M2: But it [iOS] can start from another direction… but it’s true that if they say 

from NC1 Customer A that “Hey guys, we really need to have this,” then we 

really need to start developing that iOS. There’s nothing for it then; we need to 

start developing that. 

I also asked about developing iOS during a discussion with the CEO: 

W1: You mentioned this iOS. How did you end up with that? 

M1: It was purely customer pressure.  

Thus, the strategic activity of developing iOS was mutually co-created with NC1 

Customer A end-user practices and strategic themes of internationalization and 

developing new products and features. Developing iOS, then, was not an idea that 

the managers independently came up with, but they had no other choice in their 

situation.  
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After deciding that hiring new employees would be necessary, the managers 

started to bracket how to proceed. The strategic activity of hiring new employees 

for the R&D team was then reflected in practices such as R&D subcontracting 

practices and commercial employment practices. Due to the challenging 

employment situation, hiring a coder from a subcontracting company was seen as 

one possibility: 

M2: Yes, well Code [pseudonym] does this [study how iOS could be done in 

Precare’s case]. 

M3: Well probably we could get it [the study] from there. Code2 [pseudonym] 

suggested one technology that we could dig deeper ourselves. It did not cost 

any extra. 

M: How much does it [the study] cost? 

M3: I don’t know; the offer is on the way. 

M2: From Code2? 

M3: Yes. 

M2: And Code does this, too? 

M3: Well, they did before, but they didn’t charge anything for it. They offered 

one technology [to develop iOS]. But we need to check it out ourselves.  

M2: Doesn’t Code2 do these for free? 

M3: No, they have developed it much further. See, Code has only used one or 

two of these new technologies, so they did not have much experience of this. 

So, they would have to make a larger study. Code2 has a ready blueprint, the 

technologies, and different use cases for them, and then they see what our 

software looks like and what technology is suitable for us. So, they are sending 

an offer, let’s see what it costs. 

This possibility of utilizing R&D subcontracting was discussed before the 

strategizing meeting with the R&D subcontracting company Code2. Precare was 

interested in how many developers Code2 could offer for Precare’s iOS 

development project. This discussion with Code2 on May 10 (a day before the 

strategizing meeting) also set the directions for how developing iOS would proceed 

in practice, utilizing subcontracting possibilities and how much it would cost: 
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M1/Precare: So, how many guys do you have, if we think about Swift 

[programming language] or QT [toolkit for developing cross-platform 

applications, for example for iOS]? 

M2/Code2: We have both. 

M3/Code2: We have experienced guys on both. If we think about our current 

projects, after we start running them down, some QT guys might be available, 

but we also have competent iOS Swift guys as well, so maybe you don’t have to 

think about it that way. But then we have more experience with our QT projects, 

but if you like, if you want to have React Native [tool for creating applications], 

we are not that experienced with that. 

M3/Code2: If we think about like React Native, it could be used on the side or 

replace QT, but we need to evaluate that. 

[…] 

M1/Precare: Was there, like, some licensing issue with QT? […] 

M2/Code2: It’s practically tied to developers. So, if you want to have two QT 

developers, you need two licenses with a monthly fee. But when it goes to 

release phase, or when it goes to the store [i.e., Apple’s App Store], and you 

are not developing it anymore, you don’t need it [the license] anymore.  

M1/Precare: How much is it? 

M3/Code2: 300 euros per month, if I would have to estimate. 

M1/Precare: OK, pretty expensive then. 

This background information had already provided insights that subcontracting 

could be one possibility. Due to the costs, however, subcontracting was perceived 

as a possible disabler for developing iOS. The managers started to think about 

whether there were any ways to cover the costs. After a moment of pondering, they 

concluded that they could cover iOS expenses in a government-funded project 

related to internationalization and entering new markets because iOS was a 

requirement for entering NC1. Developing iOS was then contrasted with how the 

government funding organization allocated money for projects. These research 

funding practices were then enablers for developing iOS: 

M2: We could add that subcontracting to the project [government-funded 

project]. 
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M3: I was thinking about that same [project] with iOS. 

M1: I was saying the same just recently, that we need to find out if we can add 

that iOS to that project. 

M2: Well, that’s [iOS] exactly what they require for NC1 customer A. 

M1: And the government funding organization should believe the need for iOS 

precisely for NC1, because otherwise it [iOS] is nothing but a burden for us. 

M2: It [iOS] is exactly an export enabler that the government funding 

organization is funding for. 

[…] 

M3: Alright, let’s open the [iOS] position then. 

For iOS, which was only perceived to be needed in the case of NC1 Customer A 

and thus not necessarily Precare’s core expertise, they did not need that resource as 

their own. However, the available expertise in the R&D subcontracting companies 

shaped how to develop iOS and defined the costs of the development work. In that 

way, the initiative NC1 Customer A set for the strategic activity of hiring new 

employees for the R&D team was then mutually constituted by R&D 

subcontracting practices. Due to the costs stemming from developing iOS with the 

QT toolkit, the costs were considered high. Here the enabler was then perceived to 

be a government-funded project in which Precare was participating. Thus, the 

strategic activity of hiring new employees for the R&D team for the iOS part was 

limited and enabled by practices mutually constituting it and thus shaping the 

strategic direction of Precare. 

In contradiction to developing iOS, developing mobile operating system A was 

considered crucial for Precare; thus, the managers wanted to have the expertise in-

house and not subcontract it from somewhere else. There were two options for 

hiring the developer: opening the position or using commercial employment 

agencies. Precare had already had the position open through commercial 

employment agency Recruit1 [pseudonym], but they had not received more than 

one suitable candidate for the position, thus they felt it was beyond their control: 

M2: So, do you think we won’t get anything from that channel [Recruit1]? 

M3: Well, I think that there are so few coders available, and then they 

[commercial employment agencies] evaluate to whom they want to offer these 
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applicants. […] That channel does not work, or at least it is a very poor 

situation regarding the coders; that I know. 

Because the commercial employment agencies seemed to have preferences to 

which company they offered candidates, their practices were perceived to be 

contradictory to Precare’s aims. Thus, it set boundaries for the strategic activity, 

closing down options for how to proceed with it, leaving no other choice but to 

open the position and handle the recruiting themselves: 

M3: I think we need to open the mobile operating system A position again and 

handle it ourselves. Or make a deal with an employment agency that would 

specifically look for the right person for us. 

M: And we did not have to pay anything for Recruit1.  

M3: No, we did not. 

[…] 

M3: I think that maybe we should open the position and do the hiring ourselves. 

M2: I think we should open it ourselves. 

M: True. 

M3: There might not be any other options but to open it ourselves.  

The premise of the employment situation and the commercial recruitment practices 

not functioning as expected, Precare’s managers had no other choice but to open 

the position themselves. Conclusively, the strategic activity of hiring new 

employees for the R&D team was mutually constituted by nexus of practices across 

Precare’s boundaries and hierarchies. It was not only Precare’s decision to develop 

iOS, but because their existing premises for their strategy, namely the only ways 

they could expand and grow were internationalization and by extension entering 

NC1, they saw that they had no other choice but to develop iOS in order to do that. 

Also, other practices constituting these strategic activities shaped the possibilities 

for this strategic activity. These practices were within Precare, namely their own 

product development and employment practices, and outside Precare, such as 

commercial employment practices, R&D subcontracting practices, NC1 customer 

A end-user practices, and government funding practices. This example of hiring 

new employees for the R&D team empirically illustrates the relationality of 

practices where they mutually constitute one another and how they overlap, 
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crisscross, and create an entwined phenomenon (Schatzki, 2002a, 2006). Thus, 

focusing on strategizing empirically from a practice perspective illustrates how 

context as preset premises, activities, and nexus of practices mutually constitute 

one another (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011). Here, premises can determine what 

happens (Schatzki, 2002a) in detached coping, as in enabling and constraining. 

6.2.3 Strategic activity beyond management’s control: Entering NC1 

and hiring a new salesperson for NC1 

Accessing NC1 would benefit Precare in gaining a local contract with Technical 

system provider C, which was a strategic activity itself. In addition to access to 

NC1 Customer A, the managers looked at a broader picture of accessing the whole 

NC1. For that reason, the managers highlighted a strategic activity of hiring a 

salesperson for NC1 that would help with NC1 Customer A and other sales cases 

in NC1. Then again, gaining the NC1 Customer A was a precondition for the 

strategic activity of hiring a new salesperson for NC1. Thus, entering NC1 was also 

linked to the strategic theme of increasing the number of employees. This 

entwinement of strategic themes, activities, and practices led entering NC1 to be 

perceived as uncertain and beyond the control of the managers. There was a 

perceived risk that Precare would either hire the salesperson too late or too early. If 

the managers hired the new salesperson too late, then it might affect the NC1 

Customer A case. However, if they hired the salesperson too early, there might not 

be enough work for the salesperson, and they might leave.  

M2: The worst case is that NC1 Customer A does not become realized, and the 

possible NC1 Customer B delays and the salesperson is left wondering what 

they are supposed to be doing. 

M1: That would be a poor situation, s/he would get bored… 

M2: Exactly. 

M1: … and they leave during their probation. 

[..] 

M1: It’s clear that when we hire someone, or we have selected someone, and 

we have uncertainties, we need to be open about them [the uncertainties]. Like, 

for example, ask if the person can start either in September or in November, 

ask if the person is flexible about it. 
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This uncertain situation was then reflected in commercial employment practices in 

terms of estimating how the employment process would proceed. There was a 

perceived risk that it might proceed too quickly, which was out of the managers’ 

control: 

M2: I talked to the commercial employment firm [...], and when they have the 

candidates, they will present us the ones they think are the best for interview, 

and then we get involved […], and if we abort the process, then we pay what 

we must pay [for the process so far]. So it’s really safe for us. And if we put it 

on hold, then it’s on hold until we continue. 

M2: I was thinking that… Well, it is not, is there like a risk that we would get 

the candidates [salesperson], like in a week? Then they would be like [0:02:20], 

here are the candidates, are you going to come and interview them. Well, then 

we would be obligated to interview them. 

M1: Of course, we should [go and interview]. 

M2: And then we would go, and it moves too quickly. 

This risk of getting the potential employee interviews too soon was then reflected 

in previous knowledge about commercial employment practices: 

M1: It won’t be like in a week, you see, we do not even have the ad [for the 

position]. The next step is the contract [with the employment company]. They 

will make the ad and send it to us so we can check it out. So the ad comes out 

next week at the earliest. Then they will screen the applicants […] So it would 

be very unrealistic that it would be- 

M2: Yeah, they seem to take time […]. 

Also, hiring a new salesperson for NC1 was perceived to be mutually constituted 

by the strategic activity of entering NC1 and customers A’s and B’s purchasing 

practices. It added more uncertainties as they could be delayed and thus affect the 

hiring activity: 

M2: For me, like, maybe the only risk is that NC1 customer B then delays. 

M1: Yeah, yeah it is. 

M1: And what about the contracts [with NC1 customer A], as we have seen, it 

still takes time to get the production contract. Nothing moves until we have it 

signed. 
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M1: I think the biggest security is that the customer says yes. Even if we don’t 

have the contracts, we still have a pretty secure situation. As we have seen with 

all our customers, there have not been any surprises after they say yes. If it’s 

just fixing the contracts, that can take time. Taking into use can delay, but it is 

still a “yes.” Even if we did have an employment process on and even if we did 

hire someone and they would begin working with us, let us say in September, 

and then the [customer] taking our solution into use delays until January, it’s 

not a problem because we still get the case. But if the actual decision-making 

is delayed, getting the “yes” from the customer, or facing some inexplicable 

surprises along the way, we would need to abort the recruitment.    

M3: Of course. But it is still a long time, the four months [if the taking into use 

is delayed], so they would have to wait until January. Well, they might be here 

to learn, and we would have, for example, the pilot with NC 1 customer B for 

them. 

M3: Yeah, maybe the pilot. 

M1: So that influences things here too. 

M: Yes, that might indeed be starting, too […]. 

Overall, based on previous knowledge about public purchasing practices from 

the domestic market, recruiting a new salesperson for NC1 looked promising 

but uncertain. Thus, there was a decision to start it and then monitor how it 

would evolve. 

M2: But this [situation for recruiting a salesperson for NC1] looks good. 

M1: Let us monitor it carefully and be prepared to decide to put this [recruiting 

a salesperson NC1] on hold or even abort it if necessary if there are surprises. 

As the managers proceeded to bracket this uncertain situation through different 

practices, they could gain a shared understanding of the strategic activity, which is 

the aim of detached coping and strategizing. As the strategic activity of hiring a 

new salesperson for NC1 was entwined with NC1 customers A and B’s practices 

taking Precare’s solution into use, their decision-making contrasted with previous 

experiences with domestic public healthcare customer practices, and the managers 

understood the situation in the light of the knowledge of those practices. Thus, the 

entwinement with other practices made it possible for the managers to anticipate 

what was to come. However, in this uncertain situation where the strategic activity 
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was connected to many practices outside Precare, hiring a new salesperson was 

perceived to be beyond the Precare managers’ control as the process unfolded. 

Overall, from a relational practice perspective, Schatzki (2002a) explains that 

practices can be brought together through harmonious or conflicting relations. This 

happened when Precare’s managers were strategizing as they revealed the nexus of 

practices limiting and enabling the strategic activities. Thus, the strategic activities 

and practices constituting one another were not separate entities “out there”. 

6.2.4 Discarding the less entwined strategic activity: Entering the 

private healthcare sector 

An exception to other strategic activities was the strategic activity entering new 

business areas. The managers did not perceive how it would connect to other 

strategic activities and practices besides private healthcare practice. This perceived 

separateness meant that the managers thought they were not ready to enter the 

private healthcare sector, as it would require a lot of work since there was nothing 

linking Precare’s solution to private healthcare practices. In addition, managers felt 

that the board of directors saw things differently:  

M1: [entering private sector] That it is not some little thing.  

M3: Yeah. I think that, too. The board does not necessarily understand that.  

 M1: No, and I think not many others either, those who are not that deep within 

this, don’t notice how much there is left to do, for example, in our application. 

And what you had written, like for the private sector we have like, ten percent 

ready. 

M3: It would also be helpful if someone could like; some could understand if 

we have some end-to-end story there. 

M1: Right. However, like, what we have, you think we have ten percent kind of 

ready. I know right away that the board thinks the other way round, that we 

have 90 percent ready. 

M3: Right. 

M1: Or closer to that than ten percent. I would have said we have maybe fifty-

fifty ready. 

M2: I don’t think that the sector, or, like we should go there.  
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[…] 

M1: Right, and the same thing with the private sector; we don’t need to reject 

that right away. However, it would be the stupidest move to go there with our 

current understanding [of the private sector], like “let’s just expand our 

offering by buying some other company.” It does not make any sense. But, if 

like evolution somehow brings our solution to that direction, then that is a 

totally different situation than like buying some other, separate system. 

M3: I don’t think we should go there either. 

The managers did not have a clear understanding of private sector practices and 

how they would mutually create something meaningful together with their solution. 

The logic of practices can explain this: a practice only gains its meaning as part of 

something else (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011), and the managers could not perceive 

how their existing solution would express the components of the private healthcare 

sector or vice versa. Nevertheless, during strategizing, the detached mode of 

activity allowed them to recognize this possibility, and thus they became aware of 

it, even though they did not see how they could expand in that direction. As a result, 

Figure 2 depicts the private sector as separate from the other practices and strategic 

activities the managers discussed during the strategizing meeting. As such, the 

managers disregarded this strategic activity of entering the private healthcare sector.  

 At the same time, the managers recognized the uncontrollable aspect of the 

lifeworld by referring to “evolution,” that things might work in their favor even 

without them deliberately pushing and working in that direction. This resonates 

with strong process ontology, which implies that change can occur independently 

without the need for an identifiable agent of change. 

6.2.5 Practices restrain strategic activity during Idea Mill: Developing 

new products and features 

Besides the strategizing meeting, Precare had an orchestrated detached coping 

moment during the Idea Mill sessions. This session is not included in Figure 2. 

During an Idea Mill session, everyone had to come up with one development idea. 

Then everyone had five minutes to present their idea, followed by a ten-minute 

discussion of what could be done with that idea. An idea could be a very small thing, 

such as installing a medicine box on their office wall, or a more significant thing 

like developing a new feature for their solution. What was significant, however, 
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was that the organizational members detached themselves from ongoing practical 

coping during these moments and inspected different aspects of their organization’s 

life: what could be done better? What were they missing? What could be added? 

Here the practitioners were no longer immersed in the task at hand, but they 

detached themselves from it and tried to create anew, and when discussing it, they 

divided the task into properties (Dreyfus, 1995, pp. 60 – 89; see also Chia & Holt, 

2006, 2009; Rasche & Chia, 2009; Tsoukas & Sandberg, 2011).  

The ideas that Precare’s employees came up with were then documented. One 

product idea was “Photo.” By tracking the Idea Mill meeting memos from 2015 

until 2017, it can be stated that Photo was documented for the first time on 

December 16, 2016 and again on April 11, 2017. In 2017 Photo was rejected due 

to conflicting practices and activities mutually constituting the product: 

We have been thinking about this [Photo] in a serious manner for the first time, 

probably about five, six years ago (CEO, interview) 

 Due to the low interoperability of different ICT systems and devices among 

healthcare providers in Finland, Photo was perceived as too challenging. The 

practices produced by professionals in the public healthcare sector and the devices 

and systems constituting these practices contradicted Precare’s aim to develop a 

feature that would be scalable to several healthcare customers. Thus, the strategic 

activity of developing new products and services was limited by these existing 

socio-material practices as they did not allow Photo to be integrated in any 

reasonable way: 

There was […] an idea which has been in this company for a long time, 

popping up regularly. Photo […] sounds bloody simple, but in that healthcare 

world, it turned out to be a fucking hodgepodge. (CEO, discussion) 

In this healthcare world, the practices are different. You can’t save any 

information onto the devices; instead, it [the information] needs to go to the 

archives. Moreover, in Finland, we have this situation where each hospital has 

different archives and they don’t operate together […] there are so many 

different public healthcare systems, which have been a new area for us, so we 

have not proceeded with this [photo]. (CEO, interview) 

Over the years, Photo was rejected several times, even though it popped up from 

time to time in Idea Mill sessions. It was seen as a great idea, but because Precare’s 

employees did not see how it could work in the healthcare sector due to the existing 
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practices of using different systems that did not operate together. Thus, despite their 

intention, the practices mutually constituting the socio-material practice of which 

Photo was part of set boundaries for this idea to emerge into life. In other words, it 

was practices that determined what was possible (MacKay et al., 2021).  

Overall, in line with existing strategy-in-practices literature (Chia & Holt, 2006, 

2009; MacKay et al., 2021), these detached coping moments in Precare, 

strategizing meeting, and Idea Mill sessions empirically illustrate how strategists 

are never fully autonomous in their strategic deliberations. Instead, their decision-

making is already bounded by premises and further shaped by practices that 

constitute their activities. This nexus of practices weave across organizational 

boundaries, indifferent to hierarchies. From a practical perspective, there are no 

levels, hierarchies, or boundaries that only exist as secondary stabilizations when 

actors create them in detached coping while aiming to make the constant change 

and entwinement livable (Dreyfus, 1991).  

These findings regarding detached coping contradict previous strategy-in-

practices literature in two ways. First, the existing strategy-in-practices literature 

implies that detached coping takes place only during a breakdown (Chia & Holt, 

2006; Gomez & Bouty, 2011). Detached coping was then arrived at in two ways: 

during a breakdown where the managers did not have a clear picture of the situation, 

and thus, they needed to understand the world. The second was during the Idea Mill 

session, an orchestrated detached coping mode where the practitioners wanted to 

understand the world. Secondly, detached coping was shaped by practices, but it 

was not only modus operandi (MacKay et al., 2021) that set the directions in 

detached coping, but instead nexus of practices and the context mutually 

constituting the strategic activities. 

6.3 Absorbed coping shaped by background: Being a Good guy 

If intentional strategizing in detached coping comes from the intention or need to 

understand the world, in absorbed coping, strategy-making is unintentionally 

responding to the situation at hand. The way Precare members then responded in 

unfolding situations in a manner that made sense to them revealed the deeper-lying 

aspects of absorbed coping through differences between their way of doing and an 

existing way of doing in their context, giving rise to their codes of behavior with 

others which over time converted in a collectively accepted way of doing.  

At Precare, there was a notion of a “Good guy,” which was often referred to 

when talking about Precare’s employees and their way of doing. Thus, it reflected 
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the background that shaped how practices were reproduced and consequently 

expressed parts of availableness and absorbed coping. This term was also used to 

contrast what was perceived as unacceptable behavior. Here a Good guy2 did not 

refer to gender but instead to a type of person. However, the fact that the software 

industry in Finland is predominantly male carries this history within itself, and 

often software developers could be thought to be male because the structure of the 

industry in Finland has developed that way.  

There was no clear definition of what, exactly, being a Good guy meant for 

Precare’s employees, but it was perceived to be an essential aspect of doing 

business and acting with others, something to strive towards. Thus, it seemed to be 

directing the behaviors of Precare’s employees. Consequently, here the Good guy 

gave specific stability to a group and tied Precare’s employees together as a 

collective group of Good guys.  

In Precare, this collective way of doing was not explicitly articulated or defined. 

When aiming to track why Precare’s members did things the way they did, it 

seemed to lack any intention of socializing people into a specific way of acting. I 

tried asking one of the founding members about the background shaping to 

absorbed coping in their everyday life, but they did not answer. I tried to ask then 

if they had a role in shaping the way things were done at Precare, but they did not 

seem to be aware of any intentional actions regarding the way things were done:  

I guess it [way of doing] comes from there [originally from another founders’ 

way of doing], I really can’t say [laughing]. 

Also, in search of the “deeper current” mentioned in the previous methodology 

chapter that was shaping absorbed coping, I aimed to find out if there were any 

official guides to how things were done at Precare and tried to search for it with the 

term “value.” However, the employees did not broadcast any official, externally 

brought values that would guide their actions: 

About values, it came to my mind, I kind of shun the whole word “value,” 

because we used to have [in the previous workplace] values that made no sense 

[...]. They were kind of obvious, you know? Company values or something like 

that. Why do they even need to be written anywhere? It’s stupid, the whole idea, 

 
2 In Finnish, ‘‘Good guy’’ translates to “hyvä tyyppi”. In Finnish, there are no gender-specific pronouns; 
for example, “he” and “she” are both only “hän” in Finnish. Therefore, the straight translation for “hyvä 
tyyppi” would be more in line with “a good type of a person,” regardless of its roots being referred to 
as a male.  
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so if someone asks about company values, it immediately brings that [old 

workplace] to my mind. It feels strange, this kind of whole value thinking. 

(Employee 2 interview) 

We have had some values in the strategy documents, but we haven’t worked 

them through much, like we have done with mission and vision. Like, even 

though I have been with the company for over five-and-a-half years, I only saw 

those values in the corner of some document. But they haven’t been like […] 

visible to me in a way that when I came to this company, someone would have 

told me that “these are our most important values.” (CEO interview) 

How practices were reproduced in absorbed coping was not then born out of 

intentional action, but it seemed that absorbed actions congealed inadvertently over 

time into a collective way of doing in a specific background against which actions 

already mattered in a specific way. Being a part of social life and growing into 

practices, we learn the ropes of everyday life from among the society we are born 

into (Schatzki, 2005). As absorbed coping takes place when the world shows itself 

in availableness, it is impossible to grasp its totality, but it is possible to reveal parts 

of it (Dreyfus, 1991). Through recognized differences in relational entwinement 

with the context, and during daily encounters, three aspects of absorbed coping 

could be identified: being trustworthy, perseverance, and humor as in joking at each 

other’s expense, which were all inherent parts of being a Good guy. 

6.3.1 Being trustworthy as a difference in the public healthcare 

sector 

The members of Precare often expressed that their way of doing was different from 

others. Thus, aspects of absorbed coping could and modus operandi shaping it be 

sought to be recognized as something different than what was usual in public 

healthcare:  

The fact that there seems to be a stereotype, or if we are being honest, it is more 

of a fact, that all [public] purchases go wrong. Moreover, it is a totally deserved 

stereotype […]. The second thing is that being a customer in this business 

means you get terrible customer service. Service providers treat the public 

sector differently than their commercial business customers. And it is because 

the contracts are made so that it makes this kind of behavior possible.  
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This possibility of treating public customers poorly was then contrasted with 

Precare members’ stories and examples of what Precare’s employees did not want 

to be, or how they perceived doing business in the public healthcare sector as a 

deviation from their views. There were several occasions where Precare’s 

employees contrasted themselves to others, and by extension, revealed what was 

meaningful to them: 

Well, this our way of doing and when we compared it to many others, let us not 

say their names here, but their way of doing, it’s different. They can leave things 

halfway, or things don’t move forward at all, or at least very slowly. Well, that’s 

no customer service at all. If I was the customer, I would not be satisfied at all 

with their way of doing, but I can only wonder how other companies’ customer 

service teams can act the way they do. (Employee 1, interview)  

To some players, they get money from doors and windows, way easier than 

others, so maybe then they just lower the level of service, or how you should 

treat people, you become a little bit arrogant and so forth. (Precare employee 

about competitors, recorded discussion around meeting table, March 27, 2017) 

 It can happen quite easily that, when you get things effortlessly (than) 

[0:09:57 pause] you got when you were living hand to mouth, like then, I think 

there are a lot of examples in the world, that then you might like start treating 

people differently. Be they your colleagues or customers. (CEO, interview) 

These differences led to explaining how Precare’s members’ way of doing was 

different and why. The first thing Precare employees highlighted in their discussion 

about their work was being trustworthy: 

We think it [treating public customers poorly] is disgusting, and we want to 

show that it is actually possible to execute these projects on budget and in time. 

(CEO, interview) 

So that we all work toward the same goal and satisfy the customer’s needs in a 

way that they might not even be used to. It keeps surprising and even confusing 

them, that this our way of doing, if you compare us to other players. (Employee, 

recording) 

Yeah, well. I think it should be with everyone who does anything for a customer, 

it should be reliability at the core of everything. Both in human service and 

with products, or whatever goes to the customer, that it should be reliable. It 

should come from the backbone. And with this company, it is exactly what we 
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aim for: you can trust us, and they do trust us. And for my own part I try to 

influence on making sure our stuff is reliable. (Employee 1, interview,) 

And we immediately get down to business if we get even the slightest sign of a 

problem. And we want to fix things immediately, so things don’t start to brew. 

Especially when the customer is taking it [solution] into use, if there are any 

problems. So, it’s really good that our customer support team is present and in 

contact with the end-users. I have also called the end-users myself and 

discussed how things are working.  (Employee 3, interview) 

This difference between Precare’s way of doing and others’ way of doing was then 

perceived as an asset in the public healthcare sector. However, trustworthiness 

needed to be more than words, since the relationships were very long:  

And the same with the partners when you need to have a really, really strong 

and trusting relationship. It does not happen if there is, like, money as the 

reason for the cooperation. Through that emerges nothing, not to mention 

business relationships that last 10–15 years. […] Of course, money is 

important, and everyone needs to make money.  But those relationships are not 

built with that money. And it is one of the reasons we have been able to grow, 

the customers trust us, and it is more precisely that people trust people. People 

buy from you, not just as a firm, but because they trust you. (CEO, interview) 

When Precare’s first international sales went through, its employees explained the 

situation again in contrast with other, bigger players. When I asked about how 

things were now after the deal, two of the employees sarcastically explained that 

now that they were making more money, they could start treating the customers 

like other players did (recording on Beer Friday, August 20, 2018):  

M1: We can now start treating everyone like shit and stop answering phones. 

M2: You see, we don’t have time to answer little things [laughing]. 

M1: We have gotten cocky now, big ego.  

M2: That’s right. We even take off door frames with us now when we walk [with 

big egos].  

This contrasted Precare’s members being trustworthy with other, bigger 

competitors’ way of treating public customers poorly. Now that Precare had 

achieved their first international sales, they joked that they could also start acting 

like others did in the public healthcare sector: arrogantly and treating public 
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healthcare customers as others did, like “not answering the phones” and “treating 

everyone like shit.” Thus, a part of being a Good guy then lay between something 

desired and despised, stemming from a relational entwinement of practices forming 

Precare’s context and its style of engagement. In another context, Precare’s way of 

doing would not necessarily be anything out of the ordinary, but in that specific 

context of the public healthcare sector, its way of doing was different. This 

difference revealed a part of Precare members’ absorbed coping, highlighting what 

was significant. In other words, it revealed their standards of excellence that 

provided points of reference and concerns that guided the non-reflective, routinized 

type of behavior (Schatzki, 2005) and gave orientation toward what is acceptable 

behavior and what is not (Orlikowski, 2002). 

6.3.2 Perseverance as a necessity in doing business in the public 

healthcare sector 

The public healthcare sector possessed several challenges for Precare: being slow 

with long purchasing processes, high levels of bureaucracy, and a need for 

cooperation with technical system providers. For Precare this meant developing 

certain non-reflective, routinized behavior, including motivational knowledge, to 

overcome these obstacles that public healthcare presented. One aspect of this 

absorbed coping could then be described as perseverance, where these obstacles 

were not perceived as challenging but as a challenge that could be overcome: 

This kind of public healthcare is nothing more than obstacles if you look at it 

that way. (CEO, interview) 

And sure, we do operate in a business where, if you see problems, it’s soon 

“this is not going to work.” So even if you see challenges, they are challenges 

you can solve. (Employee, interview) 

Nothing changes if people don’t think like “we are fucking gonna figure this 

out!” (CEO, discussion) 

This aspect of Precare’s daily practices was then crucial in the specific context of 

the public healthcare sector. It meant working for a long-term goal and persistent 

work:  

[…] We have a solution that always requires integration to some third-party 

system, which means we need to have ridiculously good cooperation with that 
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specific partner. And then with the [public] customer, we have long sales cycles, 

like from 18 to 36 months. What does that mean? It means tens of meetings, 

hundreds of emails, thousands of phone calls. (CEO interview) 

Perseverance was then an element of Precare’s absorbed coping as they pursued 

certain goals, namely selling a software solution to public healthcare customers. It 

included not only know-how and the use of things, but also motivation. Further, 

perseverance also resonated with Finnish socio-cultural dispositions, such as “sisu,” 

which refers to stoic determination, unwillingness to give up, and resilience. This 

mentality of sisu and perseverance were contrasted with being too optimistic, where 

decisions were made without thinking them through. Thus, there was a concept of 

“sparring,” which meant inviting people to explain and rationalize their opinions 

and decisions in a discussive manner. There seemed to be, however, a fine line 

between what was considered asking people to think things through and what was 

considered to disagree on principle without seeking a solution at all. Thus, another 

part of being a Good guy lies somewhere between two opposites:  

It is good to have someone pushing the break. If you are like, too much “feet 

above ground,” you end up bad and, in the end, that’s kind of heavy company 

to keep. And then there is a difference between pushing the break, and then you 

are against fucking everything, and that is heavy company to keep, too. To have 

just the right amount of break, you definitely need that. (CEO interview, 

November 24, 2017) 

Thus, perseverance stemmed both from being able to pursue aims in a specific 

context and from Finland’s cultural background. As absorbed coping cannot be 

fully explained or reached, the members of Precare aimed to grasp it through two 

opposites: being too critical and being too agreeable. 

6.3.3 Building togetherness by joking at each other’s expense 

As one of the features of Precare is that it is a software company, it requires a certain 

level of openness. The product is developed with a programming language, making 

Precare’s know-how very important and sometimes even personalized to certain 

employees. Consequently, sharing information is not only needed but also crucial 

in the long run. Further, Precare’s software product development is run in project-

like cycles with a software development method called Scrum, where everything is 

planned, executed, monitored, and documented iteratively with different teams. 
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Each cycle is referred to as a sprint, and one sprint lasts a certain number of weeks. 

Further, one sprint is divided into smaller units. Thus, in product development, 

there are sprint meetings, weekly meetings, and daily meetings. This scrum method 

requires an open culture where sharing each other’s work and constructive feedback 

are present constantly. One way of building this open atmosphere at Precare was 

joking at each other’s expense and spending time together. There were no shared 

coffee breaks, but the employees often shared lunch and had collective Beer Fridays 

and awaydays when they went somewhere to spend time together. Also, they had a 

way of being open and accepting people among them.  

When I was doing my last interview on August 20, 2018, I arrived at Precare 

during their Beer Friday. When the interview started, most of the employees were 

immersed in their own doing at their work desks or gathered around in groups of 

two or three to discuss work-related issues, solving a problem, or planning. As I 

was interviewing at the meeting table, at some point employees started to gather 

around, listen and take a beer from a plastic bag located next to the meeting table. 

I was also offered a drink, but as I was driving and working, I hesitated to take one. 

This hesitation initiated joking, and Precare’s employees ridiculed my (K1) 

decision-making: 

M: You are going to have one [drink] too? 

K1: Well, maybe I could have something. 

K1: Or maybe I should just take a half (of a bottle of cider). 

M1: [swearing] No one has ever taken [swearing] a half bottle here before 

[laughing].  

M1: You can just take your own bottle and drink it halfway. 

M: Should I take two or three 

M1: There is no [swearing] drinking here at all. 

M1: [swearing] No one drinks a half bottle here [swearing]. 

K1: There are only those big bottles there; maybe I’ll just take one of them. 

M: Oh boy. 

As the interview was paused unintentionally, I thought I would let the scene play 

out and participated in the small talk. One of the employees (N) had gotten married 
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a while before so I asked about this big event in her life. This also led to humorous 

banter between the employees regarding the employee’s name after getting married: 

K1: So, how was the wedding and the honeymoon? 

N: We haven’t even gotten to the honeymoon yet. This [previous] trip was a 

different thing. 

K1: Oh, OK, well.  The wedding went well, though? 

M: It was a pre-wedding trip. 

M1: Guess how [swearing] annoying it is now to write her email address when 

it’s now first name dash last name dash SECOND last name. 

Then the employee N jokes that she took a combination of her and her husband’s 

surnames, resulting in an indecent conclusion. 

M: Hey! That was a good one! [referring to the indecent joke she made] 

M1: Oh boy, here, take another one! [offers a bottle to employee N who made 

the joke] 

M: I think this is already a second one. 

N: Yes, it is. 

Being part of the discussion and their group involved allowing yourself to be 

subject to humorous ridicule. It reflected the socially constructed aspect of practices, 

where being a member of an engineering culture in a male-dominated environment 

dealt with social and professional situations. This kind of joking is deemed 

appropriate and acceptable in their community.  

This joking at each other’s expense was also used to build togetherness. 

Another brief example will help illustrate this. During my observations, I was 

offered a desk at the opposite end of the open office from the meeting table and a 

coffee cup with my first name on it. In addition, most of the employees invited me 

to listen to their meetings, and naturally, some seemed to be a little bit reserved 

about having an outsider observing their work. Regardless of these small gestures, 

it took me a while to be accepted among the group. I also joined them for lunch 

almost daily, and since I am a slow eater, I usually got to eat lunch with two 

different groups: those who went to lunch earlier and then those who came to lunch 

later. On May 10, 2017, I was having lunch with the employees when one of them 

commented on my slow eating pace “not only do you work in academia—you also 
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seem to have an academic eating pace.” The employee said this as he was leaving, 

laughed in good spirit, and walked away. I interpreted that he was referring to the 

fact that academia is slow (and thus could be interpreted as ineffective), just like 

my eating style. Further, he was one of the employees whom I did not know 

beforehand. Instead of being insulted, I interpreted this as being accepted by this 

person among their group as he felt free or relaxed enough to say that to me.  Thus, 

part of being a Good guy included a certain sense of humor, reflecting another part 

of Precare’s absorbed coping.  Here, joking at each other’s expense had developed 

into a degree of consistent, routinized-like behavior.  

Conclusively, absorbed coping was not subordinate to human agency; instead, 

it was guided by a modus operandi, a Good guy, stemming from the historical and 

cultural background and developing locally through socialization and experiences 

in a specific context where joking at each other’s expense already mattered in a 

particular way.  Precare’s members responded without thinking about the unfolding 

situations and, by doing so, they reflected the broader social context of being in a 

Finnish (perseverance) and male-dominant engineering culture (joking at each 

other’s expense). This notion is in line with Heidegger’s view of organizing 

activities that stem from a background, as habits and customs, where actions take 

place; and without this background they lose meaning. This absorbed coping was 

not thus intentionally built, but it held the already lived history and experiences, 

which strategy-in-practices literature emphasizes (Chia & Holt, 2006). 

6.4 Deliberate coping shapes strategic activities 

If in absorbed coping, the background that shapes practices and the surrounding 

lifeworld are perceived as invisible because they are seamlessly incorporated in the 

ongoing, routinized action, deliberate coping then brings the background and 

lifeworld into view due to temporal breakdowns. In other words, temporal 

breakdowns interrupt the ongoing action where the background shapes the actions 

of aiming to correct the disruption. At Precare, deliberate coping shaped the 

strategic trajectory in two ways. First, it meant the emergence of a new social media 

practice in the face of temporal breakdown during the strategic activity of hiring of 

new employees.  Second, during deliberate coping, it was the background that 

shaped the decision to choose an employee for a new position. These examples 

illustrate that despite the strategic intention of hiring a new employee and having 

specific, rational definitions for the potential employee, the background was there 

shaping the final choice despite the strategic intent, even when the action was 
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reflective and when the actors paid attention to what they did. Moreover, this 

resonates with empirical strategy-in-practices literature, which highlights that it is 

modus operandi that shapes how actors respond to immediate practical concerns 

(Boyty et al., 2019). However, while previous studies aimed to illustrate absorbed 

coping with empirical examples, the findings here illustrate how this does not 

actually take place in absorbed coping, but instead in deliberate coping. 

6.4.1 Deliberate coping and the emergence of a new practice in the 

face of temporal breakdown 

When absorbed coping is interrupted, practitioners face a temporal breakdown. At 

Precare, one example of this taking place occurred during the strategic activity of 

hiring new employees. Precare’s managers had opened positions for a software 

developer on February 8, 2017, and a tester on February 23, 2017. On May 11, 

Precare’s managers realized that the employment process did not go as planned, as 

they did not receive enough applicants for the open positions. Thus, they came face 

to face with a temporal breakdown. It did not mean a total standstill for the strategic 

activity, but they remained with the task at hand and aimed to create concrete ways 

to attract more applicants and proceed with the employment process.  

During this temporal breakdown, the managers brought into view the lifeworld 

concerning the aspects related to the strategic activity of hiring new employees by 

interpreting and articulating the situation. The breakdown in the practice of hiring 

developers was perceived to be due to the employment situation in the area: high 

competition for competent applicants and changing practices in different business 

sectors now developing their applications, such as banks. The managers looked 

back at the actions taken and inspected aspects of the relational whole constituting 

the hiring practice. As a result, the managers discussed the idea that Precare needed 

to “stand out” and “should already have some attraction” to developers, which they 

saw was not expressed by their previous practices of hiring new employees 

(discussion on May 11, 2017). This retrospective framing acted as a basis for new 

practice for the marketing department that was part of the employment practice. 

The managers drew on what was available for them in these specific circumstances, 

and what they did have was their notion of a Good guy, an asset they could utilize 

in this problematic situation. 

Consequently, on the same day soon after the discussion, a new hashtag 

appeared in Precare’s social media channels: #Precarestyle. These social media 

posts were about Precare’s unofficial events and depicted their collective way of 
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doing, thus emphasizing who they were, how they did things, and what kind of 

workplace Precare was. In other words, without explicitly articulating what it 

meant to be a member of Precare, they aimed to capture an aspect of the Good guy 

and, with these social media posts, attract likeminded people to apply for their open 

positions.  

The first time #Precarestyle was used in an employment ad was not until 

September 15, 2018, when Precare starting looking for a software developer for 

their R&D team again. Thus, the company also reflected on what was perceived to 

attract software developers, such as spending time together outside work and 

partying, and the other aspects of being a Good guy, such as showing how they 

donated Christmas presents to the children’s ward at the local hospital. The practice 

of using this #Precarestyle continued throughout the whole study and beyond. 

As a result, this finding empirically illustrates how a new practice emerges 

through deliberate coping when aiming to circumvent the hindrance in ongoing 

action in the face of temporal breakdown. This finding is both in contradiction and 

in line with existing strategy-in-practices literature. First, the previous literature 

suggests that it is during absorbed coping in the face of immediate practical 

concerns that new practices are initiated (Bouty et al., 2019). Here this study 

departs from the previous strategy-in-practices view. The finding here implies that 

deliberate coping is a foundation for new practices to emerge during temporal 

breakdowns and with reflective reasoning.  Deliberate coping is thus different from 

planning and mapping in detached coping or non-reflective absorbed coping. 

Secondly, previous theoretical studies imply that this shift from absorbed coping to 

deliberate coping can occur when expectations are thwarted and suggest that a new 

practice can be a manifestation of adapting to an unexpected situation (Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2011). This subchapter empirically illustrates how this occurs during 

temporal breakdown when the expectations of hiring new employees are not met. 

6.4.2 Decision-making in deliberate coping shaped by modus 

operandi: Job interviews and choosing the applicant 

The activities of interviewing the applicants and choosing the right applicant for 

the position were not done in absorbed coping or detached coping, but in deliberate 

coping. Thus, the managers considered the characteristics of the applicants for a 

specific activity (software developer) and a specific place: Precare. 

During the strategizing meeting where the managers decided upon strategic 

activities, including hiring new employees for the R&D team, the managers made 
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several requirements for the positions. However, despite these requirements, the 

whole strategic activity of hiring new employees was shaped by its background 

during deliberate coping, including job interviews and final decision-making.  

The R&D team was looking for a software developer, a senior software 

developer, and iOS expertise. When the managers planned the strategic activity of 

hiring new employees for the R&D team in detached coping during strategizing, 

they only focused on the level of knowledge and expertise they saw that Precare 

needed: 

M2: Did you contact the junior developer they [employment agency] offered 

us? 

M3: No, because we don’t need one. We need a senior developer, and then we 

need someone for iOS too.  

M2: So two coders.  

M3: And then the third thing we need is someone for the tool side, which our 

subcontracting guy is now doing. It would benefit us to acquire a guy who does 

that. 

M2: That could be then a more junior guy. 

M3: Yeah, it could be so they could then learn the ropes. But the point is that 

none of us has that expertise. 

However, as the hiring started with various actions, such as interviewing the 

employees and making the final decision, the choices were not based solely on 

these rational features and level of expertise; instead, these actions were shaped by 

modus operandi and reflected the unarticulated aspect of the Good guy, namely a 

sense of humor and being trustworthy.  

One example illustrates this. When interviewing a new possible employee for 

the R&D team, there was an incident in the corridor when meeting the applicant. I 

was there to ask for permission as a researcher to follow the job interview. However, 

as the interviewee arrived, one of the interviewers suddenly introduced me as 

follows: “And here we have Hanna Okkonen from Oulu Police Department, and 

she is here to follow the interview if that’s OK with you?” For a second, the 

applicant looked confused, but after the applicant answered affirmatively, the 

manager revealed my identity (Field notes). This situation reflects how members 

of Precare make jokes at each other’s expense and make practical jokes to build 

togetherness. Thus, one non-rationalized requirement for the applicant was to 
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understand this kind of behavior and take no offense because behind it is not a mean 

intention but a way to create a sense of belonging. Here the action was deliberate 

as the manager was paying explicit attention to what he was doing.  Consequently, 

in addition to looking for a professional, they were looking for something else, this 

Good guy, which then shaped the strategic activity of hiring new employees for the 

R&D team in deliberate coping. Being able to fit their group in this sense seemed 

to be as important as their skills to perform their profession. 

In addition to a sense of humor, being trustworthy and reliable became visible 

during the employment process when one of the new employees told me about his 

job interview and what he had said during it: 

I said during my job interview that what motivates me is learning new things 

and that we can get something working and reliable out so that the trust grows 

in us that we can deliver that kind of stuff that the customer is also satisfied 

with and can trust. Because when we gain that trust, it can generate more 

orders. (Discussion) 

When making the final decision on choosing the right applicant, the CEO did not 

justify the decision solely by the applicant’s expertise level but he also highlighted 

the application letter, which he described as follows: 

The applicant wrote an excellent letter; the text was terrific. Moreover, it stuck 

out. It said, for example, that “Did you know that kangaroos cannot jump 

backward?” The application letter was really good. 

Thus, when making the decision, something in the application letter resonated with 

the manager’s sense of “good.” Instead of articulating and pinpointing what this 

“good” was, the manager instead told what was written in the letter. In other words, 

he aimed to capture part of the invisible background in the decision-making in 

deliberate coping.  

In these instances, the shift from absorbed coping to deliberate coping did not 

require a temporal breakdown, but in line with how Dreyfus (1991) refers to 

Heidegger, the shift from one mode to another took place whenever the situation 

required it. Thus, it is not only breakdown or immediate practical concern that can 

initiate deliberate action, as previous strategy-in-practices literature suggests 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011). Here the action does not shift to detached coping as in 

strategizing but absorbed coping shifts to deliberate coping where the actors pay 

attention to what they are doing, as the manager did when confusing the applicant 

with the prank about the police in the interview, or when pondering the specific 
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characteristics of an applicant when deciding to hire new employees for the R&D 

team. Thus, the decision-making also reflected the notion of Good guy in parts of 

the sense of humor, even though it could not be specifically articulated.  In other 

words, a specific modus operandi shaped strategic activities in deliberate coping, 

regardless of what kind of rational justifications were made during strategizing in 

detached coping regarding hiring new employees for the R&D team. Here, parts of 

the notion of a Good guy also reflected what kind of people were hired. This finding 

shows how background and by extension modus operandi shapes deliberate activity 

mode, namely how the managers make decisions in line with their notion of the 

Good guys trajectory. This finding aligns with previous strategy-in-practices 

literature, which suggests the background shapes all ongoing action, not only 

absorbed coping (Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021). 

6.5 Absorbed coping shapes strategic trajectory through 

unexpected outcomes 

If deliberate coping shaped the strategic activities, absorbed coping taking place in 

everyday life at Precare created unexpected outcomes that eventually shaped the 

whole strategic trajectory of Precare. This finding empirically illustrates how 

mundane everyday doing can have an impact on the strategic outcome. Here 

strategic outcome is predefined as strategic themes of internationalization, entering 

new segments and business areas, developing new products and features, and 

increasing the number of employees, all topics that the managers perceived to be 

strategically crucial for the existence and future of Precare, and ultimately 

impacting Precare’s growth and revenue streams. The shifts in strategic trajectory 

concerned all these four strategic themes.  

Most unexpected outcomes concerned internationalization; instead of gaining 

a local contract with the Technical system provider C to NC1, Precare gained a 

global contract with Technical system provider C, thus opening up new possibilities. 

Also, as the managers had neglected to enter new segments and business areas, in 

2018 it was not a possibility, but they were concretely working toward it. The 

initially buried product idea of Photo also came under development with another 

unexpected feature idea, Follow up. Finally, Precare managed to hire new 

employees and keep one of the founders that had said he was leaving, and also 

managed to prevent another employee from leaving. These unexpected outcomes 

stemmed from Precare’s absorbed coping, their modus operandi, which was 

reflected in their notion of a Good guy. 
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The findings in this section highlights three issues. First, overall, it illustrates 

with empirical examples how absorbed coping shapes strategic outcomes. Secondly, 

it shows that breakdowns can also be positive, not only negative. Thirdly, it explains 

how unexpected outcomes “arrive” to an organization and become meaningful 

through the entwinement of practices during temporal breakdowns. 

6.5.1 Unexpected opportunities of internationalization 

As Precare was entering NC1, Precare’s members planned to do that together with 

a global technical system provider C. The negotiations included negotiating 

simultaneously with public healthcare customer A in NC1 and Technical system 

provider C because neither would be interested in the contract without the other. 

The initial deal with Technical system provider C was to sign a local contract 

specifically in NC1. For Precare, this meant that Technical system provider C’s 

sales organization could then offer Precare’s solution to any customer in that 

specific market of NC1. The negotiations were ongoing during spring 2017, and 

Precare and Technical system provider C launched a pilot case in NC1 with 

Customer A. In the fall of 2018, Technical system provider C informed 

unexpectedly that instead of a local contract to NC1, they offered a global contract 

to Precare. In practice, this meant that all Technical system provider C’s sales 

organizations could now offer Precare’s solution globally to any public healthcare 

customer. For Precare, this contract with a world-leading partner was a significant 

achievement, so much so that the CEO of Precare did not at first comprehend the 

situation. He describes this moment as follows: 

When I got that email on Friday night, I gave [Technical system provider C] a 

call and asked if this is really a global contract. They said, “Well, it says 

worldwide, doesn’t it?”  

In addition, Technical system provider C changed the revenue model in the contract 

for the NC1 public customer A case. The original contract offered 30% for 

Technical system provider C and 70% for Precare. Now Technical system provider 

C changed the contract on their suggestion to 75% for Precare’s benefit. In addition, 

Precare would receive 100% of the licensing revenues. The CEO of Precare 

continued on this topic as follows: 
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So this is nothing to their [Technical system provider C’s] 4 billion turnover, 

but it has a huge meaning for their brand. They said “It is my pleasure to give 

a better share to you.” 

The reasoning Technical system provider C gave for the global contract was that 

they liked how Precare had done their job concerning the pilot case with NC1 

Customer A: 

And Technical system provider C, they have been really satisfied because this 

[NC1 customer A pilot case] has occupied them so little [with Precare], that 

they had next to nothing to do, and our solution has worked really well and 

there [at NC1 customer A] has not been any support pressure [for Technical 

system provider C], and that all taking into-use processes have gone exactly as 

we said they would. So, their [Technical system provider C’s] role has been 

minimal. Their Nordic area’s CEO just said beforehand that his worst 

nightmare was that this [NC1 customer A pilot case with Precare] would 

occupy them a hell of a lot, and that would not be in line with the money they 

would get of this deal. (CEO, discussion) 

This worst nightmare of Technical system provider C’s CEO reflects the well-

known aspect of doing business in the public healthcare sector, where things are 

often perceived to go wrong.  The CEO then started to reflect on what this meant 

for Precare and what they should do. More specifically, instead of participating in 

general healthcare events and exhibitions, Precare could now participate in 

Technical system provider C’s events and meet other countries’ public healthcare 

customers and other partners of Technical system provider C: 

And then I said [to Technical system provider C] that now that we have this 

contract, we should then participate in their customer events (CEO interview 

24th of November 2017).  

Even though they were aiming for NC1, Precare now unexpectedly had concrete 

means to enter other international markets. Further, now that they already had a 

global contract with technical system provider C, Precare could skip the negotiation 

part with a potential technical system provider when negotiating with potential 

public healthcare customers. Also, having a commercial deal with NC1 customer A 

as a reference had opened up new customer cases for Precare. In addition to having 

Technical system provider C onboard, in late 2017, Precare also signed a contract 

with another technical system provider, Technical system provider D. Not only did 
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this make entering NC1 possible; gaining most of the market also became a realistic 

possibility:  

With this [new] Technical system provider D, our market access [in NC1] grew 

to 55%. They have only a 25% market share in NC1, but one of their existing 

customers is the capital, which is already 22% of the market. And having 55% 

of NC1 is [monetarily] bigger than our current situation [being the market 

leader] in Finland because it is such a bigger market. 

Thus, Precare’s way of being trustworthy in this specific context of public 

healthcare then had unexpected outcomes, namely global contract, access to new 

markets, and by extension attracting new partners. These unexpected outcomes, as 

exceeded expectations, could then be labeled as positive breakdowns. This finding 

contradicts previous strategy-in-practices literature where breakdowns are usually 

referred to as negative in nature (Chia & Holt, 2006).   

6.5.2 Starting unpredicted product development and entering a 

rejected business segment 

After Precare had received a legal and solid relationship with Technical system 

provider C, Precare participated in partner exhibitions and other events which 

generated further unexpected outcomes. During Technical system provider C’s 

exhibition in the fall of 2018, the Technical system provider C’s employee 

recognized that Precare’s solution would be good for their new product 

development project with Technical Partner D. This product development project 

is referred to here as Follow up. The CEO of Precare said on August 20, 2018 that 

this cooperation between Precare, Technical system providers C, and Technical 

partner D was unexpected, and Precare’s members had no idea that technical system 

provider C had even considered developing this kind of solution, not to mention 

including Precare in it.  

As Precare started to discuss the project further with Technical system provider 

C and Technical partner D, they realized it would change the whole service 

provided by public healthcare. Previously, patients would have stayed at the public 

healthcare premises, but with this new product, Follow up, the patient could be 

moved to the home earlier without compromising the level of healthcare service. 

Consequently, with this product, Precare now had a way to access a new end-user 

segment of the private sector which they had rejected during the strategizing 

meeting at the beginning of the study. With this new product development project, 
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Precare started to negotiate to pilot it with existing domestic customers, thus 

gaining new opportunities with existing public sector customers, instead of gaining 

only new ones for their growth. (Field observation notes from May 11, 2017).  In 

other words, the strategic activity of entering a new business that was rejected in a 

strategizing meeting now became a possibility:  

At some point, board members said that we needed to dig to find a company 

we could find [to enter a new business segment], but it was like, four weeks, 

and the thought got buried. They realized everyone had zero vision of what or 

who we would buy. (CEO, interview on August 20, 2018) 

Despite having made a strategic decision not to enter the private healthcare sector, 

the managers noted that it could be a possibility “if the evolution goes there.” These 

unexpected outcomes stemming from Precare’s way of doing then transformed this 

strategic theme of entering new segments and business areas around making it 

possible, raising a rejected strategic activity to the unintended, emergent aspect of 

strategy. 

6.5.3 Awaking the buried: Starting to develop Photo 

In 2018 Precare was looking for a person who could further develop their 

international business, someone who had experience. On August 1, 2018, Precare 

hired their first global sales director. This person had vast experience of working 

with NC1. After starting to work with Precare, the global sales director recognized 

differences between Precare’s domestic market and NC1.  In the domestic market 

all the public sector customer organizations utilize different data archives; thus, 

developing a product or feature that would utilize these archives was seen as 

problematic:  

There can be several different archives even within one public customer, so it 

seems like one goddamn ragbag.  (Interview with CEO, August 19, 2018).  

Due to this challenge, around 2013 Precare had already rejected a product idea, 

Photo, which would require integration to these public healthcare data archives. 

Photo was rejected again in 2017 during the study for the same reasons. However, 

the new global sales director had remarked that in NC1 public sector practices are 

different from local public sector practice:  
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He [global sales director] could tell us that NC1 is different from Finland, that 

all the biggest public customer organizations have vendor-independent 

achieves, or platforms, to which all these organizations’ archives are connected. 

So we only need to access this vendor-independent archive, and then it 

channels to whatever the right place. So that was the inspiration to do that 

feature [Photo] by ourselves, which will be a certain success. (CEO, interview)  

Now we had this situation, if previously this case [Photo] interested us this 

much [inches his fingers very close to each other], then now this interests us 

this much [spreads his arms wide apart]. (CEO discussion) 

The new sales director’s socialization and experience in NC1 gave more insights 

into the lifeworld in that specific context than Precare’s managers could imagine in 

detached coping when they aimed to understand the lifeworld while planning Photo. 

In other words, Precare’s managers could not reveal what it was like when the world 

showed itself in availableness in a public healthcare sector in NC1, but the new 

sales director had first-hand experience of it. He then recognized the differences 

between the Finnish and NC1 markets and their practices when he was told why 

Photo was seen as impossible. Because of these now-revealed differences in socio-

material practices between the two markets, Precare’s past strategic decision to 

reject Photo transformed into their desired future, further shaping Precare’s 

strategic trajectory. Here an unexpected outcome became relevant as it mutually 

constituted Precare’s practice with Photo. This finding illustrates how rejected 

strategic activities do not necessarily remain so, as previous strategy literature has 

implied but not further examined what happens to these activities (Mintzberg and 

Waters; 1985; Mirabeau and Maguire, 2014; Mirabeau et al., 2018). This shift from 

neglected to realized strategy requires reflective, deliberate thinking where parts of 

the lifeworld and extensions of the practices that constitute the particular strategic 

activity are brought forth. As Tsoukas (2015) usefully points out, only during a 

reflective distance from practical coping in retrospective reframing can one 

recognize something’s meaning to something else. 

6.5.4 Increasing the number of employees: Retaining leavers and 

gaining new staff 

During the study, there were two occasions when an employee considered leaving. 

This might seem irrelevant at first, but due to the very stiff competition for capable 
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software developers in the area, losing employees would lead to a challenging 

situation for a relatively small company such as Precare.  

At the beginning of the study, one of the founding members said during his 

development discussion that he was leaving because he felt there were no new 

things to develop, and things had gotten too “steady” for his Gyro Gearloose 

mentality. The CEO and CTO were surprised but very understanding and 

encouraging, even though it seemed the founding member was leaving within the 

next 12 months. (Observation notes from February 24, 2017.) However, when 

Precare’s employees spent time together outside their office during the summer 

party and a recreation trip to NC1, the founding member started to speculate “how 

he could ever leave such a great group of people” (discussion in summer 2017). 

Then at the Christmas party in 2017, the founding member stated that he had 

changed his mind and had decided to stay. 

Another moment of almost losing key resources was in spring 2018, when one 

of the employees called the CTO and said he had received an offer from another 

company with a better salary. Both the CTO and the CEO of Precare told me later 

that the employee seemed to be torn over his decision; on one hand, the other job 

offered a better salary, but the employee was said to be reluctant to leave Precare 

and the people there. As a result, the CEO and CTO of Precare sat down with the 

employee. The managers had already discussed giving the employee new tasks and 

decided to raise the employee’s salary based on these new responsibilities. In the 

end, the employee decided to stay, even though Precare still could not offer the 

same salary as the competitive offer did.  The reaction from the managers toward 

these two cases was that they were delighted in a way that their employees felt they 

could approach the management openly about these issues:  

I think it’s so cool that the employee appeared like he did not even think that 

way round that he could not talk about that job offer […]. He would have gotten 

a better salary [from the competing offer], but I think this a great example that 

we have done something right. First of all, the employee comes to tell us about 

the situation and gives us an opportunity to react, and when we react, we don’t 

even need to match the other offer’s salary. (CEO, discussion, August 17, 2018).  

These two examples of an employee informing others that they were leaving and 

then deciding to stay were breakdowns that gave the CEO and CTO a feeling that 

there was something they had done right. However, because the background and 

modus operandi stemming from there was not tangible, nor something they could 

explicitly articulate, it was unclear what that “something” was. Regardless, this 
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breakdown made the CEO and CTO aware that something was making this possible 

and revealing the significance of their mundane everyday life. 

In addition to keeping the employees, Precare successfully hired the required 

employees for the R&D team during 2018. Also, the unexpected outcomes related 

to internationalization and developing new products and features brought about 

pressure to hire more new employees than the managers had decided on originally: 

We have grown a lot; we have required seven new employees during this year 

(September 17, 2018) 

We were lucky. We thought that we would probably get six employees this year 

[2018, when in 2017 the need was two to three]. It is tough to find those 

software developers. We thought we would get them little by little throughout 

the year, but instead, we got them all during the first quarter. But, yeah, we 

found them all surprisingly effortlessly, but I think it is because we had been 

looking for software developers for so long and we were present in all our job 

advertisements, so we got the reward from there. (CEO, interview) 

Precare’s new practice of making social media posts with the #Precarestyle hashtag 

and using the tag in job advertisements made Precare “present” in them. These 

social media posts revealed parts of Precare’s modus operandi and how they did 

things. The CEO perceived that this “presence” attracted new employees to Precare.  

Collectively, the four unexpected outcomes presented in this chapter, namely 

new international opportunities, entering rejected business segments, developing 

previously unimagined and previously rejected products, and retaining employees 

and hiring new ones, illustrate how mundane, absorbed coping can create 

unexpected results. These unexpected outcomes shaped the strategic trajectory of 

Precare in two ways: they offered different directions than those planned during 

strategizing, but they also transformed rejected strategic decisions into realized 

strategies. These accounts empirically illustrate exactly how unexpected outcomes 

stemming from absorbed coping take place in situ and with what effects through 

practices. Serendipity and unexpected things do not randomly “appear” in 

organizations but are entwined with the nexus of practices that constitute an 

organization and its context. Thus, this section offers an empirical explanation of 

the mechanisms of how unexpected outcomes become meaningful, which has not 

been further empirically explored in the existing strategy literature. Consequently, 

it empirically illustrates how practices can restrain strategic activities and enable 

past, rejected strategic activities to arise in realized strategy. 
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6.6 Leaving the story: From unrecognized to new strategic themes 

I conducted the last interview at Precare on August 20, 2018. Through a grapevine 

of personal connections, I had heard that Precare had, once again, experienced 

something unexpected. These unexpected occurrences were Follow up and Photo. 

At that time, I decided it was time to let go and focus on the empirical material I 

had gathered.  

Precare’s journey for one-and-a-half years was marked by more rapid growth 

than was anticipated in the context of public healthcare, which is considered slow, 

complex, and bureaucratic. I visited Precare for other work-related issues following 

the fieldwork of this study. The comparison of strategic decisions made at the 

beginning of the study and the situation at the end of the study raised the CEO’s 

interest. When I showed the first version of the Gephi analysis presented in this 

study, the CEO wondered how different things they punctuated during the 

strategizing meeting at the beginning of the study and how much things had 

changed. The challenge was no longer if Precare could grow, but how it should 

grow. Whereas in the middle of 2017 the strategic themes were internationalization, 

entering new business segments, hiring new employees, and developing new 

products and features, in late 2018 the strategic theme was different:  

The top challenge is: do we know how to grow? Not too little and not too much, 

so that no one gets burnout and so that fixed costs do not get too high, and can 

we grow technologically so that our solution is scalable. And that our values 

remain the same, that we do not bullshit the customer, not even on the phone. 

(CEO, interview) 

One of the issues regarding human resources is to keep our direct and 

spontaneous atmosphere and keep this group of people good, and that we 

would attract people who fit this company, and this company would be suitable 

for them too. (CEO, discussion) 

What they now highlighted as strategically important was the aspects of their doing 

that had enabled the unexpected outcomes. In retrospect, thematic awareness of the 

strategic importance of Precare’s modus operandi of being a Good guy was partly 

brought into intentional focus through repetitive, positive breakdowns. Thus, the 

managers started deliberately paying attention to their way of doing, highlighting 

the importance of time spent together: 
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Moreover, of course, our get-together events will be more meaningful when the 

number of employees increases and no one can spend that much time with 

discussions with everyone and getting to know one another like we did when 

there was, like, five of us, like [back then] we knew each other like the back of 

our hands. So now that is not possible anymore, and like we have people in 

different places, so the [get togethers’] connecting influence is huge like I 

noticed during our summer party when we spent the whole day together, we 

had a hell of a fun time, like those moments have far-reaching consequences. 

(CEO, discussion) 

In addition to these visible practices of spending time together, the managers 

understood that the values that guide everyday actions are important for the 

strategic outcome. Precare did not refine or change the pattern of action, but instead, 

the unexpected outcomes as breakdowns consolidated certain aspects of being a 

Good guy. Thus, the managers started making an effort to stabilize parts of the 

Good guy into visible documents: 

They [values] have not been changed, maybe they are visible in current activity, 

and maybe they are spoken about more, especially toward the customers. (CEO, 

interview)  

The values have been put down in a paper and other materials so they would 

be visible, for example, when a new employee arrives, and we go through 

certain sets, and even in our [official] strategy, it has a clear story as to why 

our values are what they are...I think that if you are honest and fair, it can take 

you a long way. (CEO, interview) 

Precare then raised one aspect of their way of doing, part of being a Good guy, into 

the value of empathy. However, it was not easily done as the board of directors was 

sceptical of empathy as a value. Here the unexpected outcomes acted as proof and 

justification, not just for others but to the CEO himself:  

For example, you have to explain why we want to have empathy as a value to 

the board members. When you treat people well, it generates positive things. 

[CEO during a discussion] 

In my opinion, this contract with Technical system provider C is an immense 

example of that [the importance of organizational value]. All the people who 

have questioned along the way our way of doing and our values, like just 
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recently one person said that s/he had never seen empathy as an organizational 

value, like how could it even be so? (CEO interview) 

Sure, there have been situations when I have questioned it [way of doing], but 

then quite quickly, there has been a reward for doing things like this: it works 

just fine. I am really happy that when I entered work life, I had the kind of 

thoughts that you have to be a ruthless asshole if you want to, for example, 

advance your career toward certain positions or win [customer] cases or 

things like that […] but these things and situations I have been involved in, 

different values and ways of thinking have worked. I think that is one of the 

most incredible things of all; we can get rewards and results now from the way 

we have been doing things. (CEO, interview) 

Thus, whereas parts of modus operandi, of being a Good guy, were made into 

secondary stabilization as the official value of empathy, parts of it, such as joking 

at each other expense, were not explicitly expressed. Thus, these aspects of 

absorbed coping remain partly hidden, and its meaning for Precare’s official 

strategy remains unsolved in this study.  

Further, relying on the notion of a Good guy can also be viewed as a risk when 

Precare dismisses the strength of differences and creates a homogenous group of 

people. If this is avoided, the challenge might be to find a tune among different 

kinds of people with different views, leading to a heterogeneous group of people, 

which has been missing from Precare. In either case, Precare seems to be prepared 

for changes as their journey departed from the CEO’s words, which he said in 2020 

when I was visiting Precare for other work-related reasons: 

The strategy should not be set in stone; it is essential to let go, too. I have 

learned that it is crucial to let strategy breathe. 

Over the years, Precare’s strategic trajectory has held its breath, then expanded, 

contracted, and expanded again as a collective achievement. Alongside seemingly 

unremarkable and insignificant everyday life, Precare’s strategic agency has 

weaved along, indifferent to human-designed, artificially drawn organizational 

boundaries and hierarchies. Precare’s strategic trajectory has emerged from Precare 

members’ intentional choices within the limitations practices create, and Precare’s 

way of doing stemming from their socio-cultural background by finding its 

capacity in specific contexts.   
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6.7 Summary of the findings 

The theoretical part illustrated how combining unintentional and intentional aspects 

of strategy can be brought under a single study by adopting Heideggerian onto-

epistemology of being-in-the-world. By embracing the relationality inherent in 

practice, the theory conceptually allows different modes of activity to be connected, 

and by extension, connect different modes of strategizing. More specifically, it 

theoretically connects intentional strategizing and emergent strategy across 

organizations with organizational outcomes. The previous strategy literature has 

mentioned the role of these two different modes of strategy (Chia & Holt, 2006, 

2009) but only partly empirically examined from a practice perspective (MacKay 

et al., 2021; Gomez & Bouty, 2011). Thus, the theoretical frame of this study 

illustrates how strategy can emerge from both as unintentional taking place in 

absorbed and deliberate coping and as intentional strategizing in detached coping. 

More specifically, it highlights the Heideggerian notion of seeking to account for 

occurrentness with which official strategizing can be conceptualized as taking place 

without breakdown. 

The empirical analysis adopted a process-relational view toward practices, 

emphasizing shared agency inherent in practice theory. Based on real-time analysis, 

activities from this perspective revealed four key findings, illustrated in Table 5 

below. 

Table 4. Empirical findings. 

Empirical finding Explanation  

Premises and practices 

shape strategic direction-

setting in detached coping 

Intentional strategizing takes place during detached coping. Prior premises 

set the directions for strategic themes and activities. In detached coping, 

the practices constituting strategic activities shape how the lifeworld is 

interpreted and set the possibilities and boundaries for strategic activities. 

Detached coping can also take place without a breakdown or as a positive 

breakdown. 

Absorbed coping is shaped 

by background 

The background gives the codes of conduct in absorbed coping, a specific 

modus operandi. Modus operandi is mainly unnoticeable but can be partly 

revealed as recognized differences. 

Deliberate coping shapes 

strategic activities and initiate 

new practices.  

In deliberate coping, decision-making regarding strategic activities is 

shaped by background and has a similar trajectory to modus operandi. In 

the face of a malfunction, new practices emerge during deliberate coping. 

Deliberate coping is arrived at through temporal breakdowns and when 

there is a need. 
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Empirical finding Explanation  

Absorbed coping shapes the 

strategic trajectory 

 

Absorbed coping has unexpected outcomes. These outcomes can be 

positive or negative. Breakdowns emerge through practices; during a 

reflective distance from practical coping in retrospective reframing, 

something can be recognized as meaningful to something else in a 

relational entwinement with other practices.  

The first finding relates to intentional strategizing as detached coping. Here, the 

action is intentional where the actors rationally interpret the lifeworld through 

secondary stabilizations to form plans and aim to tame the constant change into a 

livable entity. Thus, it does not need a breakdown per se but can occur whenever 

the actors seek to account for occurrents. During detached coping, the relationality 

of the lifeworld is disconnected, and things are treated as separate from each other. 

However, despite this separation, the relationality of the lifeworld is present during 

strategizing, where the prior premises set the possible strategic themes. In Precare’s 

case, these premises were being a market leader in the domestic market and 

operating in the public healthcare sector, which set the directions for strategic 

themes of internationalization, entering new business segments, developing new 

products and features, and increasing the number of employees. 

Further, how the lifeworld is interpreted is shaped by strategic activities 

stemming from these strategic themes and practices mutually constituting these 

strategic activities. For example, the empirical examples illustrated how companies 

usually not thought to be Precare’s competitors, such as banks and gaming 

companies, transformed into competitors when interpreting the world from the 

strategic activity of hiring new employees. Secondly, the more practices were 

perceived to be constituting a strategic activity, the more uncertain and beyond 

managerial control the strategic activity was interpreted to be. On the other hand, 

when a strategic activity was perceived to not mutually constitute anything with 

any of Precare’s existing practices, the strategic activity was perceived as difficult, 

if not impossible, or irrelevant, such as, in Precare’s case, entering the private 

healthcare sector. Consequently, the first finding suggests that strategy is immanent 

within the nexus of practices constituting the organization and its context. 

Therefore, managers do not have undisputed authority over strategic activities 

during intentional planning, as practices both enable and restrict strategizing in 

detached coping. However, intentional strategizing in detached coping can reveal 

aspects of the lifeworld otherwise dismissed during absorbed coping, and it gives 
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directions toward what to aim for, even though these directions are within the 

limitations that the practices set. 

The second finding illustrates how in absorbed coping, the modus operandi 

stems from the broader socio-cultural background. As in absorbed coping the 

lifeworld is seamlessly incorporated into the ongoing action when the background 

cannot be grasped. However, by seeking perceived differences and looking into 

interactions and encounters, parts of this background and modus operandi can be 

explored by extension. In Precare, there was a notion of being a Good guy that 

stemmed from the broader socio-cultural background. Parts of this Good guy were 

being trustworthy, having resilience, and joking at each other’s expense. The first 

of these stemmed from doing business in the public healthcare sector, the second 

stemmed from the Finnish concept of sisu, and the latter stemmed from engineering 

culture in Finland. These all gave a distinct modus operandi for Precare’s way of 

reproducing practices.  

The third finding illustrates how the emergence of strategy is partly beyond 

actors’ control while reproducing strategic activities in deliberate coping. 

Deliberate coping occurs in two ways; when actors face a malfunction or an 

obstacle and aim to circumvent the hindrance, or when they need to. In Precare’s 

case, there was a temporal breakdown when the employment process did not 

proceed as planned. Here, the breakdown wakes the actors up to pay attention to 

what they are doing. Thus, new practices emerge during deliberate coping when the 

strategic activities do not proceed as anticipated. 

Further, deliberate coping is not present only during temporal breakdowns, but 

whenever the actors need to pay attention to their actions, such as during decision-

making, while still reproducing a particular practice. For example, in Precare’s case, 

these deliberate coping moments were present when facing a problem while hiring 

new employees to the R&D team or deciding to choose the applicant for the 

position. The second finding indicates that these new practices and decision-

making in deliberate coping are in line with the existing modus operandi. For 

example, hiring new employees created an immediate practical concern, and a new 

practice of posting social media updates with the #Precarestyle hashtag emerged. 

These social media posts depicted the parts of Precare’s modus operandi, which 

would then be of interest of the type of people Precare thought of as Good guys. 

Thus, despite the plans made during detached coping, such as setting parameters 

for the new employees, these strategic activities are still shaped by background and, 

by extension, the modus operandi. Consequently, strategic activities during 

deliberate coping are shaped by modus operandi. 
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The fourth and final finding illustrates how absorbed coping actions that are 

taken across organizational hierarchies and beyond organizational boundaries can 

have unexpected outcomes. Here, specific ways of reproducing practices have a 

particular meaning in a specific context, proving to be of advantage or hindrance. 

In Precare’s case, the absorbed coping unintendedly initiated a global contract with 

Technical system provider C and, by extension, created an opportunity to develop 

a new, previously unimagined product called “Follow up” which provided the 

means to actualize the rejected strategic activity of entering the private healthcare 

sector. Further, it illustrates how unexpected outcomes arrive and become 

meaningful to an organization through the entwinement of practices during 

temporal breakdowns. Here the process-relational lifeworld becomes partly visible 

during breakdowns, revealing the significance of the absorbed coping, which is 

otherwise often dismissed when the world shows itself in availableness. It is only 

at a reflective distance from absorbed coping that actors can recognize something 

else’s meaning. The empirical analysis showed how unexpected outcomes as 

temporal breakdowns were recognized as possibilities in deliberate coping. For 

example, the new global sales manager recognized the potential of Photo, and 

Technical system provider C recognized Precare’s value for their other ongoing 

project with Technical partner D. Overall, absorbed coping shaped the whole 

strategic trajectory of Precare.  

These findings collectively illustrate how practices have strategic agency 

across an organization and how the emergence of strategic trajectory combines 

three modes of practices: absorbed coping, deliberate coping, and detached coping. 

Detached coping and strategizing as planning or creating a “creating a big picture” 

for an organization (MacLean & Macintosh, 2015; Jarzabkowski et al., 2021) make 

the uncertain world livable (MacKay et al., 2021; Chia, 2014). However, during 

deliberate coping, strategic activities are shaped by modus operandi, and absorbed 

coping shapes the whole strategic trajectory by opening up new possibilities and 

raising the neglected strategic activities perceived as irrelevant in the realized 

present. Further, by revealing parts of absorbed coping, temporal breakdowns can 

raise the strategically significant aspects of an organization’s modus operandi, 

making its members aware of their competitive advantages that might otherwise 

pass unnoticed. These three modes of practice imply that strategy’s emergence is 

partly beyond human agency and is relationally shaped by the actors’ background. 

This is not to take human agency out of the equation; on the contrary, during 

temporal and complete breakdowns, the actors can become aware of these elements 

shaping their modus operandi and either solidify parts of them or make an effort to 
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change them. However, they can only be changed when and if the actors are aware 

of them. Consequently, practices forming an organization and its context constrict 

and enable strategic activities as the process unfolds.   

6.8 Discussion of the findings 

Even though strategy-as-practice scholars have increased our knowledge of 

intentional strategizing practices (Johnson et al., 2003; Jarzabkowski et al., 2016; 

Kohtamäki et al., 2018; Vaara & Whittington, 2012) and strategy-in-practices has 

illustrated how the emergence of strategy as patterns of action can occur in practice 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; MacKay et 

al., 2021), they have both focused on either aspect of strategy, intentional strategy-

making (Hutzschenreuter & Kleindienst, 2006; Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Chia 

& Rasche, 2003; Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014) or unintentional, emergent strategy 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019). The first has treated strategizing 

practices as predefined strategic (Jarzabkowski et al., 2021, Chia & Rasche, 2010), 

whereas the latter has glossed over intentional strategizing moments in their 

empirical investigation (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; MacKay et al., 2021). Further, both 

streams of literature have mainly focused on the management level when 

examining the formation of strategy (Johnson et al., 2003; Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; 

MacKay & Chia, 2007), or on a retrospective investigation into past events of 

strategy emergence (MacKay et al., 2021). 

Thus, in aiming to examine strategy as a collective achievement by 

emphasizing social dynamics in strategy formation, both strategy-as-practice and 

strategy-in-practices studies have struggled to explain and empirically illustrate 

how intentional strategizing and emergent strategy enfold and unfold into each 

other and create tangible strategic outcomes (Burgelman et al., 2018; Mirabeau et 

al., 2018). Previous studies have shown that combining process and practices 

perspectives (Burgelman et al., 2018; Chia & MacKay, 2007; Kouamé & Langley, 

2018; Mirabeau et al., 2018) and highlighting relationality in practice theory (Chia 

& Holt, 2006, 2009; Rasche & Chia, 2009; MacKay & Chia, 2007; MacKay et al., 

2021) can be fruitful in merging these two aspects of strategy and connecting 

practices to organizational outcomes.  

By adopting the three Heideggerian modes of being, the notion of seeking to 

account for occurrentness, and an ethnographically oriented approach, this study 

set out to examine the following research question: How do intentional strategizing 

practices and unintentional actions stemming from socio-cultural background 
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shape the strategic trajectory? The sub-questions were: How does strategy emerge 

from different modes of practice? and How do different modes of practice connect? 

The findings of this study illustrate how strategy emerges from the three modes 

of being. Further, it explains how different modes of practices enable and constrain 

strategy and reveal the mechanisms of how these three modes of activity connect 

to create organizational outcomes. Thus, this study contributes to strategy studies 

that adopt the practice perspective, namely the strategy-in-practices literature 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; Chia & Holt, 2006; Chia, 2014; Chia 

& Rasche, 2009; Griesbach & Grand, 2013; MacKay et al., 2021; Sandberg & 

Tsoukas, 2011; Tsoukas, 2015) and strategy-as-practice studies (Jarzabkowski et 

al., 2007, 2021; Vaara & Whittington, 2012). By extension, this study also 

contributes to strategy process studies that have distinguished deliberate and 

emergent strategies in strategy formation (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Régner, 2003; 

Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014). In the following, I elaborate in more detail how the 

findings of this study contribute to the existing strategy literature. 

6.8.1 Premises and practices shape the strategic direction-setting in 

detached coping 

Theoretical and empirical findings suggest that the Heideggerian notion of seeking 

to account for occurrentness enables strategizing to be conceptualized as an 

orchestrated, detached coping moment that can take place without a complete 

breakdown (Dreyfus, 1991), tying it to the flow of action with the emergent aspect 

of strategy.  

During detached coping and related thematic awareness, the subject/object 

polarization emerges when practitioners intentionally aim to understand the 

processual lifeworld through reflective distancing: the agent is no longer immersed 

in the task at hand but instead detaches from it, trying to solve the problem by 

dividing the task into properties (Chia & Holt, 2006, 2009; Tsoukas, 2009; Rasche 

& Chia, 2009). Empirical findings illuminate how the nexus of practices mutually 

constituting a strategic activity and the context are revealed as practitioners draw 

from these practices in detached coping while making decisions of pursuing or 

rejecting possible strategic activities. 

The first empirical finding suggests that the more connected a strategic activity 

is perceived to be to other practices and contexts, the more beyond their control and 

authority this strategic activity practitioners experience it to be. However, 

contradicting the previous strategy-in-practices literature, in detached coping, it is 
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not so much the modus operandi that shapes the decision-making (Gomes & Bouty, 

2011; Bouty et al., 2019); it is the broader background and nexus of practices 

constituting an organization and its context. Thus, decision-making is already 

bounded by premises and further shaped by practices that constitute their activities. 

In other words, it gives room for choice and intention inherent in practice theory 

(Bourdieu, 1990; Recwitz, 2002) but where the human actors are not fully 

autonomous in their decisions (Chia & Holt, 2006; MacKay et al., 2021). This is 

what strategy-in-practices studies have theoretically implied (Chia & Holt, 2006) 

but not fully empirically illustrated (Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019; 

MacKay et al., 2021). Thus, strategic activities that managers agree on emerge from 

prior premises and practices constituting the organization and the context. 

Secondly, strategy-as-practice scholars have treated strategizing as intentional 

work (Jarzabkowski, 2003, 2008; Jarzabkowski & Wilson, 2002; Silice & Mueller, 

2007; Jarzabkowski & Seidl, 2008; Spee & Jarzabkowski, 2011; Regner, 2003; 

Kaplan, 2011; Samra-Frederics, 2003) and struggled to connect micro-level 

activities with macro-level phenomena as it overlooks the relational entwinement 

of the nexus of practices constituting the organization and its context (Whittington, 

2012). The visualization of a detached coping moment with Gephi illustrates in 

practice how the relational practice perspective flattens the micro-macro distinction, 

which is inherent in the strategy-in-practices perspective (MacKay et al., 2021). It 

shows how micro and macro levels can be connected from the practice perspective 

and how to conceptualize intentional strategizing as a relational practice. 

6.8.2 Absorbed coping is shaped by background 

Relational practice theory proposes that the code of conduct, a specific modus 

operandi, shapes our doings without intentional deliberation (Bordieu, 1990; 

Schatzki, 2005). However, this taken-for-granted behavior has been difficult to 

empirically examine in strategy studies, which often miss the absorbed coping 

occurring without any interruption (Chia & MacKay, 2013; Gomez & Bouty, 2011; 

Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021). Thus, this study provides insights into 

how different backgrounds among which the organization is embedded can 

originate different kinds of modus operandi in relation to these different 

backgrounds. This finding contributes to recent strategy-in-practices studies that 

have illustrated how the modus operandi originating from a multitude of local 

coping actions at the crossroads of an organization and its context over time solidify 

into an established set of orientations in practices that enable uncertainties in a 
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processual, changing world to be responded to (MacKay et al., 2021). These studies 

have then focused on what occurs during these uncertainties and immediate 

organizational concerns (Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021), thus leaving out 

the actual absorbed coping in situ where the world shows itself through 

availableness. These prior empirical investigations have not focused on absorbed 

coping (which strategy-in-practices refers to as practical coping) but rather on 

deliberate coping. This is where this study’s more significant contribution lies in 

illuminating in practice how this actually happens by focusing on the notion of the 

“Good guy.”  

The findings implicate that a modus operandi stems from the social background 

shaping the taken-for-granted behavior taking place unintentionally in absorbed 

coping. However, the organization’s members can reveal different aspects of their 

modus operandi, and the lifeworld from which practitioners draw, when interacting 

in the organization and environment. Thus, this finding contributes specifically to 

the strategy-in-practices literature (Chia & Holt, 2006; 2009; Gomez & Bouty, 2011; 

Bouty et al., 2019; MacKay et al., 2021), showing how the daily, mundane everyday 

doing is shaped by, and stems from, the socio-historical background. 

6.8.3 Deliberate coping shapes strategic activities and initiate new 

practices 

The key contribution of this study is the finding regarding deliberate coping as the 

mechanism filling the grey zone between deliberate and emergent aspects of 

strategy, and elucidating the mechanism for the emergence of a new practice. The 

findings implicate that an organization’s members can reveal different aspects of 

their modus operandi and the lifeworld that practitioners draw from when 

interacting in the organization and environment in deliberate coping. Findings 

illuminate how parts of this ungraspable absorbed coping become visible at the 

organization’s interface and context during temporal, positive breakdowns. These 

positive breakdowns contradict the previous strategy-in-practices literature that 

implies that it is a failure, not a success, that alerts the shift from absorbed coping 

to deliberate coping (Chia & Holt, 2006). These positive or negative breakdowns 

have not been empirically examined in the existing strategy literature, even though 

theoretically conceptualized, for example, as boundary crossing and deviations 

(Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2011).  

Thus, it is then the temporal breakdowns or a need for reflection that initiate 

deliberate coping. Deliberate coping shapes the emergence of strategy in two ways. 
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First, it gives rise to new practices when actors aim to circumvent interruptions. 

The finding agrees with the strategy-in-practices view that new realizations and 

new practices emerge unintentionally in relation to the task at hand and are shaped 

by the modus operandi (Gomez & Bouty, 2011). This third finding, however, 

suggests that this does not take place in an uninterrupted flow of action in absorbed 

coping (Chia & Holt, 2006) but instead in deliberate coping when the actor pays 

explicit attention to what they are doing while still remaining with the task they are 

reproducing, as Heidegger suggests (Dreyfus, 1991; Koschmann et al., 1998). 

However, this deliberate coping is still shaped by the modus operandi and, 

consequently, resonates with the strategy-in-practices literature that insists that all 

practices are shaped by prior cultural and historical background (Chia & Holt, 

2006). In retrospect, it is then in detached coping when these new practices can be 

determined as strategic where strategy is emergent in nature. It is these deliberate 

coping moments that can in a way alert the managers of a deeper current shaping 

the strategic trajectory, which becomes partly visible during temporal breakdowns 

as negative or positive temporal breakdowns.  

Secondly, the previously set strategic activities in detached coping are shaped 

in deliberate coping. Here the previously rationalized actions are influenced by the 

modus operandi that shapes deliberate coping. Consequently, deliberate coping 

connects the absorbed coping and detached coping in the flow of action. 

6.8.4 Absorbed coping shapes the strategic trajectory 

Absorbed coping can have unexpected outcomes, creating the second emergent 

aspect of strategy formation. The final finding illustrates how the mundane 

everyday life can lead to positive outcomes that were not imagined—or lead to new 

strategic activities that were previously rejected during detached coping. Compared 

to the previous literature explicitly focusing on deliberate and emergent aspects of 

strategy formation (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985; Régner, 2003; Mirabeau & Maguire, 

2014), this study then illuminates how absorbed coping can shift past, unrealized 

strategy into the emergent aspect of realized strategy.  

In previous models, namely the models of Mintzberg and Waters (1985), 

Régner (2003), and Mirabeau and Maguire (2014), the process of emergent and 

deliberate aspects of strategy formation has depicted a linear process, not further 

elaborating what, if anything, happens to the unrealized strategy. Thus, by 

extension, this study’s final finding contributes to strategy process studies adopting 

a strong process perspective by showing how through practices strategy formation 
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is a non-linear, temporal process (Kaplan & Orlikowski, 2013; Garud et al., 2015), 

where the unfolding of strategy is partly beyond management control (Chia, 2014; 

MacKay & Chia, 2013).  

The fourth finding then reveals how these unexpected outcomes are relevant 

for an organization: unexpected outcomes do not randomly become strategic, but 

instead, they gain meaning from the background and nexus of practices with which 

they are entwined during the task at hand. This resonates with relational practice 

theory, which perceives unintended consequences to only have meaning through 

practices that enable and constrain actors in their interpretations of the world 

(Reckwitz, 2002, p. 245). 

Finally, in light of these findings, I argue that unexpected outcomes as 

breakdowns can raise aspects of availableness, and by extension, parts of the 

background and modus operandi become visible. In other words, the mundane 

everyday life in relational entwinement with the lifeworld can have unexpected 

outcomes that circle back to the organization as either positive or negative temporal 

or complete breakdowns. These breakdowns further raise deliberate or detached 

coping, again connecting absorbed coping, deliberate coping, and detached coping 

together. Unexpected outcomes as temporal breakdowns can initiate new practices 

in deliberate coping, whereas complete breakdowns can raise the silent absorbed 

coping into thematic awareness in detached coping. 

Thus, if practitioners only rely on things as they should be, it makes all the 

unordinary appear unnatural when they are a natural part of being-in-the-world and 

prevents practitioners from reorganizing their lives (Spinoza et al., 1997, p. 54) as 

intentional action (Bourdieu, 1990). Consequently, if researchers focus only on 

absorbed coping and discard temporal and complete breakdowns inherent in 

processual life, studies miss the role intentionality plays in reorganizing and 

changing mundane everyday practices through which patterns of actions and (by 

extension) strategy emerge. As Bourdieu (1990, p. 56) noted, without argument or 

violence, the modus operandi tends to exclude aspects not within its trajectory. I 

argue here that these points of detached and deliberate coping, either borne out of 

the complete breakdown or arrived at when seeking to account for occurrentness, 

hold the potential to recognize strategically significant aspects of daily life and 

make continuous change livable. As such, intentional strategizing is part and parcel 

of the formation of strategy like any other detached coping. But in light of the 

findings of this study, it resonates with the previous strategy-in-practices view by 

suggesting that even in their deliberations, actors are not fully autonomous in their 

actions as practices shape detached coping. Thus, what is meaningful for the 
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organizational outcomes are the mundane, daily activities occurring within and at 

the interface of an organization and its context (MacKay et al., 2021; Jarzabkowski 

et al., 2021). Figure 4 illustrates strategy in different modes of practices and how 

they connect. 
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7 Conclusions 

Both strategy-in-practices and strategy-as-practice research have struggled to 

theoretically explain and empirically illustrate the emergence of strategy. The 

inability to include intentional and unintentional social practices to empirical 

investigation and tie them to organizational outcomes has led to overemphasizing 

either emergent, unintentional aspect of strategy (Gomez & Bouty, 2011, Bouty et 

al., 2019) or intentional strategizing moments (Chia & MacKay, 2007; 

Hutzschenreuter & Kleindienst, 2006; Vaara & Whittington, 2012; Chia & Rasche, 

2003; Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014), which leaves a gap in the strategy literature on 

how they relate to each other (Burgelman et al., 2018; Mirabeau et al., 2018). 

 Heidegger’s (1962) three modes of being and the notion of seeking to account 

for occurrentness and relationality inherent in practice theory circumvent this 

distinction and offer an alternative to understanding how intentional and 

unintentional practices unfold and enfold into each other in creating organizational 

outcomes. The process-relational onto-epistemology inherent in this view 

considers intentional and unintentional aspects of strategy and accepts it as a social 

construction (Chia & Holt, 2006; MacKay et al., 2021). It is also suitable for 

understanding the unexpected nature of the lifeworld practitioners face (MacKay 

& Chia, 2013).  

Doing so replaces the troublesome deliberate and non-deliberate distinction of 

strategy with a more nuanced understanding of the intentionality of practices 

(Tsoukas, 2015). Thus, the discussion is not about what practices are strategic but 

moves to treat strategy as immanent in all practices (Chia & Holt, 2006; MacKay 

et al. 2020). The findings of this study illuminate how practices shape strategy in 

two ways: in detached coping, the socio-cultural background acts as a prior premise 

that sets the directions for strategic themes. Further, during detached coping, nexus 

of practices set the possibilities and boundaries for strategic activities. Modus 

operandi stemming from background shapes the absorbed and deliberate coping, 

and the whole strategic trajectory with unexpected outcomes. These are vital 

insights implied with a practice philosophy and theory (Reckwitz, 2002; Rache & 

Chia, 2009) that has yet to be countenanced by strategy practice advocates.  

Detached coping occurs during complete positive or negative breakdowns and 

when actors seek to account for occurrentness. Further, deliberate coping not only 

emerges through negative temporal breakdowns but also through positive 

breakdowns. Strategy-in-practices from this perspective offers an opportunity to 

develop an integrative understanding of strategy emergence that begins with 
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traditional intentional strategizing episodes and moves through unintentional, 

mundane everyday actions to unexpected occurrences and organizational outcomes 

where practices shape the whole strategic trajectory of an organization. Thus, it 

conceptualizes how the strategically significant aspects of socially constructed 

organizational life can become partly visible and made into secondary stabilizations 

and new practices, connecting different modes of practices and the strategy inherent 

in them. 

7.1 Implications for theory and practice 

In light of the findings of this study, I present three interrelated implications for 

relevant strategy research and practice and the limitations of the study. The 

strategy-as-practice literature’s notion that intentional strategizing work is strategic 

(Jarzabkowski, 2003, 2008; Spee & Jarzabkowski, 2011; Regner, 2003) and that 

strategy-in-practices claims that all practices, including intentional, are shaped by 

a modus operandi (MacKay et al., 2021) leaves no room for shared agency inherent 

in practice theory and philosophy (Reckwitz, 2002). Thus, human actions are 

bounded by socially constructed practices, but there is always room for 

intentionality and a possibility to act against the practices (Bourdieu, 1990). Thus, 

what sets the limitations and boundaries in detached coping and, by extension, 

intentional strategizing episodes is not a modus operandi per se but the perceived 

situation when aiming to understand the lifeworld and the nexus of practices that 

mutually constitute the ongoing action (Schatzki, 2001). In other words, how the 

lifeworld is seen and understood depends on the practices.  

Thus, process-relational practice theory explains how it is possible to make 

rational decisions and deliberations without modus operandi shaping them, but 

where practices still mutually constitute the ongoing action and determine what is 

perceived as possible when the world shows only parts of itself. Consequently, 

examining how intentional strategizing episodes occur among nexus of practices 

and with what effects is a potential future research topic. It requires placing 

empirical investigation into the nexus of practices and possibly utilizing software 

to analyze and illustrate how practices connect to reveal how managers seek 

strategic trajectory in a specific context among nexus of practices. This study 

showed how utilizing a network analysis tool, Gephi, can reveal and visualize how 

practices and premises enable and create boundaries for the decision-making in 

detached coping by bringing forth the process-relational lifeworld, despite trying 

to reduce it into separate entities such as hierarchies and levels. By extension, 
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studying the nexus of practices in detached coping could also connect to creative 

work by examining how perceived obstacles can be diminished when aiming to 

make the lifeworld livable with specific aims stemming from prior premises. While 

in this study the empirical analysis was done by tracking the strategizing meeting 

transcripts manually, in larger empirical materials, software like Topic Modeling 

utilizing artificial intelligence in longitudinal studies might be helpful. 

Secondly, dividing absorbed coping from deliberate coping enables the 

examination of organizational life and the unintentional aspect of strategizing 

where there are no interruptions, and also of how people interact in a specific 

context, and by extension, shape strategic trajectory unintentionally and without 

reflective distancing from the ongoing flow of actions. Here the lifeworld is 

invisible and seamlessly incorporated in the ongoing action. Thus, 

methodologically, to explore the absorbed coping is not about focusing on 

immediate practical concerns (Bouty et al., 2019) nor relying on retrospective, 

documentary data (MacKay et al., 2021) but instead embracing the unseen world 

when it shows itself in availableness where being-in-the-world does not require 

work. It requires the adoption of techniques that capture socio-cultural absorbed 

coping practices with prolonged first-hand experience (MacKay et al., 2021; Vaara 

& Whittington, 2012).  

Thirdly, it is during deliberate coping and temporal breakdowns that reveal 

parts of the availableness and, by extension, what matters to the actors in a specific 

situation and context. This offers a way of examining how new realizations and 

practices emerge and how they are shaped by modus operandi. This is what 

empirical strategy-in-practices studies have done when they have aimed to examine 

absorbed coping. In repetition, these temporal breakdowns can reveal parts of 

availableness, and modus operandi, and which are then moved to realized strategy. 

Here, the relationality of the nexus of practices makes something relevant to the 

current, ongoing action. 

Consequently, future strategy research could benefit from focusing on 

deliberate coping during temporal breakdowns and examining how practices 

congeal parts of modus operandi and become recognized in the nexus of practices. 

It requires some lengthy fieldwork to grasp the background and modus operandi 

shaping absorbed and deliberate coping. By extension, temporal breakdowns with 

nexus of practices provide the means to examine the temporality inherent in 

strategy process studies by investigating how temporal breakdowns act like an 

episode where the past, present, and future are mutually reconfigured in a 

continuous process throughout ongoing action (Kaplan & Orlikowski, 2013; Garud 
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et al., 2015). Focusing on deliberate coping would then require non-participant 

observations where the researchers can make distinctions and recognize the 

unfamiliar and changes in action, which is difficult in participant observations 

(Czarniawska, 2014). 

In line with the perspective toward strategy taken in this study it is not then 

relevant to ask what strategic activities are selected and left out during strategizing 

(Mirabeau & Maguire, 2014), what tools and methods are used in intentional 

strategizing meetings (Kaplan, 2011; Spee & Jarzabkowski, 2011), or studying how 

practitioners draw from a wider socio-cultural background in their absorbed coping 

(Gomez & Bouty, 2011; Bouty et al., 2019), but asking how intentional decision-

making and absorbed coping in everyday life enabled these strategic activities in 

the first place, how they can be made visible, and taking that under inspection. 

Methodologically it encourages the capturing of strategy emergence on the flow in 

a way that would capture all ongoing action (Chia & MacKay, 2007, p. 235), and 

not only intentional strategizing or emergent, unintentional strategizing. Thus, 

ripping absorbed, deliberate, and detached coping from each other might not be 

fruitful, as explaining them should not be at the expense of these other aspects of 

strategy emergence. 

For managers and their strategy work, it means focusing on the mundane 

everyday life in their organization. This does not mean that employees from all 

levels contribute to the strategy document; on the contrary, the strategy as a 

document is not necessarily important. What is important is setting the strategic 

activities and bearing in mind that the seemingly mundane everyday life shifts the 

strategic trajectory. It means moving even deeper levels of organizational life under 

scrutiny in determining what is strategically significant for an organization. As such, 

values and pretty words remain to fail, and cooperation negotiations keep 

resurfacing, as modus operandi, a collective way of doing that so often remaining 

unnoticed, continues to rule out actions that are not in line with it. In the light of 

this study, strategizing should include more examination of how organizational life 

is upheld and reproduced and with what effects. Also, strategy is not stable but it 

shifts, and with that comes the art of letting go, grasping the unknown, and letting 

go again. As such, the day strategy is done after six months of work, it is no longer 

relevant as the world has changed. The nexus of practices and modus operandi 

constituting the changing social world shapes an organization’s path in intentional 

and unintentional actions, which should be of interest. It is only after recognizing 

these aspects of paying attention to unexpected outcomes that it is possible to 

reorganize organizational life.  
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Second, the fallacy of stability and security does not resonate with change and 

process, but interruptions, new realizations, and breakdowns do. As such they 

provide means to reveal what is of strategic importance in an organization other 

than strategic, stabile plans. In this way, intentional strategizing should not only be 

looking back in order to look forward, but a continuous task embracing temporal 

breakdowns as interruptions that enable innovation, reorganization and 

development in the world. At the same time, it means letting go, but leaving the 

path open as the lifeworld keeps unfolding. 

7.2 Limitations of the study 

Ethnographically oriented approaches have different truth claims than other 

qualitative research methodologies. Instead of only analyzing and reporting what 

people say and how they express experienced reality, ethnographically oriented 

approaches bring the researchers and their views to the table as well where the truth 

claims are “situational, co-constructed through interaction with others in 

organizational setting, reflective of researchers’ and others’ positionality with 

respect to subjects and settings” (Ybema et al., 2009, p. 9). 

Thus, this study did not aim to grasp objective truths, and according to 

Heideggerian (1962) being-in-the-world, it is not even possible where knowledge 

emerges through practices while experiencing the world. Here, non-participant 

observations prevented the aspects of absorbed coping, which partly relied on 

storytelling and only partly on non-participant observations. Thus, there is always 

the risk of misunderstanding what was said and expressed. Consequently, studying 

absorbed coping could benefit from participant observations where the researcher 

is also the practitioner (MacKay et al., 2021). However, at the heart of any 

ethnographically oriented approach is the notion that the situations are never to be 

repeated or similar, which is why it is also in line with process-relational onto-

epistemology. 

The second limitation of the study is the way the fieldwork was conducted. 

Fieldwork is full of choices to be made; where to place the focus, how to act during 

the fieldwork, how long to stay in the field (or how long before funding runs out), 

with what words to describe the situations and social life being observed, and so 

on. Having open access to Precare did not guarantee that all employees were honest 

and open or wanted to participate in the interviews. Thus, a researcher must 

sometimes rely on convenience samples in ethnographically oriented approaches 

because what one desires to observe is not available (Fine & Schulman, 2009). Also, 
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the time spent in the field can be said to have taken place during a positive time at 

Precare in the absence of significant harmful incidents, such as conflicts among 

employees and business partners. It might create a picture-perfect view of the case 

company.  It is not due to the study per se, but the timing of the study. 

Further, being raised and socialized in the same Finnish socio-cultural setting 

and having working experience in the software business was both beneficial and a 

hindrance. On the other hand, knowing the CTO and CEO of Precare gave a ring 

of truth to what they said, as they did not limit their opinions; hence, for example, 

the unfiltered, profuse usage of cursing on their part during the fieldwork. Further, 

while the previous experiences in the field could have enabled me to understand 

some aspects better than being unfamiliar with the setting, at the same time this 

experience could have prevented me from seeing all aspects of the encounters. 

Being partly familiar with the setting could have made the perceptions too 

sympathetic, as I was too blind to the negative aspects of the encounters that 

someone unfamiliar with the setting could have noticed. In other words, the world 

showed itself partly in availableness in the field for both the researcher and the 

people being observed. Thus, it could have been a challenge to recognize aspects 

of the availableness in absorbed coping. As Czarniawaska (2013) put it, the 

researcher needs to step back to distinguish the differences. Thus, research focusing 

on temporal breakdowns and deliberate coping could also benefit from doing the 

study in an unfamiliar setting or having a second researcher participating in the 

same study as researcher always mediates the scenes and how they unfold (Fine 

and Schulman, 2009).  

Finally, the ethnographically oriented approach gets close to the personal lives 

of the observed and is influenced by how they are represented in writing, setting 

self-imposed limits to the researcher. Some scenes were intentionally left out of the 

study, as they got too close to the personal lives of the people being observed. Thus, 

autoethnography would give a broader range of writing where the researchers do 

not need to be conscious of their actions to other people and their lives. 
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Appendix  

Table 5. Empirical material of the study 

Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Meeting 27/06/2016 Field notes Lunch meeting with the CEO about conducting 

research at Precare. His thoughts about strategy in 

general and practical issues concerning fieldwork 

Observations 23/02/2017 Field notes Daily life, quiet day, describing Precare and its 

premises 

Observations 24/02/2017 Field notes R&D meeting, sales contacting existing customers for 

new sales, customer meeting, pilot case meeting with 

customer 

Observations 27/02/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, experiences from pilot with real 

case, R&D meeting, discussion about hiring new 

employees, meeting with R&D employment agency 

Observations 28/02/2017 Field notes Daily life, meeting with partner, stories about 

encounters with customers, discussion about how to 

contact customer and maintain good relationships with 

them, potential case and how it went: what went wrong 

and what went well, police call with sad news  

Observations 06/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, customer feedback, foreign 

market pilot launch, meeting with partner and 

customer, discussion about pricing options 

Observations 07/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life 

Observations 09/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, R&D meeting, meeting regarding 

offer for new customer, meeting with one existing 

customer, pricing model and discussion about 

competitors 

Observations 10/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, partner had internal meetings after 

meeting Precare’s competitor and discussion about 

that, discussion about offer  

Observations 14/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, potential employee interview, 

discussion about hiring employee 

Observations 15/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, R&D problem-solving, going 

through offer for customer 

Observations 16/03/2017 Field notes Describing the atmosphere in the office, meeting with a 

partner, story from end-user training event 
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Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Observations 20/03/2017 Field notes Going through user cases and technical process 

descriptions (what happens with the end-user), 

expense structure of a public service provider, 

presenting new feature to existing customer, meeting 

with a customer  

Observations 21/03/2017 Field notes Daily life, quiet day, R&D going through different 

scenarios 

Observations 22/03/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, going through of how existing 

information could be used from the database, painting 

a picture of future and internationalization, sales, 

employee development discussion 

Observations 23/03/2017 Field notes R&D development directions, customer feedback, R&D 

meeting 

Observations 24/03/2017 Field notes Software development, offer and pricing discussion. 

Discussion about pricing.  

Observations 27/03/2017 Field notes New employee getting familiar with Precare, discussion 

about customer pilot, discussing values and meaning 

of work through end-user: what is the purpose of 

Precare, its solution and its features and future 

development 

Observations 27/03/2017 Field notes Upcoming marketing event 

Observations 29/03/2017 Field notes New employee’s first day, R&D meeting, ad hoc 

problem-solving 

Observations 18/04/2017 Field notes Meeting with customer 

Observations 25/04/2017 Field notes Describing daily life, quiet day. 

Observations 02/05/2017 Field notes Daily life  

Observations 02/05/2017 Field notes Daily life, new features, new public purchasing terms, 

discussion about pricing options 

Observations 09/05/2017 Field notes Marketing event and how it went, domestic market 

situation, ad hoc corridor discussion about customer 

service, meeting with customer, R&D meeting  

Observations 10/05/2017 Field notes Daily life, marketing event planning, problem-solving, 

meeting with potential customer, getting accepted: 

employee jokes at researcher’s expense 

Observations 11/05/2017 Field notes Daily life 

Observations 15/05/2017 Field notes Discovering the building, going through budget, 

discussion about how to gather end-user feedback 
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Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Observations 29/05/2017 Field notes Discussion about marketing event and how it went and 

experiences from that, problem-solving, surprise visit 

from partner and relaxed discussion about current 

situation with them. Discussion about pricing models, 

R&D meeting 

Observations 30/05/2017 Field notes Daily life, quiet day. Customer has given negative 

feedback because one technical system provider has 

not delivered what promised. There is a discussion 

about what they can do with things like this 

Observations 31/05/2017 Field notes Daily life, facility management company is doing their 

spring cleaning and cleaning windows, R&D problem-

solving, customer meeting, potential market situation 

update 

Observations 12/06/2017 Field notes Customer meeting, discussion about pricing, terms of 

new contract, end-user use cases, R&D meeting 

Observations 13/06/2017 Field notes Daily life, ad hoc problem-solving, potential technical 

system provider meeting, R&D meeting 

Observations 14/06/2017 Field notes Ad hoc problem-solving, R&D meeting, employees’ 

summer vacation plans 

Observations 15/06/2017 Field notes Daily life, R&D meeting, summer vacation timetable, 

employee talks about how they feel about strategy in 

general 

Observations 16/06/2017 Field notes R&D meeting, lunch with board members 

Observations 29/06/2017 Field notes End-user event, R&D meeting, ad hoc visit from 

partners, potential market discussion 

Observations 24/11/2017 Field notes Changes in the office, discussing with employees 

Observations 28/03/2018 Field notes Meeting with a customer, discussion upcoming update 

with the solution 

Participant 

observation 

15/12/2017 Experience Christmas party, open discussions with employees, 

also first international employee present, topics varied 

from work, business, personal life to music, etc. 

Meeting 27/03/2017 Recording 52 

min, transcript 

Familiarizing new employee with the company, 

discussion about how to treat customers in general 

Meeting 27/03/2017 Recording 50 

min, transcript 

Familiarizing new employee with R&D practices 
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Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Meeting 29/03/2017 Recording 

transcript 

00:18:00 

transcript 

R&D meeting 

Meeting 10/05/2017 Recording 1 h 

5 min, 

transcript 

R&D meeting, discussion about potential features 

Meeting 11/05/2017 Recording 1 h 

8min, 

transcript 

Status update and forming justifications of strategic 

propositions for board members 

Meeting 16/05/2017 Recording 38 

min, transcript 

R&D meeting, discussion about potential features 

Meeting 16/05/2017 Recording 38 

min, transcript 

R&D meeting 

Meeting 07/06/2017 Recording 1h 

34 min, 

transcript 

R&D meeting 

Interview 09/06/2017 Recording 35 

min, transcript 

Employee 2, experiences about starting the company, 

personal life, and work, working from other city, values 

Interview 09/06/2017 Recording 36 

min, transcript 

Employee 5, Previous work life, company history, 

Precare’s current situation regarding strategic 

activities, interpreting future, how the board of directors 

perceive strategic growth issues 

Interview 12/06/2017 Recording 33 

min, transcript 

Employee 3. Internationalization, work experience, 

work history, thoughts about the Precare and own work 

Interview 13/06/2017 Recording 63 

min, transcript 

Employee 1, feelings and thoughts about work, 

company, competitors, public sector. 

Interview 13/06/2917 Recording 28 

min, transcript 

Employee 4, previous work experience, thoughts about 

the employment process  

Interview 24/11/2017 Recording, 66 

min, transcript 

Interview with CEO status update regarding strategic 

activities, discussion about values 

Interview 17/08/2018 Recording, 61 

min, transcript 

Interview with CEO, unexpected events regarding 

internationalization, new product ideas, employees, 

pricing 
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Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Interview/open 

recording 

20/08/2018 Recording, 65 

min, transcript 

Interview with CEO and CTO, unexpected events, new 

product ideas. Also includes recordings of Beer Friday 

and employees’ thoughts about success and growth, 

collective joking, and small talk 

Document 26/05/2015 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, new feature, and other ideas for the 

office premises 

Document 29/05/2015 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, new feature ideas, presenting a 

feature idea for private sector 

Document 25/06/2015 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, presenting ideas on employee 

wellbeing, presenting the idea of Photo for the first time 

Document 14/10/2015 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, new feature, and other ideas for the 

office premises 

Document 02/02/2016 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, customer feedback, new feature 

ideas 

Document 28/06/2016 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, new feature ideas, wondering if there 

is something for the private sector to offer 

Document 16/12/2016 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session, customer feedback, new feature 

ideas 

Document 11/04/2017 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session  

Document 22/03/2017 Pictures Testing how end-user device works 

Document 11/04/2017 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session 

Document 03/05/2017 Email Customer purchasing decision 

Document 03/05/2017 Email Award competition results 

Document 31/05/2017 Email Customer’s roadmap and user experience 

questionnaire results 

Document 20/08/2017 Blog text Features, user experiences 

Document 21/08/2017 Blog text Public procurement process 

Document 22/08/2017 Blog texts Real-time information flow 

Document 24/11/2017 Pictures, video Documenting the building, office, and environment 

Document 01/01/2017 - 

29/06/2017 

Excel sheet Total of 370 official company meetings information with 

dates, participants, and topics of the meetings 

Document 09/07/2017 - 

30/12/2019 

Email 

newsletter 

Newsletter of current topics 
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Method Date on the field 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Form Main Topics 

Document 25/60/2015 Meeting 

memo 

Idea Mill session 

Document 28/872017 Blog text 
 

Discussion 07/03/2017 Recording 22 

min, transcript 

Customer event planning 

Discussion 16/03/2017 Recording 

00:09:34 

End-user training experience 

Discussion 17/03/2017 Recording 

00:04:31 

CEO talking about values and growth 

Discussion 20/03/2017 Recording 40 

min, transcript 

Status update among employees 

Discussion 24/03/2017 Recording 

00:09:49 

R&D discussion 

Discussion 25/03/2017 Recording 

00:06:34 

R&D discussion 

Discussion 27/03/2017 Recording 5 

min, transcript 

Ad hoc corridor discussion  

Discussion 27/03/2017 Recording 3 

min, transcript 

Ad hoc corridor discussion 

Discussion 29/03/2017 Recording 

00:02:27 

Ad hoc corridor discussion 

Discussion 18/04/2017 Recording 

00:04:34 

Ad hoc corridor discussion 

Discussion 11/05/2017 Recording 10 

min, transcript 

Ad hoc discussion  

Discussion 16/05/2017 Recording 

00:06:28 

Ad hoc problem-solving 

Discussion 18/05/2017 Recording 

00:01:50 

Customer problem-solving 

Discussion 31/05/2017 Recording 19 

min, transcript 

Ad hoc discussion  

Discussion 09/06/2017 Recording 14 

min, transcript 

Ad hoc problem-solving 

Discussion 24/11/2017 Recording 1h 

6 min, 

transcript 

Status update about growth as in hiring new 

employees, international market situation, potential 

customers with CEO 
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